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IDSTORICAL SKETCH 

The Egyptians, "a club for the discussion of scientific, religious, 
economic, and other topics pertaining to the welfare, culture and 
happiness of the people," was organized at a meeting of fifteen 
men held in the home of the late A. S. Caldwell on June 21, 1913. 
These men had been meeting as an unorganized group since 1911. 
The fifteen founders were: Charles N. Burch, A. S. Caldwell, J. 
B. Cannon, Elias Gates, Charles J. Haase, E. M. Markham, C. P. J. 
Mooney, Sanford Morison, J. Craik Morris, A. B. Pittman, J. W. 
Rowlett, A. Y. Scott, Bolton Smith, B. F. Turner and J. C. Wilson. 

Before the organization was completed, fifteen others were en
rolled as charter members, namely: Albert W. Biggs, E. C. Ellett, 
W. H . Fineshriber, J. R. Flippin, Thomas F. Gailor, Marc\14 
Haase, H erman Katz, James P. Kranz, Walter Malone, R. B. 
Maury, H. Dent Minor, A. E. Morgan, Israel Peres, Alfred H. 
Stone and Luke E. Wright. 

The name chosen for the organization was proposed by W. H. 
Fineshriber. The fact that ancient Memphis was in Egypt sug
gested the name. The by-laws stated that the membership should 
"consist of not more than thirty-three men of recognized standing, 
ability and influence in Memphis and Shelby County, Tennessee." 
It was further stated that members were to present their con
tributions in the form of papers and that all papers were to be 
issued in printed form. This clause has resulted in the largest and 
most significant literary production of a general nature ever 
made by any group of Memphians. 

From the beginning, The Egyptians were guarded against in
ternal friction by a constitutional provision that "no resolution 
shall ever be passed committing the club as a body to any proposi
tion." The club is unique in the unwritten law that its name is 
not to appear in the press in any connection. 

IV 

CONSTITUTION AND BY-LAWS 

As Amended to May 31, 1960 

ARTICLE I.-Objects. 

Section 1. The subscribers hereto associate themselves for the 
purpose of discussing, a t stated times and in a social way, such 
topics as pertain to the welfare, culture and happiness of the 
people, particularly of our own locality, state or nation. No reso
lution shall ever be passed committing the club as a body to any 
proposition. 

ARTICLE 11.-N ame and Membership. 
Section 1. This organization shall be known as THE EGYPTIANS, 

and shall consist of not more than thirty-three regular contributing 
members, who shall be citizens or residents of Shelby County, 
Tennessee, of recognized standing, ability and influence in the 
communitv, with other associates as provided in Section 2. 

Section 2. Honorary membership may be tendered ·only to 
non-resident persons distinguished in the walks of education, litera
ture, science or art; and such associates having no votes, shall be 
exempt from payment of a ll dues and assessments. 

Section 3. Any member may nominate an individual for mem
bership, submitting a brief statement of the candidate's qualifica
tions to the officers of the club. If by majority vote of the officers, 
the candidate is acceptable, the officers shall circularize these 
qualifications to the members of the clul> at least one week prior 
to the following meeting. A secret ballot shall be cast by mail, with 
the minimum number of affirmative votes for election equalling at 
least two-thirds of the total membership, and if not more than two 
adverse votes be cast by the members, it shall be the duty of the 
secretary to invite such person to become a member. 

ARTICLE ill-Officers. 
Section 1. The Officers of the club shall be a President, Vice

President and Secretary-Treasurer, each to be chosen by ballot at 
the last meeting in May, to serve one year, or until a successor shall 
be elected. 

Section 2. As a compensation for his services, the Secretary
Treasurer shall be exempt from the payment of all dues, charges 
and assessments. 
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LAWS AND SEMANTICS 

NEUTON S . STERN 

Read before THE EGYPTIANS, Oct. 18, 1962 

Webster says semantics is "the science of meaning·." T:le 
lesson of semantics today is that words have meanings, and 
that what they mean to one person is not necessarily the 
same as what they mean to another. The meaning in tlw 
course of time and history may change, may gain or lose in 
overtones and undertones ; old significances and uses are lost 
and new ones originate and develop so that sometimes a 
word hardly recognizes itself in its old age. 

Aldous Huxley has written: "Children should be taught 
that words are indispensable, but also can be fatal-the only 
begetters of all civilization, all sciences, all consistency of high 
purposes, all angelic goodness, and the only begetters at the 
same time of all superstition, all collective madness and 
stupidity, all worse-than-bestial diabolism, all the dismal his
torical collection of crimes in the name of God, King. Nation, 
Party, Dogma." 

What I aim to do this evening is to consider what laws 
are, how they differ in meaning in changing uses and van·
ing contexts and in what respects, if any, they remain always 

the same. 

Most of us ordinarily think that there is something fixed 
and sacrosanct about a law, especially that a scientific law. 
a law of nature, is a part of nature that must be obeyed and 
that cannot be contraverted. vVe shall see that this is not the 

truth; sometimes it is far from the truth, though sometimes 
near it. But no law is absolutely true. 

A great student of the earliest literate civilization, that of 
Sumer, is named Kramer. He tells us that H ammurab i who 
began to rule about 1750 B.C. wrote a code of laws, ap
proximately 300 of them, and inscribed them on a diorite 
stele. But, he says, there came to light recently a law code of 
King Lipit-Ishtar that preceded Hammurab i by 150 years. 
Further he relates that soon after this discovery, another 
code was found in part, the Bilalama codes, promulgated 70 
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years earlier. This is not the end, or rather I should say the 
beginning, for since then the code of Ur-Nammu of the third 
dynasty of Ur has been translated, dating still earlier by 
about 100 years. This is the oldest set of laws known to man 
as yet. So that laws are no new things. 

Only five of the laws of Ur-Nammu can be "restored with 
some degree of certainty." Three are particularly important 
because they show that even before 2000 B.C. the law of, "an 
eye for an eye and tooth for a tooth" had yielded to a mo~e 
civilized and humane approval in which a money fine was 
substituted as a punishment. The fine was 10 silver shekels 
for a foot cut off, and 2/ 3 of a silver mina for a nose(?) cut 
off. 

Ur-Nammu said that the god Nanna made him king, and 
presumably gave him the power to make laws. The early 
Egyptian laws were supposed to have been given by the god 
Thoth. Hammurabi was pictured on the stele as receiving 
his laws from the sun-god Sham ash; some god unnamed 
gave the Cretan code to .Minos on Mt. D icta ; Zoroaster got 
his from Ahura-Mazda on a high mountain amidst thunder 
and lightning. Moses therefore is by no means unique, al
though no other set was so brief and succinct as the Ten 
Commandments. Even Dionysus has been represented as 
holding the stone tablets of law. 

It is hardly likely that there would have been so manv 
editions if all the gods were as wise as their followers pro~ 
claimed them to be. One code should have been good enough 
and acceptable to all mankind. No, the laws were the codifi
cation of local sentiments that had developed among the 
people for whom they were meant, and we may suppose 
that before the edicts were formulated, there had been much 
discussion pro and con about the bad habits and dreadful 
criminal doings before a consensus was reached. 

For our present purpose what is important is that a law 
was not something inherent in the then social milieu although 
it arose from this matrix, but was a decree, a pronounce
ment but not just an ordinary pronouncement. Proposed by 
the social consensus, it was backed up by the po·wer of the 
king which was usually absolute in those days. I t was a word 
out of the mouth of a man, and would have been ineffective 

without his personal physical powers or that of his minion~ 
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and soldiers. This was reinforced by stating that the code 
was the voice and wish of the then-present god. 

Every man knew through centuries of history what Louis 
XIV of France put so briefly and so cogently "L'etat, c'est 
moi." I am the state, meaning without question that " I am 
the law, and you had better take heed." 

Laws by decree were meaningless unless there was power 
to enforce them. This is true even in the present day. How 
many would obey the traffic laws, were not the police on 
the watch for viola tors? How many would pay their income 
tax if enforceable penalties were not in the offing for failure 
to pay? How many would avoid service in the armed forces 
if there were not powers and penalties to enforce it? Et 
cetera. Durant has written that the laws of morality and 
religion, condensed in the Ten Commandments were "des
tined to receive the lip-service of half of the world." 

In respect of law and decree there is slight difference 
between an absolute tyranny and the democracies of Greece 
and today. The d ifference is only where the power lay, in 
the hands of one man on the one hand, in the hands of the 
people or their representatives on the other. 

A new concept came into the law with the developed 
work of the Roman jurists. H. J. Muller, in his fascinating 
book "Freedom in the Ancient V1' orld," said these jurists 
"most clearly transcended tribal and class prejudice by the 
concepts of cosmopolis and natural law ... Cicero ... had 
summed up the premises of natural law ... the actual laws 
of nations fall short of justice, but " true law" remained 
universal, unchanging, and everlasting because it was founded 
not upon man's opinions but upon nature ." The basic idea 
was equality because of reason, the common possession of 
man- "law is on the face of it a matter of convention," even 
natural law. "1v!en do not in fact agree on a universal, ever
lasting law"-or on what nature is, or where its laws may 
be found. In the same way, we and our founding fathers 
talk of natural right, the God-given rights of man; but these 
only come into prominence with the philosopher Locke, and 
were emphasized by the Declaration of Independence and 
our Constitution! 

Where were the rights of man during the three or four 
thousand years of Egyptian history, or in the Persian Empire, 
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or m the empire of Alexander? These "rights of man" (so 
called) are not intrinsic in nature in spite of our glib talk; 
they hold only in communities that have come to an agree
ment on this philosophical principle, particularly interesting 
because this has come about without an edict. They have 
become commonplace in thought and speech because of a 
growing sense of equality among Western man, and have 
resu l ~ ed in, let us say, a slogan, the rights of man. Among 
primitive peoples, the only rights that exist are those that 
have become conventionalized in each social group, and they 
differ from group to group. Are the millions of Chinese 
people in their communes prating today of their "rights"? 

There is another kind of law that is worthy of temporary 
consideration-unwritten law. Such law embodies at times an 
emotional and physical reaction to happenings that contra
vene the customs of the people. The outstanding example 
perhaps is the feeling that a man has the right to kill some
one who has viola ted the sanctity of his home and marriage 
heel. In spite of the written laws against murder, one who 
has clearly killed for this reason is almost sure to be exoner
ated by a jury in this country. This "law"-so called-has 
stood up for a long time and is not apt to be changed in 
the near future. 

T hese unwritten laws were pointed out by Durkheim in 
his work on Anomie. They are the mark of the mores of the 
culture in which one lives. They are the result of social pres
sure and resu lt in the conformism present in every society. 
The reactions "become habits"; these become "forceful," and 
change fina lly into unwritten rules of behavior. Durkheim 
wrote particularly of pressures that kept individuals in the 
economic class into which they were born. Classical examples 
of these strata were the aristocracy, the merchant guilds with 
masters and apprentices, the serfs, as they existed in the 
J\{iddle Ages. Another example is the stratification by caste 
in India. While in the Middle Ages apprentices became mas
ters, other movements from class to class were rela tively 
rare . In our own country this mobility both up and down 
is greatly accelera ted and freer. 

As instances of unwritten law in minor degree, m en in 
America use only two kinds of ties ; knee pants, wrist ruffles, 
ostrich feathers on ha ts are "strictly out." Recently high 
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school girls wore bobby sox and a college girl going to class 
would as soon be dead as to be seen with anything but a 
very dirty pair of white shoes. A clean pair would mark one 
as declassee. Let us now leave this digression into unwritten 
laws, which change rapidly or slowly according to time, place, 
circumstances and culture. 

Let us now turn to the laws of science. Are they too de
crees, or by social consent, or are they absolute and final? 
Most people today strongly believe that the laws of science 
are firm and fixed. Sir Isaac Newton was the father of this 
belief. As a result of his studies the world became a mechan
ism; the sun and planets followed the laws of gravitation as 
well as the apple. The laws of mechanics, of physics and 
chemistry, were definite, and our architecture, our bridges, 
our steamboats, automobiles and airplanes, our chemical 
industry, our prognostication of eclipses are founded upon 
the precision and accuracy of these "laws." 

Did Newton discover these laws ready-made in some hiding 
places in na ture, or did he make them up himself? If not 
out of whole cloth then of what? 

In the early days before science was science, man used if 
not whole cloth a t least part cloth. The god Indra rode the 
storm ; Aeolus, King of the Winds told his sons, the winds 
from north, south, east and west, when and where to blow, 
and when to stop. Vegetation died when Attis or Adonis or 
Osiris died, and grew again in the spring when he was res
urrected-although the ancients knew perfectly well what to 
do with seeds. They saw no incompatibility, because they did 
not know enough to see it. But even in this climate of 
thought, Greek logic began, with understanding of induction 
and deduction. 

When man began to use his powers of reason on the hap
penings he saw about him, when observations and not myths 
became the basis of his thinking, he began to generalize from 
them and to state his conclusions; although he did not call 
his conclusions laws at this stage of development, he did call 
them axioms and propositions, the axioms being so "self
evident" that they didn't need to be proved (and couldn't 
be proved anyway) . So Euclid, that great codifier of the 
geometry of his day, who wrote the first early work of its 
kind to be preserved (though obviously the Egyptians of the 
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Pyram ids were fine geometers ) - so Euclid said a straight line 
is the shortest distance between two points. Tha t was that, 
until he changed his premises and talked about spherical sur
faces instead of plane surfaces. Then the shortest distance be
tween two points, as any aviator knows, is the curved portion 
of the great circle tha t touches them both . There are always 
the limitations of the context in which the premises are stated, 
and so these conclusions are not universal and always so. 

As time went on and so many points were classified, the 
conclusions and the terms in which they were expressed, 
beca use more and more precise, and finally in their exact 
fo rm were called laws, the laws of nature and science. These 
laws were tested by their accuracy in prediction; they said 
that things should happen according to their rules. Man set 
up experiments of various kinds, not only those from which 
the conclusions were drawn in the first place, but others 
to see wh ether under changed conditions the law would hold 
good . If all work confirmed it, the law was confirmed ; if 
not, it was either changed to incorporate the new and similar 
resul ts or entirely changed or discarded. 

At one time it was thought tha t in combustion, phlogiston 
11·as driven off from a burned substance. Even after it was 
shown that m any substances when burned gained weight 
ins tead of losing it, it took many years before men agreed 
th:1 t the gain in weight was due to the addition of oxygen, 
rather than to the subtract ion of phlogiston. In the end 
the ·' Iaw of combustion" was absolutely reversed. 

When I 1-vas in college \\·e thought tha t the subject of 
matter was a closed book : m atter, molecules, a toms, pa rticles 
to which electrons, the "substance" of electricity were at
tached. We did know about radium, but not about its 
implications and what has since dcYcloped from it. There 
has been a complete revolution in this half century. Matter 
is now believed to be composed of thirty, perhaps forty, 
pa rt icles of energy; and fur ther, ma tter and energy change 
back and for th from one to the other according to the for
m u h of Einstein , E=?vfc2

, which is the basis of our present 
dealings with a tomic energy. 

Un til the Einsteinian period , there seemed much certainty 
in the laws tha t were promulgated by science. It was a tre
me-ndous jolt to scientific and worldl y self-complacency when 
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W erner H eisenberg came forth with his "principle" of un
certainty or indeterm!naney. By now he knew better than to 
ca ll it a law. This principle says that we cannot specify at 
the same time the position and speed of an electron with 
absolute precision. Sir James J eans says in "The M ysterious 
Universe" that this is in part due to the clumsiness of the 
appartus a t our disposal, and in part, according to the 
quantum theory, due to the fact that na ture moves by jum ps 
or jerks in the minuscule world of matter. "So long as these 
jerks are of finite size, it is as impossible to make exact 
measurement as to weigh oneself exactly on a balance which 
can only move by jerks." The determinism which seem s to 
us to occur is only statistical. 

Is this the end? Is there nothing left for the future? I think 
not. We are probably in the adolescence of science, not its 
old age. We will go on from new principle to nevv principle. 

'Ve see then tha t science is based on reason. Observing a 
common quality, a regularity of behavior of the phenomena 
of nature, under given conditions, a scientist makes an in
duction, passes from detail to a generality, and calls it a 
theory- or perhaps a law. From this he reasons tha t certa in 
other details should happen ; he makes a deduction, he pre
dicts effect. Then he makes experiments and so long as things 
happen in accordance with the predictions, the law holds. 
So far none of the scientific laws of the past have held in 
their entirety. Scientists no longer believe that any of the 
present laws are final ; they consider them tenta tive and 
mutable. No longer are axioms held to be self-evident. Scien
tists now start from assumptions. 

'Ve can now answer our initial questions. N o bw of anY 
kind , whether it be religious, social, psychologica l or sc ien tific . 
no law is absolute, no law is true in the fu ll ancl ewrbst 
ing sense of that word. Laws of every kind a rc man-mack. 
subject to the errors, the pre-suppositions, the passions, or 
inadequacies of thought that went into their or igina tion and 
construction. Being of human development and liable to 
human mistakes, all laws a re in some degree imperfect, in
complete and therefo re essenti ally tenta tive. 
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CUBA 

Failure of American Foreign Policy 

JoHN F. MoLONEY 

R ead before T HE EGYPTIANS, November 15, 1962. 

Cuba today provides a close-to-home graphic example of 
what Communism does to a country. Prior to Castro, only 
two Latin American nations-Costa Rica and Venezuela-en
joyed higher per capita income than Cuba. Under Com
munism, income per person has declined more than 40 per
cent. 

Workers' pay, in both industry and agriculture is down 
sharply. Premium pay for overtime, paid vacations, Christ
mas bonuses and other benefits have been eliminated. 

Cubans now eat about half as well as they did before Castro. 
Food is strictly rationed. M eat consumption is down from 
7.5 lbs . per person per month to 3 lbs. Rice consumption has 
dropped from 10 lbs. to 6 lbs. monthly per person and bean 
consumption is now about 1.5 lbs. monthly per capita, a de
crease of 40 percent. 

Approximately 45 percent of the rolling stock on Cuba's 
railroads is out of commission. In 1958, there were 1,040 
buses operating in Havana. In January of this year, the 
number was down to 670. In 1958, there were 19,700 tractors 
in Cuba. Now, only 13,950 are reported in working order. 

In 1958, also, Cuba was nearing self-sufficiency in petroleum 
products, with British and U. S. firms expanding their 
refineries. Castro seized these plants and has been trying 
to operate them on crude oil from Russia. The plants are 
badly run down, production is off sharply and, despite the 
decline in the number of buses, trucks and other oil-consum
ing equipment, there is a serious shortage of gasoline and 
other petroleum products. 

The Castro government confiscated more than $1 billion 
of American investments in Cuba. It has stolen even more 
from the Cubans themselves. All rental property and the 
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homes of Cubans who fled were seized. Fully half the island's 
land has been placed under government ownership. Castro 
promised homes for industrial workers and farms for agri
cultural laborers but, with a few exceptions used as show
pieces for propaganda purposes, these promises have never 
materialized. A large proportion of Cuba's farm workers 
have been placed on state farms. These workers are paid 
primarily in scrip which is redeemable only at government
owned "peoples' stores ." In the cities, housing is so short that 
Castro has advised young people not to marry unless they 
can move in with their in-laws. 

So much fo: the material blessings of the "workers' 
paradise." Wha t of personal, intellectual and political free
doms? 

Like every communist regime, Castro's government permits 
no opposition. Only one party, the Integrated R evolutionary 
Organization, is allowed to operate. F ree elections, one of 
Castro's major promises before and after he came to power, 
have never been held and are now called "a vice of the 
capita listic world to keep imperialists in power." 

The free press has been destroyed . The semi-official news
paper, R evolucion, and the communist daily, H oy, provide 
Cubans with their printed news. Of the five TV stations oper
ating prior to Castro, only one is left and that operates 
under complete government control. American films have been 
banned. 

All schools, public and private, have been nationalized and 
the entire educational system has been changed to one of 
communist indoctrination. Textbooks preach the party line 
which includes hatred of capitalism and of the United 
States. The University of Havana is headed by Juan Mari
nello, a long-time leader of the Cuban Communist Party. 
Thousands of young Cubans have been sent to study behind 
the Iron Curtain. 

Religion is being slowly stifled. Priests may perform the 
rites of the church but are prohibited from teaching the 
catechism and from engaging in social work. 

Personal freedom no longer exists. A home may be 
searched without a warrant. A person may be arrested and 
imprisoned without a charge. Habeas corpus is not recognized, 
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and the accused is considered guilty unless proven otherwise. 
The government has an elaborate system of spies and secret 
police. Castro himself has boasted that he has one spy for 
every six Cubans. Under Batista, there were about 10,000 
political prisoners. Castro is holding 50,000 to 70,000. He 
admits to 670 executions, but reliable diplomatic sources esti
mate that several times that number have been murdered 
by the regime. 

This is communism-90 miles from our borders . How it 
came about and how the United States government has re
acted to it represents one of the less illustrious pages in the 
history of our nation. 

II 

Cuba is the largest island in the West Indies. Its area 
of 44,217 square miles is slightly larger than the State of 
Tennessee. The population of about 6 million is three-fourths 
white, with the balance Negro or a mixture of N egro and 
white. Some 70 per cent of the people live in rural areas 
and agriculture is the major occupation. Sugar is the domi
nant crop with tobacco in a secondary role. Cuba's climate 
is mild and its soil generally fertile. Deposits of copper, nickel 
and iron ores are available. A number of exceptionally fine 
harbors characterize the Cuban coast. The island's re
sources are adequate for the development of a prosperous 
economy. 

Like most of the Latin American nations, Cuba has had a 
turbulent history. It was one of the first parts of the W estern 
hemisphere discovered by Columbus in 1492 and it remained 
under Spanish rule for more than four centuries. The 
Spaniards early recognized the economic potential of the 
island and its great strategic importance. 

As most of us have come to realize during recent years, 
Cuba lies just 90 miles southwest of Florida. Perhaps not so 
well known is the fact that it is only 135 miles northeast of 
Mexico's Yucatan Peninsula, 93 miles north of J amaica and 
60 miles west of the island that is made up of H aiti and the 
Dominican Republic. The entrances to the Gulf of M exico 
and the Carribean Sea can be effectively controlled- by sea 
and air-from bases in Cuba. In today's age of jets and 
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missiles, Cuba is of even greater importance to the security 
of the United States than in any previous period. 

The importance of the island to this country was well
recognized throughout the 19th century. Concern over Cuba 
was, in fact, one of the principal factors involved in the 
adoption of the Monroe Doctrine. There were many, including 
John Quincy Adams and Thomas Jefferson, who believed 
that Cuba should become one of the States of the Union. 
Generally, however, the United States was agreeable for 
Cuba to remain a possession of Spain, a nation too weak to 
be a threat to this country. 

Spanish colonial policy was not notable for its enlighten
ment. Corruption was widespread, cruelties were common 
and revolts, a number of them organized within the United 
States, were frequent, though unsuccessful. In 1895, however, 
there began a struggle that was to lead, a few years later, 
to Cuban independence. It was bitterly waged by both sides 
and a substantial element of the American press, emphasizing 
and sensationalizing Spanish cruelty, took up the torch for 
Cuban independence and American intervention. The Mc
Kinley Administration at first resisted the effort to involve 
the United States in armed conflict and, for a time, was 
successful. Early in 1898, however, the U. S. battleship 
"Maine" was sent to Havana to provide at least a symbol of 
protection for American lives and property. Shortly after 
its arrival, the "Maine" was blown up with the loss of 264 
American seamen. Whether the ship was sunk by accident, 
by the Spanish or by the Cubans, it served as the spark for 
the declaration of war. 

The war lasted only four months. Spanish military and 
naval forces were decisively defeated in both Cuba and the 
Philippines. Under the peace treaty, it was agreed that Cuba 
should become independent after a period of trusteeship by 
the United States. During this period which lasted from 
1898 to 1902, the American military government did an out
standing job of transforming Cuba from a condition of com
plete chaos to a position of stability and in establishing the 
basis for sound economic development. A constitution, pat
terned in many respects after that of the United States, was 
drafted and adopted by the Cubans, themselves. Included in 
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that constitution, upon the insistence of the United States, 
was the so-called Platt Amendment. 

This often-criticized section, which was also contained in a 
treaty with the United States, carried the following major 
provisions : 

1. That Cuba would enter no treaty or other agreement 
with any foreign power that would impair Cuban 
independence or give to a foreign power "lodgement 
in or control over any part of the island." 

2. That the Cuban government would contract no debts 
which it could not reasonably pay. 

3. That the United States had the right to intervene at 
any time that the Cuban government was unable to 
maintain the island's independence or to protect life, 
individual liberty and property. 

In the light of developments during the sixty years since 
Cuba became independent, the understanding and the fore
sight of the United States Senators who, with the support of 
Secretary of State Elihu Root, insisted upon adoption of the 
amendment, seems quite remarkable. Cuba's first government 
took office in 1902 under President Estrada Palma. It is 
quite widely agreed that it was probably the best government 
Cuba has ever had. Under honest administration, the Re
public made real progress in both domestic and foreign 
affairs. 

At the end of his first term, Palma was re-elected, but his 
opponents, who had organized as the Liberal Party, charged 
fraud and initiated a revolt. After several months of disorder 
and upon requests from both sides, the United States-quite 
reluctantly-moved back into Cuba in 1906. Order was re
stored, election machinery was completely overhauled and 
both local and national elections were held in 1908. Early in 
1909 the United States again withdrew, leaving Cuba to 
govern herself. 

This Cuba has seemed unable to do. A Negro uprising 
in 1912 and another Liberal election-protest revolt in 1917 
brought brief American intervention on both occasions. 
In 1919, the Cuban government invited General E. H. 
Crowder, U. S. Army, who had served effectively in Cuba 
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from 1906 to 1909, to draft a new election law. General 
Crowder also served from 1921 to 1923, as a special rep
resentative of Presidents Wilson and Harding, to advise the 
Cuban government on financial and administrative matters. 

Except when the United States moved in and took complete 
control of Cuba, however, intervention on a limited scale 
accomplished little. In his excellent History of the Cuban 
Republic, Professor Charles E. Chapman states, "Politics is 
one of the least amiable phases of the Hispanic heritage. It 
was bad enough under Spain. One may well raise the question 
whether it has not been yet worse under the republic . . . . " 
Down through 1925, Cuban politics were dominated by two 
parties-Liberal and Conservative. There was little difference 
between them. Chapman points out that it is a Cuban tradi
tion that government exists " .... for the benefit of the 
office holders who must be expected to miss no reasonable 
opportunity to improve their own fortunes at the expense of 
the state." This has been true regardless of the party in 
power. Some of the methods used by the politicians, in
cluding murder when necessary, and the extent to which they 
have robbed the Cuban people appear fantastic. Corrup
tion has permeated the legislative, executive, and judicial 
branches of the national government and the provincial 
and local governments as well. In the early 1920s, for ex
ample, it was estimated that 15% of the revenues and 25 % 
of the disbursements of the national government were lost to 
graft. A comparable degree of corruption applied to elec
tions. In fact, it can be stated that a majority of Cuba's 
presidents have been elected fraudulently. 

Before we become too smug, however, let us not forget that 
we have had our own Teapot Dome affair, deep freezes and 
fur coats in the White House and more recently the Billie 
Sol Estes case, including the unexplained death of one of 
those deeply involved and the arbitrary commitment of one 
witness to a mental institution. And we may well ask our
selves whether the candidate who promises special favors to 
minority groups- whether they be union labor, the aged, 
the negroes, farmers or others-in return for votes is living 
by any higher moral standard than one who simply dips his 
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hand into the public treasury and removes whatever he 
can. 

III 

In 1924, General Gerardo Machado, candidate of the 
Liberal Party, was elected President. He took office in 1925 
with a pledge that he would not seek re-election. Tech
nically, he kept that pledge for, in 1928, he induced Congress 
to adopt a constitutional change which gave him a second 
term-of six years-without an election. 

Machado built a strong dictatorship which he maintained 
by control of the army. Discontent, centering in a number 
of revolutionary organizations that had their roots at the 
University of Havana, flared occasionally into revolts that 
were vigorously suppressed. In 1933, however, Sumner Welles 
was named by President Roosevelt as United States Ambas
sador to Cuba. Welles subscribed to the Liberal theory that 
all "right-wing" dictatorships must be destroyed and re
placed by "democratic" governments, regardless of whether 
the people involved have demonstrated, to any degree, the 
maturity necessary to maintain such a government. He 
promptly set to work to oust Machado. American intervention 
was strongly hinted and this so disturbed the Cuban army 
that its leaders demanded and obtained Machado's resigna
tion in August, 1933. The fall of Machado marked the be
ginning of several years' chaos in Cuba. While the army had 
supplied the direct leverage that ousted Machado, it had no 
desire to take over the government. Military leaders wanted 
a civil, not a military government, and they gave the poli
ticians every opportunity to establish one. Even after the 
"sergeant's revolt" and the ascendency of Sergeant Fulgencio 
Batista to Army Chief of Staff, the military waited several 
years before they moved for complete control. During this 
period from 1933 to 1940, Cuba had seven presidents, only 
one of whom was elected. The term of one of these presi
dents lasted 32 hours. 

The revolutionary organizations kept the nation in a con
stant turmoil. Their sole objective was control of the 
national government and of the jobs and graft that went with 
it. This control shifted from one group to another, but none 
of them were able to maintain a stable government. Bombings, 
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shootings, riots and strikes were almost continuous. Only 
the periodic intervention of the military under Batista pre
vented complete anarchy. It was during this period-in 1935 
-that the United States, in line with the Liberal concept that 
we must do absolutely nothing to offend the "sensibilities" of 
other nations, proposed and effected the annulment of the 
Platt Amendment. This action was strongly opposed by the 
more stable and intelligent elements of Cuban society. It was, 
of course, highly popular among the revolutionary groups, 
including the communists, and among American Liberals. 

Communist organization in Cuba had its start during the 
1920's and under the disordered political conditions that pre
vailed, it spread rapidly, especially among the labor unions. 
By the mid-1930's, communists controlled the Confederation 
of Cuban Workers and headed every major union in 
Cuba. Communists held posts in the cabinets of several of the 
series of governments that followed Machado and were, to 
a large extent, responsible for the unrest and disorder that 
were so widespread. 

In 1939, Batista retired from the army and announced as a 
candidate for Presiden t on a highly liberal platform. He was 
elected with the support of the Nationalist, Liberal, National 
Democrat and Communist parties. As described by Ruby 
Hart Phillips, staff correspondent of the New York Times, 
"Polling was comparatively orderly. Only six persons were 
killed and forty wounded during the day." 

Batista's presidency was marked by a minimum of internal 
disorder. A few days after Pearl Harbor, Cuba declared war 
on the axis nations and Batista was granted broad emergency 
powers. While he ruled with a strong hand, his administration 
was much removed from the popular picture of a ruthless 
dictator. Some communists served in his cabinet. Relations 
with the United States were generally good. As the elec
tions of 1944 approached, Batista declined to run for re
election and Dr. Grau San Martin, a professor at the Uni
versity of Havana, was elected on a platform that empha
sized lavish spending and hatred of American capitalism. 
His administration was characterized by the expropriation 
of foreign-owned businesses, large-scale graft and wide
spread inefficiency. Disorder flourished. 

Grau San Martin was succeeded as president m 1948 by 
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Dr. Prio Socarras, a long-time revolutionary, also from the 
University of Havana. Socarras' administration was largely 
undistinguished. Unrest and disorder, much of it communist
inspired, increased despite generally prosperous conditions. 

The election campaign of 1952 got under way with three 
candidates, one of whom was former President Batista. A 
couple of months before the election, Batista, with the s~pport 
of the army, seized control of the government. As prevwusly, 
he ruled with a strong hand, restored order, set regular elec
tions for November 1, 1954, and announced his candidacy. 

One of the opposition parties refused to participate. Former 
President Grau San Martin, the only other candidate, with
drew one day before the election and Batista was again 
elected president. H e remained in office until ousted by Fidel 
Castro in 1959. 

IV 

Fidel Castro was born in Oriente, Cuba's eastern-most 
province, in 1926. H e was the illegitimate son of ~moderately 
wealthy owner and operator of a sugar plantatiOn. After a 
turbulent home life, he entered the University of Havana in 
1945. There is creditable evidence that he was already a 
member of the communist apparatus operating in Havana. 
In any event, he associated himself with the communist group 
at the University promptly after his arrival. 

Castro's first prominent role as a communist revolution
ary took place not in Cuba but in Bogota, Colombia. The 
Ninth Inter-American Conference was scheduled for that city 
in 1948 and the communists saw in that occasion the op
portunity to demonstrate their power in the western Hemi
sphere. They organized an uprising which they hoped would 
result in the overthrow of the Colombian government, the 
break-up of the conference and the murder of Secretary 
of State Marshall, the chief United States delegate. Actually, 
it came very close to realizing all three objectives . The uprising 
was suppressed only after several days of bloody rioting, many 
deaths and widespread destruction. 

There is ample and voluminous documentation of Castro's 
part in the Bogota riots and of the fact that these riots were 
communist planned and led. Such evidence is contained in the 
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published reports of the Colombian National Police, in the 
press of Colombia and other Latin American nations and in a 
UP dispatch to this country, dated April 19, 1948. In a nation
wide radio address following the upnsmg, Colombian 
President Perez denounced Castro as one of the communist 
organizers of the insurrection. Yet, as late as 1960, the United 
States State Department was insisting that Castro and his 
revolution were not communist-oriented. 

Castro escaped arrest in Bogota by taking refuge in the 
Cuban L egation which later arranged to have him flown back 
to Cuba. There, he entered politics and rose to a position of 
some importance in the Cuban Peoples' (Orthodox) Party. 
H e was one of the party's nominees for Congress when Batista 
took over the government in 1952. While Batista, during 
his first term of office, had worked with the communists, he 
now turned strongly anti-communist. Thus, it was quickly 
evident to Castro that he had no future as long as Batista 
was m power. 

Castro's next major venture started as a plot to assassinate 
Batista at a patriotic rally in Santiago. When Batista changed 
his plans and did not attend the rally, the communists 
decided to direct their attack upon the Moncado Army Bar
racks also at Santiago. This a ttack was staged on July 26, 
1953-from which date the Castro revolutionary movement 
took its name. Raul Castro, who had received training in 
guerilla warfare behind the iron curtain, took part in this 
venture. The attack was unsuccessful and it brought strong 
repressive measures by the Batista government. Both Castros 
were apprehended and convicted of murder. Fidel was sen
tenced to 15 years and Raul to 13 years. However, both were 
released after serving only 22 months. 

Shortly after their release in 1955, the Castro brothers 
went to Mexico where they promptly made contact with 
the Soviet apparatus for Latin America, which has head
quarters there. In M exico, the Castros proceeded to as
semble recruits for an armed invasion of Cuba. During 1955 
and 1956, Fidel Castro visited the United States several times, 
making speeches and raising funds. 

In November, 1956, Castro and 82 men left Mexico by boat 
for Cuba. When they landed, they were met and practically 
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wiped out by the Cuban army. Only Castro and 1.1 
survived to reach the mountains, where he based h1s 

operations. 

others 
future 

If Castro and his small band had been dependent solely 
upon their own resources, it is probably that little more wo~ld 
have been heard of them. But Castro was a part of the m
ternational communist movement. Support for him appeared 
in the form of arms and money. Money was particularly 
important. First, it enabled Castro to buy arms in the 
United States. Second, Batista had permitted the army to 
decline to an extremely low level of efficiency and Castro 
was able to bribe and buy large numbers of troops. After two 
years of sabotage and guerilla attacks, the Cuban ar11_1y 
practically disintegrated. No full-scale battles were fought m 

the takeover of the government. 

Castro had another highly important weapon- propa
ganda. Within two months after he landed in . Cub~, 
H erbert Matthews of the New York Tim.es made a specml tnp 
to interview him. The result was a series of highly laudatory 
articles which presented Castro in a Robin Hood role, that 

ave ;he Castro movement world-wide recognition and 
g h ' '1 stature. Other "newshawks" soon followed Matt ews tra1 . 
Robert Taber of CBS News interviewed Castro in his mountain 
hideout, as did Ed Sullivan, and Edward R . Murrow staged 
one of his "documentaries," highly praising the Castro 
movement. All this publicity created in the United States a 
highly distorted view of Castro and his intentions. 

The policies followed by the State Department in our re
lations with Cuba corresponded closely to the line of publicity 
appearing in the press and on radio and television. It is 
difficult to determine whether the communications media 
followed the lead of the State Department or vice-versa. It 
is known that every warning or suggestion that the Castro 
movement was communist was ignored or suppressed within 
the Department, while great emphasis was placed on the 
alleged corruption and cruelties of the Batista regime. Ambas
sador Arthur Gardner, who served in Havana from 1953 to 
1957, repeatedly advised his superiors, in the Latin American 
section of the Department, of Castro's communist orientation. 
H e was forced to res1gn. Gardner testified before the Senate 
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Internal Security Subcommittee that the attitude of the State 
Department was the principal factor responsible for the 
overthrow of Batista and the ascendency of Castro. 

Earl Smith succeeded Gardner as Ambassador to Cuba, 
serving from 1957 to 1959. In his testimony, also before the 
Senate Internal Security Subcommittee, Smith stated: "The 
Batista government was overthrown because of the corrup
tion, disintegration from within, and because of the United 
States and the various agencies of the United States who 
directly and indirectly aided the overthrow of the Batista 
government and brought into power Fidel Castro . . . 
Without the United States, Castro would not be in power 
today." 

v 

It took about a year and a half, after Castro came to power, 
before it was possible to reverse United States policy of sup
port for his government. During that period, the American 
people were exposed to one of the most intense propaganda 
campaigns they have ever experienced. Press, radio, television 
and the magazines seemed to be trying to outdo each other in 
extolling the Castro regime. The book publishers-even "rep
utable" ones- got into the act with such blatant propaganda 
pieces as "Listen Yankee" by C. Wright Mills, "Cuba: The 
Anatomy of a Revolution" by Huberman and Sweezy, and 
"90 Miles from Home" by Warren Miller. The Fund for the 
Republic issued an "occasional paper" which contained this 
gem, "It would be foolish not to realize that what Castro 
initially created in the Cuban R evolution was a veritable 
Sermon on the mount, at which one cannot sneer. Who can 
be against a creed that reads: Distribute the land, give to 
the poor, educate the unlettered, care for the sick, share 
the wealth, make public what is private, make the stran
ger's your own, raise up the humble and level the proud." 

The Fair Play for Cuba Committee, financed with Cuban 
government funds, was organized by Robert Taber of CBS 
News. This front made considerable progress, especially in 
the colleges, until Taber, having perjured himself before the 
Senate Internal Security Subcommittee, fled to Cuba. He was 
succeeded as head of the front by another CBS newsman, 
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Richard Gibson, who spent most of his time before the Sub
committee pleading the 5th Amendment. 

Slowly, in the light of disclosures by the Senate Internal 
Security Subcommittee and the prodding of inescapable 
facts, a reversal of policy began to take shape. In mid-1960, 
the proposal for an invasion of Cuba was made. It came 
from the Cuban refugee group. While no commitment was 
made, responsibility for planning such an invasion was as
signed to the Central Intelligence Agency, with deputy direc
tor Richard Bissell in charge. 

Training camps for volunteers were set up in Guatemala. 
The Defense Department made available instructors and sup
plies, as requested by the CIA. Included were some obso
lete B-26 bombers and troop carrier planes from World 
War II. President Eisenhower personally reviewed the plan 
on several occasions and it was well understood that success 
would require control of the air. In view of the arrival of 
Soviet jets in Cuba, this meant American air power. It was 
also clearly recognized that American troops, to supplement 
the Cuban volunteers, might be necessary. 

Late in 1960, it became apparent that the new Administra
tion would take office before it would be possible to get the 
invasion under way. Between his election and inauguration, 
Mr. Kennedy was briefed several times regarding progress 
of the project. Promptly after taking office, he called upon 
the Joint Chiefs of Staff for a "feasibility opinion" of the 
project. In view of the later efforts to place the blame for 
failure upon the Joint Chiefs, it is important to note that 
the military were never given primary responsibility for the 
operation and that the new President asked the Joint 
Chiefs only for a technical evaluation. With the understand
ing that American airpower would be available and that 
American troops might have to be used, the Joint Chiefs ren
dered a favorable evaluation of the plan. In late January, 
1961, the President authorized the CIA to proceed. 

Almost immediately, however, some of the President's 
closest advisers began a campaign that eventually resulted in 
the project's failure. This was based upon the theory that it 
was "immoral" for the United States to engage in such a 
program of "aggression," either masked or open, and that it 
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would have a disastrous effect upon this country's posture in 
the "court of world opinion." Chief proponents of this 
theory were Secretary of State Rusk, Adlai Stevenson, Chester 
Bowles, and Senator Fulbright whose support, as chairman of 
the Senate Foreign Relations Committee, the President was 
most anxious to have. 

This opposition to the straightforward, effective prosecu
tion of the project resulted in a series of tragic-indeed al
most fantastic- decisions. The President ruled, first, that U. S. 
airpower would not be made available and, second, that the 
old B-26s could be used for only two strikes against Castro's 
air force-one two days before the invasion and the other on 
the morning of the landing. One week before the embarka
tion, at the insistence of the State Department, the landing 
area was moved about 100 miles to the Bay of Pigs which in 
many ways was less desirable than the original target. Ar
rangements that had been made to arouse the Cuban popu
lace and to try to confuse the militia by leaflet raids and 
broadcasts were cancelled. Shortly before the expedition em
barked, the President announced at a press conference that 
the U. S. would not intervene with force in Cuba. Secretary 
Rusk repeated the same assurance on the morning of 
the invasion, thereby notifying Cubans in Cuba that they could 
expect no help from us. 

At noon on Sunday, April 15, with the invasion force just 
11 hours from landing, the President gave his final and some
what reluctant approval. He was spending the weekend in 
Virginia and turned the matter over to Secretary Rusk. That 
evening, CIA officials responsible for the project received a 
call from Presidential Assistant McGeorge Bundy, stating 
that the B-26s, whose first attack the day before had been 
quite successful, were not to attack on the following morn
ing. This order was issued by Rusk. CIA officials went to the 
State Department and pleaded with the Secretary to re
consider the decision which they believed doomed the expedi
tion. In refusing to do so, Rusk made it quite clear that 
political considerations were overruling the military necessi
ties. 

At 4 o'clock the following morning, CIA men again went to 
Rusk to ask that planes from the USS Boxer, which was 
nearby, be allowed to protect the invasion ships while they 
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were m international waters. Rusk again refused and the 
CIA officials asked to talk to the President. H e was awakened 
and the serious situation explained to him. His answer was 

"No." 

Shortly afterward, the invasion force landed. They never 
had a chance. Castro's remaining jets sunk the ships car
rying the bulk of the ammunition and supplies and his tanks 
and artillery cut the invaders to pieces. The complete mis
mangement of a military operation by politicians had brought 
about a resounding victory for communism and reduced 
respect for the United States to one of the lowest points m 

the nation's history. 

The far-reaching implications of the weak and vacillating 
policy, followed by the United States in the Cuban invasion, 
are evident in the statement made shortly afterward by 
Khrushchev to Presidential consultant John McCloy: "If 
Kennedy won't fight for Cuba," Khrushchev stated, "how do 
you expect me to believe he will fight for Berlin?" Four months 
later, the Berlin wall was erected. 

VI 

In the year and a half following the invasion, the Cuban 
armed forces were expanded to some 300,000 trained and 
well-equipped troops. Included are 8,000 from the Soviet 
Army, 6,000 Red Chinese and 2,000 from "neutral" Ghana. 

These forces have available several hundred Soviet tanks, 
more than 1,000 pieces of Russian artillery, about 100 MIGs 
armed with air to ground missiles and an uncertain number 
of jet bombers (estimated at 30). In mid-September 1962, 
there were in Cuba 9 operational launching pads and another 
15 were under construction. These were designed for IRBMs 
with a range of 1,500 to 2,000 miles. 

During the period of this buildup, the United States gov
ernment did little about Cuba but temporize and equivocate. 
While the Soviets hastily built their missile sites, our leaders 
argued the distinctions between "offensive" and "defensive" 
weapons. All reconnaissance flights over Cuba were cancelled 
fro~ September 5 until October 14. Campaigning in Indiana 
dunng the weekend of October 13-14, the President charged 
that talk of American intervention in Cuba" is rash and ir-
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responsible talk which strengthens the claims of our adver
saries." The Vice-President suggested that intervention would 
be comparable to "beating your wife." In an interview pub
lished on October 19, Under Secretary of State Ball an
nounced "Our policy toward Cuba is based upon the assess
ment that Cuba does not constitute a military threat to the 
U.S." 

On October 22, in a complete reversal of previous policy, 
the President announced that six days earlier he had received 
evidence of missile installations in Cuba capable of raining 
nuclear destruction upon most points in the United States. 
He ordered a quarantine on the delivery of any additional 
"offensive" weapons to Cuba, called for the dismantling and 
removal of the missile bases and threatened full retaliation 
upon the Soviet Union if any nuclear weapon was fired from 
Cuba against any nation in the Western Hemisphere. 

The great majority of Americans wholeheartedly sup
ported the President in this action. So did the Latin American 
nations and most other nations of the free world. Respect for 
the U nited States rose sharply throughout the world. For 
a few days, our country held the initiative and the communists 
appeared uncertain and confused. 

A few days later, however, Khrushchev dispatched a com
munication to the President offering to withdraw from 
Cuba "those weapons which you call offensive." Before Khru
shchev's note was even received, the United States govern
ment jumped to accept it, apparently agreeing not to invade 
Cuba. The actual terms of this understanding have not been 
published and, with the government not only censoring 
news for military security purposes but admittedly issuing 
false information, it is extremely difficult to evaluate the pres
ent status of the Cuban situation. 

As this is written, a few facts seem apparent. Missile 
bases are being dismantled and missiles- or something that 
looks like them-are being shipped out of Cuba. The number 
of jet bombers in Cuba has increased and the Soviets have, so 
far, declined to remove them.1 The MIGs, which are capable 
of delivering nuclear strikes, although over limited distances, 
are still classed as defensive weapons. The futility of the UN 
as a force for world peace has again been demonstrated. The 

'Russia has recently promised to remove the bombers. 
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Castro (communist) government remains in Cuba from which 
it can mount military or ideological attacks on the United 
States and the entire Western Hemisphere. The United 
States has failed to follow up the advantage it so clearly held 
and has allowed the initiative to revert to the communists. 

VII 

In analyzing United States policy toward Cuba, it is im
portant to recognize that it is but one facet in a line of 
policy that dates back to World War II. It is quite compatible 
with the kind of thinking that characterized the Chinese Reds 
as "agrarian reformers," that cut off military assistance to 
the Chiang-Kai-Shek government and that tried to force 
Chiang to form a "united front" with the communists. The 
result is, of course, Red China. Our Cuban policy is wholly 
consistent with those policies of a little over a decade ago 
which refused to allow Chinese Nationalist troops to fight 
on our side in Korea, which denied our own troops their 
hard-earned victory in that war, which arranged the removal 
from command of one of the greatest military leaders in 
American history and which finally brought about the ignoble 
armistice which the communists have violated hundreds of 
times. Perhaps we should not be surprised at this similarity 
of policy since the present Secretary of State was one of the 
principal architects of those earlier policies. Our persistence 
in negotiating with the Soviets on a nuclear test ban, after 
their flagrant violation of earlier agreements, and the 
State Department proposal that the United States liquidate 
our armed forces and entrust our security to the U . N. 
are part of the same pattern. So are our betrayal of Laos, 
our support of U. N . efforts to deny freedom to Katanga and 
our pressure on the Dutch to cede New Guinea to Indonesia. 

Are these policies, as some have charged, the result of dis
loyalty within our government? Disloyalty has unquestion
ably been present. Some of the disloyal have been uncovered 
and others have uncovered themselves ; but we would be 
naive to assume that all have been exposed or that the 
damage that can be done to a nation is proportional to the 
number of traitors involved. 

Disloyalty, in the legal sense, however, is but one of the 
factors present. Another is the very close intellectual affinity 
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between communism and the socialism of so many of our 
policy makers and opinion molders. In his outstanding book 
Wi·tness, Whittaker Chambers describes this very well. He 
says that, when he took up his sling and aimed at communism, 
he also hit something else, that something else being the 
socialist revolution which, in the name of liberalism, has been 
fastening its grip on the nation for three decades. Our 
liberals are highly vocal in their criticism of the American 
system but they seldom voice any sharp criticism of com
munism. One of their favorite theses is that if we will just 
treat the communists nicely and create no tensions, com
munism will in time develop an affluent society whose mem
bers will mellow; their society and ours will move toward 
each other, reaching a point marked at least by peaceful 
coexistence if not by amalgamation. 

Another and closely related factor influencing our foreign 
policies has been the failure to understand the nature of the 
enemy. We are at war with a world-wide conspiracy that 
intends to destroy our way of life and to enslave us . This 
conspiracy is managed by a group of criminals who are 
totally lacking in honor and integrity and who hold in ridi
cule the basic moral standards on which Western civilization 
has been built. J. Edgar Hoover's selection of the title, 
Masters of D.ec.e.it, for his excellent book on communism, could 
not have been more appropriately descriptive of this group 
of international gangsters. Yet for 30 years, our leaders have 
been treating the communists as honorable individuals with 
whom we can negotiate on an equal basis to reach agree
ments that are binding on both parties. For 30 years, the 
communists have used negotiations as a means to deceive and 
to propagandize and have not hesitated to violate any agree
ment when it was to their advantage to do so. 

Our foreign policies have been significantly influenced by 
the well-meaning but naive substitution of idealistic prin
ciples for the hard realities of world power politics. Our 
representatives talk of a system of "international law" and of 
"collective security," when it is clear that the only law 
or security that really exists is that which can be enforced 
with a gun; and they persist in the belief that all men are 
good and that the millenium will be at hand, if we can just 
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find the right formula-through a UN, an OAS or some 
similar legalistic mechanism. 

Another major influence upon American foreign policy 
is the fear of nuclear warfare. This is especially prevalent in 
liberal circles where it has brought forth an amazing volume 
of literature built around the theme, straight from Moscow, 
that there can be no winner in such warfare and that we 
must therefore avoid it at any cost. An illustration of this 
philosophy is the statement of Harvard professor David Ries
man in The Lib.eral Papers: "But as the cold war con
tinues, it becomes increasingly difficult for decent Americans, 
humane enough to prefer peace to an egocentric national 
honor, to be outspokenly and genuinely anti-communist." This, 
of course, is the doctrine of appeasement and surrender. 

Regardless of the polished inadequacies that have been em
ployed to rationalize our policies toward Cuba and the 
world-wide communist attack, it has been apparent to most 
observant Americans that these policies have been conspic
uously unsuccessful. With a few notable exceptions, including 
the demand that the Soviets remove the missiles from Cuba, we 
have been losing steadily since 1945. The United States is by 
far the most powerful nation on earth, both militarily and 
economically ; but our leadership has generally failed to un
derstand the fact that power, without the will to use it, is 
meaningless. We shall continue to lose the war against com
munism until we recognize the basic truth expressed by Gen
eral Douglas MacArthur in his memorable address to Con
gress on April 19, 1951, when he said "There is no substitute 
for victory." 
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ORIGINATORS OF AMERICAN SOCIALISM 

Bv A. P. K ELso 

Read before "THE EGYPTIANs," Decemb er 13, 1962 

I. 

W illiam Graham Sumner was Ward's chief competitor for 

recognition as the intellectual leader of the New American 

philosophy. This, being essentially a mass-product philosophy, 

was the fu lfillment of the democratic dream. Sumner was no 

self-educated veteran of the Civil \Var, but a product of Yale, 

which for a generation he electrified if he did not quite dom

inate it. He it was who was chiefly responsible for the most 

useful of the sociologists' fa llacies-that ideas are the result 

of non-intelligent social forces-~as though the pressure of mass 

stupidity could create and extrude ideas. 

Sumner was born at Paterson, New Jersey, m 1840, his 

father being an immigrant British machinist, a hard-working, 

absolutely reliable man and a teetotaler. Graduating from 

Yale in 1864, he spent the remaining war months in Geneva 

and Gottingcn. The main resu lt of his German university 

experience seems to have been the belief that only a clear 

and comprehensive view of any subject could be called the 

tru th about that subject. His interest in economics he a ttrib

uted to Miss Harriet Martineau's book, read long before in 
boyhood. The only stimulus derived from a year at Oxford 
came from the reading of Hooker's Ecclesiastical Polity and 
Buckle's H istory of Civilization in England. Hooker in par
ticular reinforced his faith in "constitutional au thority" and 
"historic continuity." The best that one got at Oxford was 
from one's fe llow students. He did not admit that that was 
as it should be. 

At that time he was intending to enter the priesthood. 
F rom 1867-1872 he served as an Anglican priest. From the 
l at~er d~te until his death he was professor of political and 
SOCial sctence at Yale. Noah Porter who had selected him 
regarded him as a viper warmed in his bosom and protested 
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against his feeding the innocent youth on Spencer and Mill. 

Liberalism, however, as it appeared among the financial 
oligarchy, probably owes more to Sumner than to anyone 
else. T he vitality of his personality redeemed his heresies ; 
indeed, according to William Lyon Phelps who was himself 
to be a beloved Professor for a season, Sumner was the only 
member of the Yale faculty who was alive. Sumner had a 
great contempt for his fellow sociologists and their love of 
sta tistics. H e preferred the title of social scientist, the garden 
variety of sociologist being ignorant of and consequently dis
loyal to the principle of historic continuity. To make good 
this deficiency he produced out of his preparation for his 
classroom lectures a study of the actual historical develop
ment of human society. Folk Ways is an American classic. In 
its approach to reality through the fantastic and bizzare, it is 
closer in spirit to the L eatherstocking tales than to the hum
drum malevolence of Dynamic S ociology. It has an underly
ing gaiety, an unquenchable optimism. 

Sumner's position is equivocal. From one side it is a defense 
of capital ; from another it implies a modification of that sys
tem by coming to terms with its opponents. "Capital," he 
grants, " is the condition precedent of all gain and security 
and power." We in America live in that faith, but we also 
live under the most primitive and therefore--on his principle 
of historic continuity-the most fundamental of social laws, 
namely, the differentiation of society into the "we-group" or 
"in-group" as against "other-groups" or "out-groups." Loyalty 
to the "we-group" implies hatred and contempt for "other
groups." 

This theory may be termed social realism, if that is taken 
to mean the recognition of social facts. M ore than that, Sum
ner suggests that the solution is in the hands of a group. To 
that extent, he abandons salvation through the thoughts of a 
genius or the power of a leader. His contempt for rationalism 
leads him to minimize the function of philosophy, which he 
places on a par with astrology ; the solution for social prob
lems is to be found in folkways which, when hardened, become 
mores and manners. 

A large portion of Sumner's p restige was the result of his 
masterpiece. H e had raked through ancient and medieval his-
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tory and the work of the anthropologists, quite active m his 
day, to prove his points. R oman and Canon law found them
selves corroborated by the descriptions of Snouck Hurgronje 
and Miss Mary Kingsley. He is true to the evolutionist ex
planation of accidental variation ; there is no ra tional cause 
for the origin of a folkway. It is an accident from which an 
induction is drawn. For example : A hunting party of Eskimos 
met with no game. T hey sent one of their members back for 
the ham bone of a clog; as he vvas returning to them, he met 
and killed a seal. H ence, one of the folkways of Eskimos is 
to carry the hambone of a dog with them on hunting parties. 

How rnuch of the anthropology Sumner relied on has sur
vived the investigations of later workers in that field is im
materia l. H is general position, the irrationalist's explanation
the fallacy of fallacies-has been maintained. Customs that 
open up so trivially, become hardened, if consciously main
tained, into mores. "T herefore," Sumner argues, "morals can 
never be intuitive. They are historical, institutional, and em
pirical. " There speaks the Anglican priest. T he wri ter once 
heard another of tha t company refer to matrimony as just an 
antiquated custom; unfor tunately a large section of American 
males have taken such sociological hurnor seriously. 

Following Galton, Sumner a ttempts to reduce an individual 
to so much capital value. M en too become capital. According 
to his authority, there have been only four hundred men of 
genius in all history; those who are the distinguished men-a 
lower rating of Sumner's own time-the new American aristo
crats, leaders of opinion, are estimated at two hundred and 
fifty out of one million. At the other end of the scale (he 
was forced to use England and Wales as evidence since Amer
ican equalitarianism would not permit such realistic data), 
there is one idiot or imbecile per four hundred; about a third 
of the population is abou t one-third human in value; forty 
per cen t are two-thirds each of a man. But the remainder can 
be educated to the point where they "pass muster in a crowd." 
Such facts, irrespective of the accuracy of the statis tics, show 
that the masses are not perfectly secure under their control· 
society is far more complex than the sociolo[Tists care to ad~ 
mit. Hence, not even the mores are socially ul~imate; they can 
be superseded by the laws. For example maniaae has passed 
thr h h ' "' oug t ree stages, from a folkway, to one of the mores, to 
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laws. Nevertheless the laws, Sumner declares, only ratify the 
mores. T he grand example is the fusion of legislation with 
ethos in western Europe during the last 2,000 years-the 

Christian era. 

This erasure of any appeal to providence, that is, God's 
will, or to ideals, that is, God's reason, is why the erstwhile 
priest denounced foreign missions. The missionary's ignorance 
of Moslem or Buddhist folkways leads only to racial antag
onism- an offering of "something from above dovvnwards." 
And if Christian civilization is only a current of accidental 
variations in customs, it is absurd to propose them as a solu
tion of world ills, as Joshiah Strong was doing. Yet, "reform 
and corrections" are not "hopeless." It will be some clever 
statesman or social philosopher, rather than a theoretical re
former who may guage these social tendencies and guide them. 
"Great crises come when great new forces are at work." 

To Sumner's disciples, however, a most interesting aspect 
was his account of the evolution of money, which is a form 
which the struggle of a group for existence takes. So-called 
labor is a part of the same struggle. Notice this hypostasizing 
of money, much as in Carnegie's mind ; groups do not struggle 
for money, money is the struggle. Labor and money are pro
tagonists. Sumner admits that the recognition of work as a 
blessing is modern; no doubt it is only one of the peculiar 
American folkways. The attempt "to glorify labor and decry 
wealth is to multiply absurdities." He is correct, the chief 
modern hypocrisy is the pathetic cry for work, followed by a 
determined effort to get out of as much of it as possible. 

Quite aware of the various struggles of societies against 
societies in America, Sumner regarded fashions and fads, as 
well as their antithesis, satires and caricatures, as examples 
of such struggles. They were analogous to the mass hysterias 
(crusades) and mass persecutions (the Inquisition ) in the 
Middle Ages, the most glaring example being the treatment 
of the negro by the whites. He delighted in reminding aboli
tionist New England that New York, New Jersey, and Massa
chusetts had had laws for execution of negroes by burning as 
well as Virginia and South Carolina. What he failed to 
analyze were the causes that ended such folkways. 

Charles H enry Lea's history of the Inquisition, rated by 
some experts as the greatest technical achievement in history 
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produced in this country, provided Sumner with a vast 
amount of material supporting his theory. The masses of the 
people rather than the church were the originators of such 
cruelty, e. g., the yellow cross of heresy. Slavery, which had 
engulfed America in war in his young manhood, is treated 
similarly. The evidence from Roman and Church history is 
juxtaposed; Lecky is quoted: "Slavery was distinctly and for
mally recognized by Christianity and no religion has ever 
laboured more to encourage a habit of docility and passive 
obedience." R eligion, then, is presumably not the source of 

reform. 

This problem of slavery can be taken as a test case, to 
check Sumner's tacit claim to have produced a method for a 
scientific solution of social problems. Citing the economic 
decay of the West Indies after the abolition of slavery, he 
concludes that since "slavery springs from greed and vanity, 
it . .. is at once intertwined with selfishness and other vices." 
Therefore, "it is not an ethical product of folkways." It is 
hard to read that statement and believe one's eyes, coming 
from one who had reduced the ethical to the social. It is a 
verbal dodge to say that slavery, so far from being a folkway, 
is its very antithesis. It is harder, since he accepts abortion, 
infanticide, and senicide as "primary folkways which respond 
to the hard facts of life in the most direct and primitive 
manner." Cannibalism is a primordial mos; there is even a 
philosophy of cannibalism. No religion forbids it, because it 
was thrown out of the mores before any 'religion' was founded. 
H e has not been the only thinker who has attempted to escape 
from his system; a t best, there is a suggestion that since out 
of the social structure all mores have emerged, so out of so
ciety as a whole we can look for antidotes and perhaps com
plete cures. 

Sumner was under the influence of German social theory, 
itself a product of German philosophy, although in revolt. 
Religion and philosophy were reduced to the level of "com
ponents of the mores." That is why he held neither of them 
could create or regulate mores. He cites a German on the 
German people. "The moral development of the German 
people" is such "that one cannot bear to contemplate it, be
cause the people face the facts with absolute indifference. 
There is not a t f 1 · · · · race o mora mitlatiVe or moral consciousness." 
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For the destruction of mores he seems to rely on ridicule

a position which certainly distinguished him from the ordinary 
social philosopher. He throws into amusing juxtaposition the 
custom of celibate bishops of the third and fourth centuries 
of introducing women into their episcopal palaces with the 
custom of "bundling," as practiced by Dutch, Scandinavian, 
English, Scotch, and Welsh; harlotry and gladiatorial shows, 
the theater and popular sports, afford examples of these 
social rituals and counter irritants of satire and ridicule. 
T hat is a residue of rationalism in Sumner's philosophy. His 
belief that such problems as mili tarism, imperialism, and pro
tective tariff can be laughed away-an attack on the tariff 
would be "true blasphemy" - is an appeal to some power that 
transcends society as such. 

The conclusions he reaches, after this tour through a veri

table museum of anthropological curios ities are: 1) Denial 
of the Lester Ward thesis-salvation through education. As a 
Yale professor he knew too well the jJetition jJrincij;ii involved. 
America's faith in popular education is in itself one of the 
major American mores, this education failing largely because 
it has neglected the actual springs of action. Here the roman
ticist unconsciously betrays the utilitarian in Sumner. 2 ) Edu
cated men are missionary-made men, cut out of their native 
habitat, and therefore weak and ineffective, suffering from 
that deadly uniformity called orthodoxy. Why, he knows of 
men dismissed from universities for preaching free trade. Edu
cation as such is no solution of social problems. 3) The solu
tion lies in the right type of education, in the study of the 
history of the mores, or social and cultural history. We are 
living in a world of moral anarchy because we have lost our 
source of historic continuity. It is time, I suppose, that the 
study of a subject sometimes liberates a man from that 
subject, but not a lways; certainly the tribe of sociologists 
springing from Sumner were not free from sociological predis
positions or even personal social prejudices. The liberal may 
be only one who has lost his convictions . 

Sumner was quite aware of the sociologist's predicament. 
Everybody was interested in the subject with "especial avidity." 
Since all the great religions had included each of the human 
interests, science being s1jpposed to be all-inclusive, so did 
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sociology which had inherited the tasks of both religion and 

science. 

From the religious teacher the sociologist had acquired a 
dogmatic authoritarianism, but exp.eriments in soc~ology bein~ 
· possible "because we cannot chspose of the time, that 1s 
lm ' . 
of the lives of a body of men and women," the only techmque 
the sociologist has is the "cultivation of trained judgment." 
His fear that sociologists will therefore be timid about gener
alizations is scarcely borne out by later developments; nor 
does he seem to realize how "training" a judgment may 

warp it. 

His firs t bid for fame was his essay on The Forgotten Man 

( 1883) . The use made of this .term by t.he New Dealers sug
aests that they failed to read 1t. Accordmg to Sumner, there 
:re four levels of men among the Sovereign People. 1) The 
economic and political leaders; 2) Professional and business 
men; 3) The forgotten men-"the simple, honest laborer, 
ready to earn his living by productive work;" 4) The beggars. 
The burden is borne by the third level ; victimized by the first 
group, they are not in a position to defend themselves as are 
the members of the second group, and such favors as society 
bestows are bestowed on those at the lowest level. But "a free 
man cannot take a favor." This is pure Kantianism, and 
although it is present in the American, there is also present 
"an apparently invincible prejudice in people's minds in favor 
of state regulation." 

This is America's greatest achievement in national self
deceit. We want to be free under impossible conditions, ex
pecting the benefits of French or Prussian bureaucracy with
out the surrender of any of our personal liberty. Who pays for 
this state regulation? The Forgotten Man. 

The history of the States has been a history of selfishness, 
cupidity, and robbery. There is nothing metaphysical abou t 
civil affairs, tha t is politics. The victim is the Forgotten Man. 
"He works, he votes, generally he pays-but he always pays
yes, above all, he pays." He does not want or get an office; 
he gets his name in the papers only when he marries or when 
he dies, but he "keeps production going." 

This sudden revelation in the priest's soul-for, once a 
priest, always a priest-of the romantic passion of sympathy 
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may redeem Sumner's soul, but it has not saved America 
from the very practices which he abhorred. His indictment of 
"sociocracy," because of the inability of a society as a society 
to produce any criterion by which to judge its own activities 
and ideals, is not avoided by proposing a history of culture as 
a preparation for a career as a sociologist. If that history does 
reveal ideals, then the task surely is the promulgation of the 
ideals in the minds of the American people directly, rather 
than a reliance on the liberated few as saviors of society. 

Sumner was almost as irrational as the frank sentimentalists 
he excoriates. Whereas they were either religious or political 
sentimentalists courting the masses, he was an academic senti
mentalist-hence his power at Yale-creating a delusive faith 
in the unsuspected powers of the forgotten man, as if out of 
these depths of society some new folkways would accidentally 
emerge which would solve all national problems. If you are a 
believer in this thesis, you can cite the invention of the auto
mobile, and so forth. 

II. 

The greatest heretic, or the greatest prophet, in economics, 
that has appeared in America was Henry George ( 1830-1897). 
Since the power to tax is the power to destroy, it can also be 
the power to create. The government, according to George, 
enters into the economic realm through taxing. He does not 
rely on the government to produce a supply of social experts 
as did Lester Ward, or on the accidental emergence of a 
genius as did Sumner. He had tasted poverty. His parents, 
devout Episcopalians, were too poor to send him to college. 
In 1855, he had sailed before the mast to India and Australia. 
His patron saint was Thomas Jefferson. "Liberty calls us 
again. We must follow her further ; we must trust her fully. 
Either we must trust her fully or she will not stay." And just 
before his death he declared, " I believe ... that ... honest 
democracy, the democracy that believes that all men are 
created equal, would bring a power that would revivify not 
merely this imperial city (New York), not merely the State, 
not merely the Country, but the world." 

As a printer and editor struggling in the maelstrom of the 
post-war era, he had migrated to California. California's 
crassness reduced him to scepticism. H e married an eighteen-
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year-old girl, and when a second child was born, he was re
duced to begging on the streets. 

In New York City to see the sights, George had been struck 
b the violent contrast between the palaces of Fifth Avenue 

y . l . b and the slums; and particularly a spot mace notonous y 
Charles Dickens. His eyes were opened: "Once in daylight, 
and in a city street, there came to me a thought, a vision, a 

11-give it what name you please. But every nerve quivered. ca .. 
And then and there I made a vow." The theme of the v1s10n 
· · en in the title of the revised version of his book, Progress 1s g1v 
and Poverty ( 1879). Two years earlier, he had published 
Land Policy. The vow was to eradicate that ancient foe, 
poverty, the oldest as well as the newest of ~l~ss distinctions 
of which the Avenue and the Bowery were VlS!ble symbols. 

H e refused to see God's hand as directing the history of 
America (he was defeated at the polls), but he relied on 
Jefferson's God, the author of ~ature, v~ho created man and 
the earth, and endowed man w1th the nght to use the earth. 
This is a revival of the eighteenth century's program of the 
Conquest of Nature, today a faith that the creation of a 
global civilization wi ll redeem man of his follies and ~is sins. 
As an economist, he swept away all other explanatwns of 
prosperity and wealth, of depressions and poverty, and found 
in rent the cause of the great economic paradox. 

The unearned increment of real estate values, due to other 
men's activity, which their stupidity allovvs a few shrewd in
dividuals to appropriate, must be taxed. No other forms of 
taxation are needed; all other forms tend to aggravate eco
nomic inequalities. George had seen this paradox in the land
values in California; land that had been deemed worthless 
and given away la ter had, in places, risen to one thousand 
dollars per acre. To allow a man to collect rent on land 
which another improves through his work is " the denial of 
justice" which leads to the "subtle alchemy that m ways 
they do not realize is extracting from the masses m every 
civi lized country the fruits of their ·weary toil." 

Thus, Henry George would begin where the socialist pro
gram must finally end, with the exappropriation of land. He 
did not propose literally to communize the land· no ao-rarians 
• ' b 

m America would have voted for that. His scheme was to 
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repeal any and all taxation, except on basic land values. 
There are certain difficulties here. Some of the value of the 
property may be owing to the owner's activities, even if some 
of it is unearned increment, and the difficulty is in assessing 
the values of the two factors. According to his proposal, an 
unimproved lot on a city street- held for future profits-con
tiguous to another on which a skyscraper has been built would 
pay the same tax. This is proposed to force either the im
provement of the land or the relinquishing of ownership. But 
the formula is too simple to handle the problem of land values 
across the length and bread th of any country, for that in
volves considerable technical difficulties, and attendant in
equalities, as any other economic scheme of salvation. For all 
practical purposes, Henry George's single-tax scheme is a 
proposal for the seizure of all rents above the carrying-charges 
of the actual improvement, but even in the improvements 
you will find unearned increment; the wages of the builders 
and the cost of the material are as inflated by a so-called 
standard of living as are rents proper. In normal times, if 
there ever have been normal times in the United States the 
rental value of all the land has been approximately one-f~urth 
of the total income. That quarter would bear the entire 
burden of taxation. There may be a landed aristocracy, care
fully hidden away, but it scarcely compares with the financial 
and manufacturing aristocracy. 

H enry George's proposal would remove the hated protec
tive tariff and also do away with the alleged necessity for 
subsidies to agriculture, housing and education. Or would it 
provide the means for the exercise of a new type of villainy? 
The alleged government improvers of real estate in America 
do not have a stainless record. 

Like other prophets, moreover, H enry George may have 
had a vision of the future, without realizing what in fact 
that future would be: "With want destroyed; with greed 
changed to noble passions; with the fraternity that is born of 
equality taking the place of jealousy and fear that now array 
men against each other; with mental power loosed by condi
tions that give the humblest comfort and leisure· and who 
shall measure the heights to which civilization 'may soar? 
Words fail the thought? It is the Golden Age." 

H e converted many. In 1897, over doctor's orders, he en-
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tered the lists for mayor of New York, against Tammany, and 
died five days before the election: "But if I have to die, how 
can I die better than serving humanity?" His funeral was 
the greatest ever accorded a private citizen in New York ; 
a hundred thousand mourners "viewed the remains;" another 
hundred thousand were unable to do so. 

Academically speaking, Henry George suffered from the 
American passion for oversimplification, both in his diagnosis 
and prescription; cause and cure. The grasping land lord is 
not the only villain in the picture. The folly of man in over
populating certain localities, which create the megalopolises of 
modern civilization, cannot be so easily stemmed; to argue 
that the land should be as free as sunlight and air is to fly 
in the face of all human history. If there is to be no private 
property in land, there is no reason to grant private property 
to what our hands have made. Land itself is as much a tool 
as the factory or home which stands on it. A great contrast 
appears between this panacea and that successfu lly sold to 
millions by Karl Marx. T he wider scope of the Marxia!1 
theory is obvious; the argument which H enry George applied 
to land values can be applied to all economic values. 

There is no question of Henry George's genius, if the crea
tion of a glittering generality, a true idea, is to be counted as 
proof. At the same time he makes very clear the danger in 
limiting_ one's outlook; a lso he reveals the danger in depriving 
such mmds of scholastic training. No true philosopher can 
rely solely on some pure intuition. 

As an index of American mentality in the last quarter of 
the nineteenth century, the career of Henry George revealed 
the_ w~y to popularity-the presentation of a single idea, 
wh tc~ ts a ll that the bulk of mankind can absorb at one time. 
In his day the country was covered by travelling physicians 
who generally sold their panaceas in the glare of gas torches 
fr om the rear of wagons, in bottles. The solutions, chiefly 
~psom-~al ts, were colored red or green; and the oratory was 
JU St. as tmp~ssio~ed as George's, for passion can create finally 
a kmd of smcent It . · 1 · ' ' 
f
. Y· cer tam y can wm acceptance from the 
t u. trated. 

I II. 

The advocate of · 1· socta tsm vvho succeeded in . 
many in the church Ed convcrtmg 

was ward Bellamy ( 1854-1898 )' born 
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at Chicopee Falls, Massachusetts, educated at Union College 
- which has a lready figured in our story-and was a writer 
on the conservative New York Evening Post, which was so 
orthodox that it published its substitute for a Sunday edition 
on Saturdays; a relict of tha t journal is the present Saturday 
R eview of L iterature. Bellamy is evidence of the presence in 
the church of a secret belief in a very different political and 
economic faith, from that in which this country was born, 
and the tremendous vogue of Looking Backward makes Bel
lamy the greatest popularizer of socialism in the U nited States; 
as an author, he belongs in a class with E. P. Roe, that senti
mental optimist in whose narratives everything comes out 
right because it a lways starts right. Perhaps the Warner sisters 
and "Pansy" should be added. All of them helped to enlarge 
the public which H arriet Beecher Stowe created: Good Chris
tians interested in the social scene, willing to imbibe small 
doses of philosophy in strong draughts of fiction which pur
ports to depict life. 

Bellamy's book is still used by sub-rosa socialists in denomi
national colleges as "collateral reading" in "Social Science" 
courses; the great and bloodless revolution which Bellamy 
predicted for the twentieth century will be due to the vast 
development of mechanical substitutes for human labor, re
leasing the bulk of our time for leisure, devoted to education 
and recreation. In other words, Utopia, U. S. A. 

Bellamy has been justified in part. We do live in a world 
of gadgets; a large part of our leisure is spent in education 
and recreation. H e is discredited in part. The revolution has 
already produced two world wars; and, at least for a consid
erable portion of the body politic, the leisure is spent in dissi
pation and crime. Bellamy's key move was to propose an 
elimination of waste by eliminating competition, and here his 
mantle has fallen on Stuart Chase. However, this happy world 
can only be created by the State-government control. 

According to Bellamy, the Rip Van Winkle of 2000 A.D., 
all persons will be educated by the Sta te a t state expense, to 
the age of twenty-five; then, for twenty years, all will work in 
labor battalions ; at forty-five (Bellamy died, aged forty-eight), 
all will retire to enjoy perfect security and leisure, presumably 
to listen to an endless series of lectures by future Bellamies. 
(H ere we find the source of both Mrs. Roosevelt's ideas, 
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which became those of Mr. Roosevelt, as well as the Great 
Books program by which President Hutchins has revitalized 
the University of Chicago) . Bellamy was as kindhearted as 
E. P. Roe. It was just "the folly of men, not their hard
heartedness (which) was the great cause of the world's pov
erty" ... "The Colossal, world-darkening blunder" .. . the 
principle of competition." The way to eliminate tha t is to 
eliminate money; government cards (and these too made their 
appearance during war rationing ) will be supplied to all. 

The primal principle of democracy is the worth and 
dignity of the individual. That dignity, consisting in the 
quality of human nature, is essentially the same in all 
individuals, and therefore equality is the vital principle 
of a ll democracy. 

This pronouncement opens to at tack the entire pos1t10n of 
socialism, for the claim ·chat all men are morally equal would 
sweep away the entire literature of the past, which springs 
from moral conflicts and contrasts; it would not only close a ll 
our prisons, which Bellamy would have applauded, but would 
end a ll except technical education, for without criticism and 
princip les of evaluation any liberal education would be sheer 
impertinence. 

It may be expedient to accept the socialist proposal of 
equali ty in income for a ll. There may be no freedom from 
social unrest, as it was called in those days, but no govern
ment can force on any individual respect for other human 
beings if he does not respect them. Certainly not in America. 
where for the last fifty years the literature of criticism-of 
satire, of exposure (muckraking) , of gossip-has flourished as 
never before. The heroes and heroines of the old romantic 
ta les may have disappeared , but the villains, in the guise of 
Senators, bankers, clergymen, and even innocuous professors, 
have greatly increased. 'Why, p laintively asks a recent observer, 
~oward Mumford Jones, are college presidents a lways cast 
m the role of villa in ? Why, one might ask in reply, has satire, 
? r exposure of labor leaders not as yet appeared? The answer 
1s, Bellamyism. 

There was an attempt to elevate it into a religion or at 
I ·ast ~ denomination of Christianity; there were one hundred 
and Sixty-seven Bellamy clubs by 1891 , but it was swallowed 
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up in Populism, which evolved into Bryan ism; and Bryanism 
was regurgitated by the New Deal. The spirit of Edward 
Bellamy goes marching on, but so do those of others. 

IV. 

Thorstein Veblen is the somewhat mysterious figure that 
stood in the background while Bellamy ges tured in the fore
ground. His theory is a high-water mark of pure socialism
the proposal to grant society absolute autonomy; there are to 
be no checks and balances, the term, "social control," suggest
ing that society has a right to control not only the individual, 
but all institutions. 

Veblen was a pupil of VVilliam Graham Sumner at Yale 
and broke away from him. Sumner saw America from the ivy
covered towers of Yale, with the literary and religious tradi
tions of the New England elite, while Veblen had already 
viewed it from an immigrant's fa rmhouse in the Middle West. 
To a certain extent, Veblen sectionalized socialism and created 
the engaging thought that from the prairies would come 
deliverance. Probably Veblen was the most effective master of 
insinuating ill-will for the rich; while Americans were wor
shipping the greater millionaires, Carnegie and Rockefeller in 
particu lar, Veblen described the effect of the competitive sys
tem which created them as a "hawk influence." R uthlessness 
was transforming America into a veritable battlefield between 
capital and labor. T he plutocrats were the new American 
aristocrats. The suggestion is that they must go. H e had no 
patience with his former teacher. l'vlen such as Sumner were 
dogmatists who mistook for social and economic science what 
was nothing but the "projection of the accepted ideals of 
conduct." Actually, Veblen was an ethical revolutionist and 
saw, correctly, that any genuine economic reform will entail 
a great upheaval. This, natu rally, did not endear h im to the 
timid, who talked of gradual evolution, aiming either to get 
as much for themselves or give as little to others, providing 
"trouble" was avoided. 

America, for Veblen, was a sorry land exhibitinO' economic 
' b 

confusion produced by the collision between two great powers, 
th~ engin~ers and financiers, the engineers creating the ma
chmes which were creating the new industrialism. A new ma
terialistic revolution was imminen t, potentially present. Un-
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fortunately-and this seems to be Veblen's version of the 
American tragedy-the marvelous minds of these engineers 
were the slaves of the captains of finance, and the curse of 
America is the profit-motive. Its ethics is essentia lly predatory; 
the eighteenth-century pirate has reappeared as the director of 
a trust, the solution for this inner conflict between business 
and finance being to place society under the management of 
the engineers. An engineer-managed economy can, at least, 

replace the price-system. 

With this proposal, Veblen has abandoned any faith in the 
free market. As for its feasibility of his scheme, he has no 
safeguard against the engineers becoming in turn the new 
financial aristocracy. They may be better, morally, than the 
idle rich ; they might conceivably be sterner masters; at any 
rate, today it is the management by experts which is under 
attack by labor, while the stock-holders are practically elimi

nated from consideration. 

At the meeting in Saratoga Springs in 1885, there was also 
p resent Simon Patten, the professor of economics at Pennsyl
vania. Reared in Germany where the benefits of a govern
ment-controlled economic system were already bearing their 
first frui ts, he came to the prairies of Illinois, and during his 
academic career, finally reached Philadelphia. 

"We no longer live in an age of deficit and pain," he said, 
"but rather in an age of surplus and p leasure when all things 
are possible if we will but keep our eyes turned to the fu ture 
and strip our intelligence for the task." Thus in 1907, the 
millenium had practically arrived . In Philadelphia, where the 
concept of the protective tariff had been born, Patten pro
~osed the logical corollary of government regula tion of our 
mternal economic activities. The free market was the cause of 
our difficulties. A few years later he said "Ideals are telic " 
i. e., an ideal "must point out th~ means by which the end 'is 
r:ached." This is a variation on the theory that the end justi
ftes the means; it must do more than that ; it must actually 
suggest the methods for a ttaining it. 

It is with this inspiring hope that man can solve his social 
;d economic problems, that Pa tten's most noted student 

exford Guy Tugwell, transformed the New Deal: "Let u~ 
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take off our coats and get to work," he is reported to have 
said. 

T he socia l gospel may have won, and perhaps permanently, 
in America; but its weakness is evident . Disca rding principles 
for oppor tuni ties, it is very difficult to understand, so much so, 
that one wonders whether its chief exponents know what they 
are doing. And like the utilitarianism from which it sprang, 
t he goal of social welfare which it professes is as vague as the 
happiness of the greatest possible number, for what is h appi
ness? And how is well-being to be determined? 

No amount of national prosperity can atone for a loss of 
the sense of a na tional purpose. Or, does a nation exist only 
to satisfy its constituent members, to play a part in world af
fairs, or in world h istory? No philosophy reduced to the social 
gospel can answer such questions; the minds that propose it, 
live in an inevitably self-enclosed social atmosph ere. T here is 
such a fact as intellectual suffocation. 
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MEMPHIS POLITICS-PAST AND PRESENT 

CLARK PORTEOUS 

R ead before THE EGYPTIANS, Jan. 17, 1963 

One cannot write about M emphis politics in the 20th 
century withou t writing abo ut the late Edward Hull Crump, 
so a great part of this paper will deal largely with Crump 
and his impact on Memphis. 

As a boy growing up in Laurel, Miss., I sometimes read 
the Commercial Appea l, and of course Eel Crump was a 
familiar name to me, but I paid little attention to politics 
and really didn't know much about him. I was much more 
interested in the batting average of big Joe Hutchison and 
other heroes of the M emphis Chicks. 

I had not been at Southwestern long in 1930 before I 
beaan to hear about Boss Crump. He was then in Congress. 
so':ne of the older students were interested in politics and 
sometimes the Crump machine was discussed in dormitory 
bull sessions- when the subject wasn ' t sex or athletics. 

Some of the students were remarkably astute about politics. 
They said tha t Frank (Roxie ) Rice was the rea l brains of 
the machine, and tha t Crump was the personality guy- the 
front man. I ra ther believe that to have been true, that Rice, 
T yler McLain and others h ad much to do with the a rchi tec
ture of the earlier Crump machine. Anyway, when Crump 
lost both of these stalwarts to death within a brief period, he 
no longer had any "No" men. By tha t time he was well es
tablished and the machine became dignified and had the aiel 
of M emphis busi nessmen, and coasted a long for quite awhile. 

But when I was a student at Southwestern from 1930 to 
1934, the Crump machine was anything but dignified. 

:\1uch has been written about how the rnachine was free 
from graft, how Crump never took a dishonest penny, and 
I ow it was the will of the people that Crump do their polit
ica l thinking. 

That wasn't true during my four years at Southwestern and 
in my early years as a Press-Scimitar police reporter. 
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The machine was suckled at the breasts of vice, and the 
money to make the mare go came from pay-offs by those who 
wanted to operate. 

It was during the great depression when I was a South
western student, and few of us had any money, and even 
those who did, didn't dare display it. The boys wore baggy 
corduroy trousers, usually, sweaters or sweat shirts, rarely ties 
and coats, except for dances, etc. You could have a big time 
on a elate for a dollar. There were almost no cars on the 
campus, and a football player who had an old black and red 
topless Model T was very popular indeed. 

Once a fellow student took me downtown with him. We 
went into the back room of a pool parlor, and to my amaze
ment, there were crap games going strong. We were 'teen 
~gers, but that didn' t matter. My friend, who, incidentally, 
1s now president of a big insurance company in Texas and 
is a R epublican leader, had a quarter. He shot craps while I 
watched. That was one thing I hadn't learned in Laurel 
Miss. H e ran his two bits up to $2.50, then fell off and wen; 
broke. He borrowed 50c from me, and that was something, as 
I didn't have many half dollars at that time. Well, he won a 
little with my capital, then finally lost it, and we left the 
place broke- without even the 7c street car back to South
western. We didn't walk-somehow we found someone going 
out that way. 

I learned there were dice games and other gambling all 
over downtown M emphis, but it didn't bother me then-I 
thought that was just the natural way things were done in 
cities. 

Later I discovered the Reel Light district, with the aid of 
some of my more worldly wise fellow students. It seems there 
were brothels a ll over downtown Memphis, but more partic
ularly on Vance Avenue. 

There was even a vvhite-coated, porter-capped Negro cap
per who stood on the corner of Main and Gayoso, who ac
costed men and boys and showed them where they could have 
fun at the Rex Hotel, a whore house just off Main. There 
were some street walkers, but most of the prostitutes sat in 
windows in the houses, usually facing close to the sidewalk, 
and tapped on the window with a nickel. 
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The going price was $2, but college boys didn't often have 
that much. Besides, some of us were afraid of catching a 
venereal disease or something. 

But we found out it was fun to make the rounds of the 
houses on a Saturday night, or some other night after attend
ing a movie or something downtown. It cost a cl ime to play 
the juke boxes of that era, tho it was a nickel elsewhere. 
Cokes were a dime, beer 25c a bottle-home brew, it was, 

until later, too. 

A group of us would go in, and the girls would come out, 
in various stages of undress, and soon would be trying to 
seduce us into going upstairs with them. That failing, they 
would get us to buy them something to drink and to play the 
juke boxes. We got a certain amount of satisfaction, pinching, 
patting, touching, kissing, etc. 

After awhile, they would get tired of us, or some cash cus
tomers would come in, and we would be told to leave, some
times by tough-looking bouncers. There were enough houses 
that we didn't run out over the months, and many of the girls 
changed, anyway, and didn' t remember us when we returned 
sometime later. It was rare for a girl to get a elate with a 
fee from the college boys, but it happened sometimes. 

Some of the boys liked to go to the Negro brothels. It was 
cheaper and the girls were quite nice to white boys. Some 
fellows liked them better anyway. 

We had another stunt we'd pull on Beale Street-a group 
would go into a pawn shop, pretend to be an orchestra, play 
the various instruments and pretend we wanted to buy them, 
then would get peeved about nothing and all walk out and 
let the operator think he had missed a big sale. We once went 
into a Beale Street tailor shop, and all got measured for iden
tical suits, several kinds, as a band. Then got sore because we 
couldn't get some outrageous colored lapels or something, and 
walked out. 

'We also learned where the bootleggers were, and which 
ones stayed open, had the better grades and prices . There 
was one under the Summer Avenue viaduct we patronized for 
dances, etc. 
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So I knew something about the vice situation m Memphis 
when I fin ished Southwestern and went to work for The 
Press-Scimitar the next day, J une 7, 1934. 

But I had a lot to lea rn about poli tics and how things 
were with the m adams, bootleggers, gamblers, etc., and the 
politicians. 

It wasn't long before I was assigned to the police beat, and 
I started getting my educa tion . There vvas something fearsome 
called the "Lid" which would be clamped on and off for 
some strange reason. I would do stories abou t the "Lid" being 
on, not quite understanding why. 

Knowledge carne. Some of the friendly police officers, 
including some shift capta ins, were really collectors. T he dice 
games, the madams, the bootleggers, all paid off to the polit
ical machine. It was how the money was obtained to buy poll 
tax receipts for the Negroes who were "voted," for the big 
political parties, and other expenses of a political machine. 

Sometimes the "Lid" wou ld go on because the weekly pay
ments were being raised. Sometimes it was because the Fed
eral Grand J ury was in session, or because some Federal 
"revenuers" or other such officers were in town. A select few 
sometimes were permitted to keep open, even when a lid was 
on . You cou ld genera lly tell how long or strong the sudden 
close-down on vice was by those permitted to stay open. 
J ack's Place on Lamar, a bootleg p lace, for instance, was 
almost never closed. J ack had done the Boss some great favor 
back in the old days. 

Now and then a h igh-ranking officer would be "busted," 
and sometimes discharged . If an officer didn't turn h is vice 
collections in to the m achine, and got caught, he was sure 
to go. Of course, policemen did some grafting, but the major 
take was for the m achine. I remem ber a popular captain, 
who had been voted the most popular officer on the force, 
and two other captains all got fired. T hen there was the time 
an inspector got in trouble. The story was tha t the Boss him-' 
self had accused him of keeping money collected for the 
"political organization" and had slapped his face. 

Gambling went on and on in those days. Bob Berryman 
even had a suite in the Peabody, where he conducted gam· 
bling. T here were places a ll around, where WMPS is now, 
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across from Loew's Palace, in the backs of pool rooms, in 
hotels, etc. Berryman had quite a p lace on Second, across 
from the Peabody, and there was something about an elevator 
being stopped between floors on a raid . U sually, the vice 
operators got tipped off, from the police station, before there 
was a raid. Citizens and even the newspapers just seemed to 
accept the facts of life, there was vice and there were pay
offs, and nothing could be done about it. At least nothing was. 

I remember once going to Shelby County J a il and talking 
to two brothers, named Sparks, from Kennett, M o. T heir 
father was a banker. T hey were from a good family, but wild, 
and had been in several scrapes vvi th the law. But this was 
serious- they were in jail charged with holding up a dice 
game at the Cotton States H otel, which was where WMPS 
is now. I t was a bit embarrassing to police, a "protected" 
o-amblincr ]·oint had been robbed. 
" " 

T he brothers freely admitted robbing the place- in fact, 
they said they robbed it twice . T hey sa id they had been 
cheated out of their money, and went back and got it with 
guns . They didn't get it a ll back the first time, so they re
turned, and the return trip brought about the a rrest. 

I went to the Cotton States to ta lk to the well-known 
Memphis gambler, who later operated Black Fish Lake in 
Arkansas. When I told him the brothers said they had been 
cheated, he was qui te concerned. He didn' t mind a story 
about his gambling p lace being robbed-good advertisement. 
Nobody seemed to question the reason for a gambling place 
downtown that could be robbed. But being cheated-that 
was bad advertising. He pulled ou t a $100 bill and tried to 
get me to take it- and that was something for a $10 a week 
reporter in those clays. I refused. H e reached for more money. 
I stalked out, principles intact, not wanting the temptation 
to ge t too great. 

I wrote the story. The place was closed, temporarily any
\\·ay. Strangely, the Sparks brothers were not prosecuted, but 
were quietly released . 

Finally the end came to vice. Prohibition was repealed and 
legal liquor voted in to part of T ennessee in the late 30's. 
~1 a ny of the bootleggers got liquor stores and continued to 
contribute to the political machine ki tty as businessmen. 
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Finally, in 1940, and that's just 23 years ago-vice was 
ended in Memphis. There have been many stories about this, 
that Mr. Crump got religion, that it was because a son was 
killed in a Cotton Carnival good will tour plane crash at 
Grenada, Miss., in 1939, etc. I think I know why. 

Crump ran for Mayor in 1939. In 1916, he had been ousted 
as M ayor, the one major setback in his career before the 
Kefauver defeat in 1948. It was on a matter of not enforcing 
the laws about state prohibition, gambling and vice in Mem
phis. Anyway, he easily won the election, but there was some 
doubt as to whether or not he was eligible to serve as l\1ayor, 
because of the ouster. 

A few minutes past midnight on the morning of Jan. 1, 
1940, Crump stood on a railroad platform in a snowstorm at 
Grand Central Station, just before leaving for New Orleans 
for the Sugar Bowl game. In high good humor, he threw 
snow balls at reporters, and resigned, after withdrawing the 
official invitation of the city to the American Newspaper 
Guild to hold its national convention in Memphis. Crump 
was fighting the CIO in those days, and the Guild was in the 
CIO. The convention was held in Memphis anyway, and a 
strong attack on Communism in the Guild was made. 

Crump resigned as Mayor, a position he probably couldn't 
have held anyway. Joe Boyle, former Courthouse custodian 
and always a loyal Crumpet, was vice mayor, and he suc
ceeded as Mayor, until the faithful City Commission, which 
stayed at home, could meet later in the day and elect Walter 
Chandler, who resigned as Congressman to become Mayor 
by appointment. T he late \Vatkins Overton, who had broken 
again with Crump, ceased being mayor a t midnight. Thus 
Memphis had four mayors within a period of less than 24 
hours. 

Tho the TV A deal was given as the reason for the break 
with Overton, it was generally believed a t the time that the 
real reason for the break was that Overton was acting on his 
own, and getting too much favorable publicity. The first power 
deal did not include gas, and Crump had it done over again. 

Cliff Davis was elected in a special election to replace 
M ayor Chandler in Washington as Congressman. Faithful Joe 
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Boyle replaced Davis as vice mayor and police commissioner. 

It was Joe Boyle who broke up vice early in 1940. Of 
course, he did it on the say-so of Crump. The machine be
came respectable. It seems that 0. John Rogge, a special De
partment of Justice prosecutor, had cleaned up New Orleans. 
War was approaching. The Navy was going to Millington. 
The Second Army headquarters were in Memphis. There 
was Camp McCain set for Grenada, Miss. The federal gov
ernment didn't want the young service men tempted by vice 
in Memphis. R ogge was going to clean up Memphis. 

But the veteran Sen. K. D. McKellar had a lot of power, 
and threatened to hold up the Department of Justice appro
priation. A compromise was reached. If Memphis would 
clean up vice, then the Department of Justice wouldn't have 
to do it. It was agreed. 

The ward heelers collected for poll tax receipts from the 
brothels madams on a T uesday night. Two nights later, they 
aot the police orders, issued by J oe Boyle, to close. They were 
furious. I visited them and got some pithy quotes, and one 
of my best stories. We were able to tell all about the Red 
Light district because of their closing. A Presbyterian minister 
wrote that the Porteous story on the closing of the brothels 
was one of the greatest he had ever read. An Episcopal 
minister from Mississippi wrote that Porteous should be sent 
to Siberia. The letters ran beside each other. But the era of 
organized vice which pays off was over. O f course, there is 
still vice. And probably some police pay-off. But it no longer 
g-oes to a political machine. 

From 1946 until his death Oct. 16, 1954, the Crump ma
chine was oiled with dollars from businessmen rather than 
from vice. Some may have been reluctant to give, but give 
they did, and Crump enjoyed some of his greatest successes 
without the aid of vice, until the Kefauver defeat in 1948. 

Mr. Crump liked to "show off" h is office holders. Once 
in his swank office at E. H. Crump & Co., while entertaining 
~ome important politicians from Nashville, he sent for Cliff 
Da:is, whose office as police commissioner was in the nearby 
police station. He had Cliff perform, and Cliff soon had the 
c:roup in an uproar with his jokes and impersonations. 

Another time, Crump telephoned \Valter Chandler, at the 
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time .Mayor, and made him sing "America" to a group in 
his office. Chandler has a rather high squeaky voice, and is 
not famed as a singer. 

Crump would break with the biggest of political figures 
when they fai led to agree with him. He and Sen. McKellar 
long were political a llies, but they a lmost broke when Crump 
was in Congress in 1930-31 . However, they made peace, and 
Crump announced he would support McKellar for re-election 
in "1940, 1946 and 1952." He did, tho McKellar lost to 
Albert Gore in 1952. 

Crump and .McKellar differed on their choice of candidates 
for Governor in 1936, but didn't break over it. Crump backed 
Gordon Browning, who had served in Congress and was a 
W orld War I hero. McKellar supported Burgin Dossett. With 
Crump's help, including a 60,000 majority in Shelby County, 
Browning won. Browning sent a telegram which probably 
haunts him yet, "60,000 reasons why I love Shelby County." 
Crump and Browning became bitter political foes. 

On Oct. 6, 1937, Crump made a public statement that 
Browning had come to his office and proposed a three-way 
political trade over a three-year period that would have sent 
Crump and Browning to the Senate and Lewis S. Pope to 
the governorship of Tennessee. Crump said he refused the 
deal and the break with BrO\vning resulted. 

Browning did not agree as to the cause of the break, and 
set up a state political organization with the purpose of de
stroying the Shelby political machine as a force in state 
poEtics. A long legislative fight followed, with Browning 
trying to redistrict T ennessee and even trying to impose a 
county unit system to cut clown the big Shelby vote. Frank 
Rice, in those days a strong influence with rural legislators, 
kept Browning from succeeding. 

Foes of Crump said the break with Browning was caused 
because Browning failed to offer a vacancy in the U. S. 
Senate, which the Governor fills by temporary appointment 
in the case of death, to Crump. It was claimed Crump had 
wanted at least a refusal of the offer. 

There was a bitter political fight m 1938. It was really 
between Browning, running for re-election, and Crump, 
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rather than Prentice Cooper, who was runnmg against 

Browning. 

Browning threatened to send the National Guard to Mem
phis to police the election, but a federal injunction stopped 
him. I remember a great number of clubs at the police station, 
made at a golf shaft and block factory, which were to have 
been handed out to special deputies. Crump had influence 
even in Federal Court, and Brovvning never had a chance 

with the troops. 

Browning made a political talk at the Fairgrounds during 
the campaign. T he Crump machine saw to it that a switch 
engine kept busy on the Southern tracks, with whistle and 
bell, so that Browning could not be heard easily. Also, a 
Crump-tame federal marshal served injunction papers on 
Browning, to keep the Guard out, during the speech. That 
same marshal was later banished by the Crump crowd, in a 
scandal involving sale of condemned eggs, etc., to the Penal 

Farm and elsewhere. 

The 1938 campaign was one of the most interesting I ever 
covered. A rift with McKellar threatened temporarily. \Valter 
Chandler came home from Congress and announced as the 
Crump candidate for Governor. Sen. McKellar was support
ing Prentice Cooper. But Chandler withdrew in favor of 
Cooper, and that healed that rift . 

Browning travelled about the state in a trailer, campaigning 
supposedly against Cooper, but really against Crump. 

Crump had plenty of time in Memphis to think up stinging 
rebukes to Browning, such as "In the Louvre in Paris there 
are 28 pictures of Judas Iscariot- none look a like but they 
all resemble Gordon Browning." 

"Gordon Browning is the kind of a man who would milk 
hi · neighbor's cow thru a crack in the fence." 

"Sparta perished for the want of Spartans. The Jekyll and 
H YCle governor will perish Aug. 4 for the want of votes ." 

. I wou ld know that Browning spent the night in say Knox
vill e, and was en route to Johnson City in his trailer. \Ve had 
a ''·onderful telephone operator, who really knew how to find 
people. ' Ve would figure about where Browning ought to be, 
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and she would get a rural telephone operator to flag down 
the Governor. I would get him on the telephone, tell him 
Crump's la test crack at him. Without hesitation, Browning 
would come back with a crack, often topping the Crump 
insult. Browning was a remarkable ad libber. 

But the 60,000 Shelby majority was reversed, and it was 
Cooper who bested Browning, tho Browning was to have his 
revenge 10 years la ter. 

An interesting sidelight in the 1938 Browning fight was 
about an incident that started with the public beating of the 
late Ben Kohn, a lawyer who never hesitated to fight the 
Crump crowd. 

Anyway, Kohn got slugged, and a big bruiser was arrested 
- there were witnesses, as this happened downtown. The slug
ger was docketed as Sidney Smith and immediately released . 
Some investigation revealed that the slugger's real name was 
Sidney Queen, from a family of bouncers and gamblers, etc., 
friendly to the political machine. 

There was a hue and cry but Queen had disappeared. I 
learned he was in Osceola, Ark. I went to O sceola with a 
photographer, and talked to Queen's sister. H e wasn't there 
but she had a letter to him from a Memphis detective, ob
viously with money in it. The sister told how she had told 
Sidney not to get mixed up in all that, etc. 

I wrote my story. The Crump crowd went over to Osceola 
with reporters from the other paper, and the sister denied 
The Press-Scimitar story, which was completely accurate. 
Meanwhile, Browning's state police had taken the letter, and 
had it in their office in the Sterick Building. 

The next day a city editor sent me back to Osceola to 
find out from the sister which story was correct, mine or the 
Commercial Appeal's, tho he well knew the truth. I was 
chased away from the sister's home by her husband with a 

shotgun. 

The Browning police were afraid to open the Queen letter, 
and I don't know if it was ever opened. 

After the Cooper victory over Browning, the Crump ma
ch ine really went into high gear. World War II came along, 
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and there was no stopping the Crump crowd. The young 
men who might have fought the machine were in service. 

There are many true stories about what happened when 
Crump was the political king. Democracy went by default. 
Frank Thompson, an undertaker, fought the machine. So 
police motorcycles followed his ambulances, making arrests 
for violations. Doughty old Frank Thompson advertised he 
had the only police-escorted ambulances in the city. People 
like Frank Thompson, Ben Kohn and a few others fought 
the machine, tho the odds vvere tremendous against them. 

T hen there was Charles Brown, an attorney in a law office 
friendly to Crump. He had been to the legislature. Once a t 
a Crump picnic, Brown was playing gin rummy, and didn't 
want to stop. But Mr. Crump wanted a softball game. Finally, 
in disgust, Brown threw down his cards, said "when the Boss 
says you gotta go, you gotta go." This lese majeste was 
enough to have Brown booted out, from his elective office, 
his law office and even from M emphis. H e moved to Nash

ville. 

There was Gerald Stratton, from a prominent M emphis 
family, a lawyer who was County Court Clerk. H e broke 
with Crump, and lifelong friends wouldn't speak to him. 
Stratton finally moved to Boston where he became a success
fu l businessman. 

Many such examples could be gwen of persons who were 
punished because they didn't agree with the Boss. There 
was Charlie Bryan, long a laborer in the Crump vineyards, 
who got cross-wise, and his Stockyards Hotel bar, with the 
saddles for seats, was ruined by police in a raid . 

There was Dr. A. S. Martin, a negro druggist who dared 
to support Wendell Willkie for President. It wasn't so much 
that he was for Willkie, but Negroes in M emphis in those 
days. were supposed to do as they were told p~litically, and 
an y Ideas of doing otherwise could be bad. The negroes were 
\·oted-they didn't vote. 

0 ~olice picketed Martin's South Memphis Drug Store, 
.~~rchm~ customers entering the front door supposedly for 
~ arcotics," while delivery boys went in and ou t the back 

Withou t being mol t d It h . . es e . got rat er ndtculous when we got 
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a picture of a negro first grader going in the store for an 
ice cream cone, being searched for "dope." But Dr. Martin 
finally gave up and moved to Chicago. A Franciscan friar 
was searched at the time while going to give last rites to a 
dying parishoner. 

Ah, yes, things were different in Memphis in those days
and strangely enough, you even hear someone now and then 
wish for the old Crump machine days again. 

After Shelby got grace and no longer had gambling, Crump 
decided to stop it in Mississippi, too. H e had broken with 
Bob Berryman, long a faithful henchman permitted to run 
gambling, for a price, in Memphis. Berryman was supposed 
to have threatened Crump after having had to stop gambling 
in Memphis. 

Anyway, Sheriff Guy Joyner, another tame Crumpet, put 
up signs on the highways leading into Mississippi, reading: 
"They rob you, they Beat You, They Cheat you," etc., warn
ing citizens against Mississippi gambling places in general, 
and Berryman's specifically. Naturally, Mississippians didn' t 
like it, even from a native of Mississippi. It was one of the 
major Crump mistakes. 

But Bob Berryman got so agitated with the needling of 
Crumpets about a burly bouncer named John Phillips, that 
Berryman went gunning for Phillips, and with the aid of 
certain police, got Phillips in the back of a Main street build
ing, with the rear door locked, and killed Phillips. Crump 
thus lost two enemies at once, as Berryman was sent to 
prison and now operates a tourist court near Nashville, never 
having returned to Memphis. Crump ran several of his former 
supporters, gamblers no longer wanted in respectable Mem
phis. out of the city. 

Crump had an unlisted number at his office, and I had 
the number. I remember calling it one morning, and getting 
cut into a conversation between Crump and Dr. Charles E. 
Diehl, who was then president of Southwestern. I recognized 
both their voices, and it was all I could do to be a gentleman 
and hang up without eavesdropping for news. I later reached 
Crump at home and told him of the conversation . He was 
amazed, said his home telephone had nothing to do with the 
unlisted office number. Incidentally, Mr. Crump used to find 
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Southwestern graduates a bit too liberal- they often did not 
agree with his political philosophy. 

Crump was born on a small farm in :Niarshall County, 
Miss., Oct. 2, 1874, in grinding poverty, with the hatred of 
carpetbaggers and the nostalgia of better clays, which shaped 
life in the South after the Civil war. His father, Capt. Edward 
H ull Crump, fought for the Confederacy with Gen. John H . 
Morgan, the Kentucky Raider. Capt. Crump died of Yellow 
Fever in 1878, when Crump was only 3. 

Crump, a tall, skinny red-headed kid, used to pop inflated 
pig bladders in lieu of firecrackers. He went to a one-room 
unpainted school. But he educated himself pretty well. 

He left home at 16, went to the Delta across the state 
and was a country store bookkeeper at Lula. He moved to 
Memphis at 17, in 1892. I-Ie came with nothing except his 
personality and a strong desire to be successful. 

Crump worked as a bookkeeper, cashier and credit man. 
He became secretary-treasurer of Woods-Chickasaw Co., man
ufacturers of saddlery goods and dealers in farm implements, 
at 23. A few years later, he bought the business and operated 
it for several years as E. H. Crump Buggy & Harness Co. The 
automobile finally hi t the saddlery business, but by then 
Crump was mayor of Memphis, having won over the old 
political boss in 1909 by 75 votes. 

Mr. Crump married Miss Bessie Byrd 1\tfcLean, whose vvell
to-do fathe r was with William R . Moore. 

Crump's first political job was election officer in the tough 
old Fourth Ward in 1901, and the next year he was selected 
a delegate to the state Democratic convention. He was elected 
to the board of public works in 1905, and police and fire 
commissioner in 1907. He was re-elected mayor in 1911 and 
1915, then ousted. H e was elected county trustee in 1918 re-
I d · . ' 

c etc m 1920 and 1922, and under the fee system, made a 
I t of money. After leaving the office, he had it switched from 
fcc to salary, as it still is. 

!\.ked how he 11apj~e d t l" . c 
• < ' ne o enter po ttlcs rump once 

~ :11d : "frank ly I d ' k ' 
l ' on t ·now. I always believed every citizen 
lou lcl take an int t · h" . eres m 1s government. I\1y mterest was an 
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aggressive one from the day I cast my first ballot when I 
was 21." 

The big Memphis real estate, loan and insurance company 
that still bears his name was founded by Mr. Crump and 
the late Stanley H. Trezevant, who had been U. S. Marshal, 
in 1921, long after Crump had become political boss. It was 
first known as Stanley H . Trezevant & Co. In 1923, after 
Crump left office as county trustee, it became Crump & 
T rezevant. In 1936, Trezevant sold his interest and it became 
E. H. Crump & Co. The fact that Mr. Crump was Boss 
helped the business boom into a very successful one. 

In his heyday as a boss, Crump, who knew the Bible, 
Shakespeare and a lot of other literary things, used to write 
really torrid denunciations of his political foes. He was aided 
by newspapermen, such as Squire Tom Phillips, sti ll living 
and about 90; Marvin Pope and others. But the full-page 
newspaper ads had the Crump touch. 

One of his favorite targets was the late Silliman Evans, 
publisher of the Nashville Tennessean, who opposed Crump 
as long as he lived. Crump would say such things about 
Evans as : 

"Liars will steal and rogues will murder, if necessary, to 
accomplish a nefarious purpose . . . The honeymoon of this 
lying, corroding crowd of murderers of character is over. 
Their swill barrel is empty- they have scraped the bottom of 
the garbage can ... Evans intoxicated himself with megalo
maniac dreams of power . . . H e has tried bullwhipping, 
browbeating . .. common ordinary lying ... but the canker 
of disappointment gnaws a t his soul." 

I got involved in one of the Crump ads myself, and could 
have been known as "lower case clark" if Crump hadn't 
changed his mind. 

It was in 1948, when Crump took his state licking from 
Browning and K efauver. I was covering Browning. He 
telling a story, every time he spoke, about Crump and 
Gerber, his attorney general, and a leading Crump 
I t seems Crump and Gerber were in a cemetery taking 
off tombstones to vote them. Gerber, according to tsnGWDIILIII 

told Crump he just couldn't read the name on the 
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stone, just to put down any name, as someone was buried 
there. Browning's tag line and laugh getter was "No, Willie. 
Get the name. It has to be an honest election." 

Well, ~n a dull da~ I used the Browning anecdote, quot
ing candidate Browmng. Crump and I usually got alona 
pretty well- at least he would talk to me, tho he knew m ~ 
paper was always fighting him. )' 

Crump ran one of his page ads denouncing me. He some
how had the idea the story cast an aspersion on his dead son. 
Thruout th~ uncomplimentary dia tribe he spelled my name 
without capitals-clark porteous. Edward J. Meeman editor 
of The Press-Scimitar then, and now editor emeritus: called 
me into his office, said the ad was libelous and I would have 
action, over the lower case letters, and told m e the paper 
would not run the ad if I objected . I thought it was funny 
and told him to go ahead, I wouldn' t sue anybody. 

But at the last minute, Crump changed the ad to capitalize 
my name. Apparently his lawyer had told him it was libelous. 
So I lost a bit of fame, as I would have been remembered as 
the reporter whose name Crump wouldn't capitalize. 

Browning, Meeman and others were the subjects of some 
of Crump's scathing prose. 

But his own prose helped defeat Crump's candidates in 
1948- he made the mistake of calling Estes Kefauver a "pet 
coon." 

. The _beginning of the downfall of the dictator is rather 
mtcrestmg, so I will discuss it a bit. 

I There was fear of opposing the machine in Memphis. Men 
lad been beaten, denounced and run out of town. The least 
an opponent could expect was to be smeared by th h. , 
orators an 1 b · h" . e mac me s 

. c. Y_ ~ts w Ispenng campaign. There hac! been an 
~~t ire l y unJuStified attack on Meeman, in the name of Jim 

asants, Mayor of M h " cl p 
O\· r d . h. . emp IS, an . leasan ts never die! get 
u cd too~~t t IS . ternble thing he had not wanted to do. H e 

me If there was some way he could make amends. 

E\·erybod y knew th C 
county offices call d ~ . rump machine ran the city and 
i lature. cle t' d e t e Jury panels, controlled the state leg·-

. c e governors S l 
' enators anc Congressmen and 
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also sat on the Tennessee Supreme Court. How was a citizen 
to ao about fightinrr this Goliath of a machine by himself? 

t:> t:> 
Not everyone wanted a change. Some, particularly those who 
got some of the city and other government business, such as 
insurance and the like, atcually said they liked the system, 
tho democracy had decayed. It was like a n1an who let his 
right arm hang useless at his side for months. When the time 

came to punch, he had no punch. 

But there were some ready to battle the Goliath. They just 
needed a way. Even tho everything including the PTA's were 
controlled, there was a sense of guilt, and undercurrent of 
dissatisfaction with boss rule. And Crump was making mis

takes, more and more mistakes . 

A former newspaper man named J. Charles Poe moved to 
Memphis from Chattanooga. He went to work with Nickey 
Bros. lumber company. Poe was not in the habit of having 

others think for him. 

He went to see Meeman in 1948 and said he wanted to 
"come out" for Estes Kefauver, a Congressman from Chat
tanooga who was running for the U . S. Senate. Now people 
in Memphis didn't "come out" for candidates not supported 
by Crump. It was amazing to M eeman, the hardest anti
Crump fighter of a ll, who had kept a flickering flame of op
position to the machine for 17 years, since he had come to 
Memphis as editor of The Press-Scimitar. 

M eeman had contended that 10 strong citizens- 10 men 
with their roots in Memphis-could start a movement to de
feat the machine. Well, Poe was one of his men. 

Others joined. There was William Barr, a paint specialties 
manufacturer ; Lucius E. Burch, Jr., a brilliant attorney orig
inallv from Nashville, who had known political freedom and 
wan~ed it for Memphis; 0. D . Bratton, a lumberman; Edwin 
Dalstrom, manager of a wholesale paper company ; Dr. Henry 
Gotten, physician who had helped clean up Baptist Hospital; 
and Edmund Orgill, who had been president of the Chamber 
of Commerce and was president of Orgill Bros., a firm more 

than 100 years old. 

These were substantial citizens. They founded the Memphis 
and Shelby County Citizens Committee for Estes Kefauver. 
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Mr. Poe died not long after his victory. Perhaps there should 
be a public monument to him-he started the real Freedom 
Train in Memphis, helping sidetrack a machine that wouldn't 
let the Freedom Train come to Memphis. 

This grou p got some breaks. First, Kefauver turned out 
to be a terrific campaigner. He stumped the state, going to 
such places as South Fulton, Tenn., where no statewide can
didate had been before, and giving voters the image of a real 
sincere guy who was honest and knew what he was doing. 

And like him or not, the unknown Kefauver after his elec
tion soon became nationally famous, and still is. 

Another break was that Crump had a break with his 
faithful Senator, Tom Stewart, who had won du.bious honor 
in the '20's as the prosecutor, behind ·william J ennin!!s 
Bryan, in the famous monkey trial on evolution in Dayto~, 
Tenn. ~here have been various stories as to how Crump 
broke wrth Stewart. One is that Will Gerber wen t to Wash
ington, and asked Stewart for help in getting more J ewish 
refugees into this country, and Stewart is supposed to have 
said " there ~re too ~1any Jews here now, Will," not thinking 
of Gerber bemg Jewrsh. Gerber then told Crump Stewart was 
anti-Semitic. Gerber denies this story, and it may have been 
something else. 

Mr. Gerber said Crump really got off Stewart as a result 
of the 1942 campaign, when Stewart narrowly defeated 
Edward W. (Ned) Carmack, of Murfreesboro, Tenn., whose 
father had been a U. S. Senator, and was slain in Nashville 
by the Coopers. There is a statue of the elder Carmack a t 
the Capitol. 

Anyway, Ned Carmack ran a hard campaign, and would 
have won .except for the lopsided Shelby vote for Stewart. 
~t one pomt, Stewart became so dismayed he stopped mak
mrr talks, and Crump had to send emissaries to Winchester, 
Tenn. , to get Stewart back on the ball. 

Carmack mad . e numerous charl!.es aaamst Stewart One 
was that he h d . u "' . 
bo·h a hrs two sons on h is Senate payroll though 

L were students at S d - ' w h. ewanee an were no where near 
as mgton. Mr C f . · rump ound iliat thrs was true, but he was 
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stuck with Stewart and had to elect him, to keep h is record 

for no defeats intact. 

Also, Crump became unhappy with Stewart because 
Stewart voted against Social Security for the people of all 
the nation, while voting for a pay raise for Senators. 

Anyway, Crump was thru with Stewart in 1948. Col. Roane 
Waring had served in the Army with a fine M iddle Ten
nessee judge, John M itchell. Crump s.ummoned Waring, 
president of the Street Railway, to ask him about Judge 
Mitchell. Waring said he would walk a mile to vote for him, 
and was st rong for him. Crump decided to back M itchell in 

the three-way race. 

But Tom Stewart wasn't ready to roll over and play dead. 
He had taken good care of his fences back home, written 
letters, did favors when he could, and he stayed in the race. 
Judge Mitchell was not a strong campaigner and soon got 

tagged with the nickname "Lost John." 

Kefauver managed to win on a plurality, but not on a 
majority. If it hadn't been a three-way race, Kefauver prob-

ably would have lost to Stewart. 

Another break was in a scathing Crump ad, in which he 
called Kefauver a pet coon, saying a coon looked one way 
while sticking a paw into a drawer to take something. Ke
fauver took up the coon matter, said he might be a pet coon, 
but he wasn't Jvlr. Crump's pet coon. Kefauver donned a 
coonskin cap, and it became a sensation. He had folks laugh
ing at Crump and his machine. Keef campaigned in his coon
skin cap and it became his trademark, and he darned near 

rode it to the White House. 

Many in Tennessee were displeased because Crump had 
dropped Stewart, so in the Governor's race they switched 
from Crump's candidate, Gov. J im Nance McCord, running 
for re-election, to Crump's old enemy, Gordon Browning. 
Browning still had many friends in the state, and it ended up 
with Crump losing both the Senate and gubernatorial races. 
And it all started with Charlie Poe visiting Meeman to "come 

out" for Kefauver. 

Ironically, the two Eds of Memphis, who opposed each 
other politically over the years-Eel Crump and Ed MeemaJl 
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-were born under the same star C b · rump was orn Oct 2 
1874, and Meeman was born O ct 2 1889 S . ' 

k 
. · ' · omebody may 

ey 1a t 1e same birthday. rna e somethmg of the fact that th l d I . 

After 1948, Cr~mp's power dwindled, tho he was still in 
control of Memph1s when he died a t 80 S d on atur ay, Oct 16 
1954. But he never was quite as f·ears f .d · ' orne or orrm able aft · 
the double defeat in 1948. er 

as m IS 1ome a t 1962 When E. H. Crump breathed his I t . h' I 
Peabody that Saturday afternoon a r . I l . . . . ' Ivmg egenc m h1s own 
Itfe tlme was gone, the last of the b 'g ·t b 1 c1 Y osses, and prob-
ably the most powerful and certain! th b N . . . ' Y e est. o hmt of 
fmane1al scandal or corruption ever t 1 d C . ouc 1e rump. All he 
d1d was take away democraC)' and ·t I - ' 1 was a ong time 
before very many missed it. 

So much for the past I 'd 1 . . consi er t 1e present in politics 
the era smce Crump. Perhaps we haven't c! h . . . one as muc wtth 

ave one. ome say it our poht1cal freedom as we should h d S 
has been a mess. But anyway it's a d · . . ' ' en1ocrat1c mess, and we 
do have our pohtlcal freedom Perhaps " , d · b I . · < ve aren t rea y for 
It, ut beheve the people will know what t d . h . 

h 
· o o w1t 1t as 

t e years pass. 

In 1955, Edmu nd Orgill, one of the original Kef t 1 
1 

auver sup-
por ers, was e ectec mayor, in the first free el t . . M h · · b ec 10n m em_ 
P lS m a out half a century. 

Orgill is a businessman who turned to politirs as th I 
of a book L · B . ~ < e resu t 

. ucms ur ch read Clarence Streit's book "U . 
ow," and was so im ressed h mon 

Ed 0 
.
11 

I P e sent a copy to his friend 
rgt ' w 10 found h rk d l ' did A d . e 1 e t 1e book as much as Burch 

politics. eSlre to help the world avoid war led Orgill into 

He became Mayor with a Cit C . . . 
always back 

11
. ·Y omm1sswn that d1d not 
lm up. There was He L b executive who t d . . nry oe , young laundry 

urne to IJoht1cs · d successfully chall . .as an m ependent, after 
en()'mg the old r · 1 American L · 0 . - po Itlca crowd who controlled 

egwn electwns L b mander did II . oe was elected Legion com-
' we on the Park C · · to the City C . . ommJssion, and was elected 

h 
ommiSSion T h h andina him th d ' . e ot ers thought they were 

"' e Irty end of the stick when they named 
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him Public Works Commissioner, but he rode that job into 

the M ayor's chair. 

Loeb didn' t a lwa)'S a()'ree with Orgill, and soon developed 
0 

· d'd The ambitions to succeed Orgill as M ayor, wh1ch he 1 · 
other three on the commission-Claude Armour, John T. 
Dwyer and Stanley Dillard, were all hold-overs fro~1 _th~ 
Crump machine days. They formed a ''v:orking maJonty' 
that Orgill and Loeb, and sometimes Orgill alone, could~ t 
buck. Orgill fa iled when he tried to put a negro on the _nty 
hospitals board, and to do certain things that have smce 

been done. 

In 1956, Orgill ran for G overnor, and had _ he ~ee~ willing 
· · t a little with some of h1s pnnnples, he to comprom1se JUS . . . . 

would have been elected. As it was, he h mshed third ~n a 

h . hich found Buford Ellington the v1ctor close t ree-way race w 
by a narrow plurality. Jud~e Andrew T. (T~p) ~aylor of 
J ackson was second. If Org1ll had made _certam a~reeme~t~, 
Clifford Allen of Nashville would have w1thdrawn ~n Org1ll_s 
favor, and O rgill would have won, most experts b~heve. As _1t 
was, Allen stayed in the race and drew e~ougn v~tes m 

n ·d. c t to keej) O rg·ill from winnmg. O rg1ll also 
ztvl son oun y . · . . , 

lost Shelby County-the new found poht1cal freedom hadn t 
taken hold well enough for many to accept wh at they con-

sidered liberal ideas of Orgill. 

Then came the M ayor's race of 1959, young Loeb against 
O rgill. M ayor O rgill had the full support of the Negro corn-

u • b h had done much to help them. Loeb had mumty ecause e 
declared himself a segregationist, and had the white segre-

gationist vote solid, but no negro support. 

I t will probably be argued for years to come, as to who 
would have won the M ayor's race in 1959. Some say Orgill 
wou ld have been re-elected , many say Loeb would have 
beaten him . Loeb is a tall, handsome young man, po~ular 
with the ladies, who has made political honesty and m~~
pendence h is bywords. Some say he isn't as able as OrgJ • 

others say he is. 

But ill health caused O rgill to withdraw from the_ ~ace, 
- d d th Negro c1t1zens leavinO' Loeb virtually unoppose , an e 

with ;o candidate. Partee F leming, a furniture manufacturer, 
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amateur wrestler, amateur philosopher, entered the race late, 
and got the Negro vote. However, Loeb drew more than 
80,000 votes, about double the Fleming vote, and won the 
Mayor's position. 

Armour and Dwyer remained in the City Commission, the 
last of the Crumpets, but Stanley Dillard lost to Jimmy 
Moore, personable former big league baseball p layer and 
real estate man, married to a charming and wealthy wife 
who has not hurt him politically. William \1\T. Farris succeeded 
Loeb as Public Works Commissioner by getting certain back
ing because of fear that Russell B. Sugarmon, J r., brilliant 
Negro a ttorney, would win . T he race drew more than a half 
dozen candidates, and Farris lucked out, due mainly to racial 
discrimination and fear that Sugarmon would win. 

Farris, like O rgill, tried for the governorship in mid-term, 
but he didn' t come as close as O rgill to being elected. 

The present City Commission has become a five-headed 
government with no "working majority," and with the Mayor 
sometimes on the small end of a 4-1 vote. Loeb has found 
the lonely stand he sometimes ld t to Edmund O rgill. O n 
occasions, the commissioners have five opinions on a matter. 
There was a big hassle about building a new stadium, and 
finally Moore, a minority of one who took the stand that 
Crump Stadium should not be enlarged, because it would be 
a waste of money, won his fight against the other four, 
with the aiel of public opinion. 

Now it remains to be seen whether or not the city will get 
a new stadium at all in the next few years. 

Economy has been another battle ground . Mayor Loeb has 
sought to hold down the tax rate, tried to get a ll to cu t their 
~udgets, and vetoed a $43 million city budget, which delayed 
Its passage a week. The other four divided two and two as to 
1\'hethe: or not to uphold the veto, and when it appeared his 
' ·eto 1lllght be upheld, and city finances frozen, Loeb backed 
down. 

h Bu~ economy in government is bound to be a big factor in 
1 

c C I~y election Nov. 7, and the people will have the say as 
to ,,.h1ch sid · h 

e was n g t- Loeb and economy a nd the others 
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who wanted enough money to run the city m what they 
deemed to be a proper way. 

It seems likely that Loeb, who aspires to the governorship, 
will run for re-election as Mayor next November. Commis
sioner Farris is a lmost certain to run against him. Commis
sioner Dwyer could be a candidate. Two of the city judges, 
vVilliam B. Ingram, Jr., and Beverly Boushe, are considered 
possible mayor or city commissioner candidates. J udge Ingram 
has been fighting the police department and could run against 
Armour. Sheriff M. A. Hinds, serving his last consecutive 
term by law, could run for police commissioner, or something 
else. He would think awhile before running against Armour, 
unless Ingram got into the race. He got 90,000 votes for 
sheriff and claims a good deal of the credit for defeating the 
consolidation charter. 

It should be an interesting election. 

And the consolidation charter is something else important 
to politics present. 

There was a strong move for consolidation, with the city 
and county governments to be one, as an economy and effi
crency move. It seemed most of the officials and citizens were 
for it. 

A strong Char ter Commission was set up. Perhaps it was 
too strong. They did not agree. One trouble was that the 
charter, using the more modern governmental approach, 
wanted the Council under consolidation all elected at large, 
some from the city, some from the county. The Negro com
munity, realizing its best chance to elect Negroes to the Coun
cil, wanted some Council members from districts. 

That was used as an excuse by some of the die-hards who 
didn't really want consolidation. 

Suddenly you found all these people who said they were 
for consolidation, but not the proposed consolidation charter. 
M any opposing the charter hadn' t bothered to read it. 

It was quite a fight in the election last summer. One 
trouble was that too few understood the charter. It was not 
really "sold" to the people. Too many in high places just 
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said it was good, and expected the people to be for r"t 
that reason. for 

Anyway, the charter lost h 1 overw e mingly m the county 
and decisively in the city. 

Consolidation will come m the future, but just when and 
how isn't too clear now. 

. But the people of Me~1phis and Shelby County are polit-
tcally free. The old machme which st"ll h · . . ' t as some strength m 
the county, ts losmg out. Last election tv. · d 

. . ' ' 0 new m ependent 
county commrsswners were elected The c t C 

h 
. . . · oun Y ourt, really 

an anac romsm, ts sttll controlled by th lei 1· · 1 . . . e o po ttlca ma-
chme, wrth the crty not havina proper re t · S . . . . "" presen atwn. orne 
mterestmg pohttcal ba ttles are bein()" -vvag ci · h" "" e m t Is arena. The 
emergence of a strong new R epublican Party in Shelby 
County makes the future seem quite interesting. 

Somehow, I believe the people will · k · . . wm out, eep thetr 
pohttcal freedom, and get the hnd of h , . ' government t ey de-
mand. We 11 JUSt have to wait and see. 
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FEDERAL AID TO HIGHER EDUCATION 

PEYTON N. RHODES 

Read before "THE EGYPTIANS" February 21, 1963 

In our part of the country and, indeed, in many quarters, 
if one uses the term "federal aid" in polite company there 
is apt to be a lifting of eyebrows and a bristling of resent
ment. Rather quickly the conversation gets around to "states' 
rights," or "The Constitution" though not too many could 
accurately define what they mean by "states' rights" and 
none has read the Constitution since high school days. A 
person mentioning "federal aiel" is apt to be put in the class 
of one who might not be against "sin" and not for "mother
hood" and who is possibly a little weak on the second stanza 
of the national anthem. Editorials are written about the 
dangers of "federal aid" to education by people who have 
done little study on the subject and whose educational back
ground is not impressive. In any case the popular "posture" 
is to be against it. 

In this paper I shall not a ttempt special pleading for or 
against this allegedly evil practice, devilishly contrived by 
bureaucrats in the federal government, mostly sent up to 
Washington by the homefolks, but will try to clarify the 
meanings of some words and to separate out a number of 
activities of the federal government in relation to higher 
education that may or may not be regarded as "aid." In 
other words, I hope to provide more light than heat in con
trast to generally accepted practice. 

Until recen tly there have not been available many data 
that one could quickly assemble on the matter of the inter
relation of agencies of the federal government and insti tu
tions of higher learning. However, fortunately for the writer, 
since the selection of the topic many months ago, there have 
appeared a number of objective and scholarly studies on the 
wh~le matter so that now the problem is not one of digging 
~ 1 P mformation bu t one of appropriate selectivity and choice 
111 order to present a pict11re or a series of p ictures in a rea
sonable time. I am greatly indebted to the sources listed in 
l:e biblioo-raph l ' h '11 · I · d "' Y w 11c WI ap pear m t 1e pnnte copy of 
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th:s paper, in addition to many short articles from the press, 
educational journals, and specialized brochures. My subject 
is a fascinating one, and I would urge those of you who may 
be interested in pursuing it further to do so by studying sev

eral of the listed b ibliographical documents. 

The term "federal aid" is used loosely to cover any moneys 
that pass from some agency of the federal government into 
the hands of the bursar or comptroller of a college or uni
versity. There seems to be no great furor about federal funds 
passing into the sta tes for highway construction , for the pav
ing of streets in cities, for the construction of homes in urban 
renewal projects, or for the building of hospitals, but if any 
Washington money trickles into a college for whatever reason 
there are people who think this is very bad and that it is 
apt to lead to "federal control." What is overlooked is that 
much of the money is in payment of services involving con
tractual or grant funds for an activity that the government 
cannot get from any other source because of the peculiar 
qualifications of the college personnel who perform the serv
ices. No one complains if the government contracts with a 
large corporation for a project in supersonic flight, but if a 
competent university provides the same service with its fa
culty and its equipment and gets paid for it, even though it 
may lose money in the process because of the use of facilities 
built previously or at the time with its own money, this is 
regarded by some people as federal aid. Actually, if the gov
ernment could not call on the research facilities of higher 
education in many fields, science and agricultural programs 
would be unable to carry on. If one cared to press the point 
logically, it might be argued that instead of "federal aid" to 
higher education, we have educational aid to the federal 
government. However, points to the contrary can be made 
of the fact that certain favorable relationships with colleges 
involving rates of interest on loans, the investing of title to 
research equipment paid for by government funds in the 
colleges after the project has been concluded, and the dona
tion of surplus property can be regarded as aid. I mention 
these matters at the outset simply to get before us the wide 
range of meanings that can be attached to this term, "federal 

aid." 
Another point which is often missed in the heat of dis

cussion is that the proper question is not whether we should 
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state's interest in education simply did not exist and prac
tically any sort of institution that might have been proposed 
by either the federal government or by the states would 
have raised the question of what church would be its chief 
supporter and controlling element. The dual system of Amer
ican higher education, so familiar to all of us, had not 
evolved. In President J efferson's message to Congress in 1806 
occurs the following statement, which is worth serious 
thought: "Education is here placed among the articles of 
public care, not that it would be proposed to take its ordinary 
branches out of the hands of private enterprise, which man
ages so much better all the concerns to which it is equal; 
but a public institution can alone supply those sciences which, 
though rarely called for, are yet necessary to complete the 
circle, all the parts of which contribute to the improvement 
of the country, and some of them to its preservation." Thus 
spoke our greatest scientist-president who realized that reli
gious and private bodies at that time had the sole responsi
bility for higher education in "its ordinary branches" but 
who proposed that where they had not the strength to carry 
the total burden there was a role for the federal government. 
The nearest approach to a national university that so far 
has developed is really the Smithsonian Institution, accepted 
in 1867 as a gift of an Englishman, Mr. James Smithson, who 
in a bequest left funds "to found . . . an establishment for 
the increase and diffusion of knowledge among men." 

Present day opponents of federal aid who really think the 
matter through base their opposition chiefly on three points: 
First, the seemingly inevitable complications that arise when 
the federal government carries out any massive operation. 
Understandably, there must be controls involving careful 
audits, budget inspections, standardizations of job descrip
tions, and promotions because it is the peoples' money that 
is being expended. Inherent in any bureaucratic setup is 
the possibility that the grinding of the federal mill in itself 
constitutes a danger. The second point of danger is that the 
federal government might extend its mechanical controls into 
the areas of curriculum, entrance standards, graduation re
quirements, etc., of the colleges, a completely disastrous con
sequence. And finally the opponents of federal aid fear, if 
philan thropy-minded citizens or state legislatures see the fed· 
eral government taking over the educational job, that they 
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tOe mo;t pa<t kept in check any majoc ,il. The medical 
.chooh havo all accepted vO't amoun" of fede<al fund' both 
£or construction and research, and yet it is not believed that 
the federal governrnent could oppose the recommendations 
of the Association of American Iviedical Schools, a very power
ful group, in any significant rnatter . Public opinion is a power
ful force. Further, it has been pointed out that in Great 
Britain where such ancient institutions as O xford and Cam
btidge a<e ;uppo<ted alnMt entitely ( 7 2 o/o ) by public fund' 
and where a very high percentage of the students attend
ing the~ in,titution' ace 'uppocted by govocnment <ehola<
' hiP'> owing to the ocgani,.ticn of the highly ce•pccted 
Univ ersity Grants Committee , there is not detectable any 
semblance of interference or control of curriculum or ad-

ministration by Parliament. 
In the third place it is pointed out that the states in general 

have not always shown vast enlightenment in the administra
tion of funds for education or in their concern for the best 
interests of the institutions they support. In other words, there 
are those who think that the federal government, which is not 
very far away from the borders of any state nowadays, due 
to improved communication facilities, might be a little bit 
closer to knowing the needs of students and institutions than 
the state legislatures, which often concern themselves for 
extended periods with maintaining the status quo in every
thing, and whose representatives are not necessarily more able 
statesmen than those to be found in Washington. Also a great 
many of our states, including some each of us could mention 
in the South, simply do not have enough money to do the 
job that h>' to be done. They have the ,tuden" but not the 

wherewithal to educate them. 

Fortunately, as thoughtful persons h ave pointed out, one 
does not have to take an entrenched position on either side 
of the federal aid for education debate . The issue is not suf
ficiently white versus black to find a clear dividing line. The 
main thing is for every citizen to be informed to the maximum 
extent about the historical development of federal involve· 
ment in education and to use accurately, rather than loosely, 
the facts that can be now readily ascertained in trying to help 
discover a solution which will take care of the very cleat 
•pccific and definite need• of the colleg<' and univ,;ci"i 
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trol, possibly because of the existence of State Farm Bureaus 
and the closely knit organization of the Directors of Agricul
tural Experiment Stations. It is true that the ROTC units, 
connected with all land-grant colleges and later with others, 
are closely supervised by the Department of Defense. 

It is interesting to note that the Morrill Land-Grant Act of 
1862 placed no restrictions or limita tions upon the institutions 
to be created by the Act. The authorizing legisla tion did not 
require that the beneficiary institutions in existence or new 
institutions created as a result of the Act be public institutions. 
As a matter-of-fact the Massachusetts Institute of Technology 
and Cornell University, generally regarded as private institu
tions, even a t the present time receive funds under the Morrill 
Act or related subsequent legislation. Yale University a!1d 
Brown University were in on this originally but later dropped 
out of the program. An important fact to be noted is that 
up to now, with one doubtful exception involving the PWA 
administration program du ring the depression, Congress has 
never made any distinction between public and private insti
tutions, church-related colleges being included under the term 
private institutions, in dealing with higher education. Only 
in the last two Congresses has the church-state matter been 
d ragged out to becloud the basic issues in proposed legislation. 

As late as 1961 federal funds to land-grant colleges totalled 
only about five million dollars a year which represented about 
half of one percent of their current aggregate income. Such 
sums were a minute factor in the budgets of institutions like 
Cornell, Purdue, and the University of California. The Eighty
sixth Congress, by the passage of Public Law 658, upped the 
amount to be put into the land-grant colleges to approx
imately fifteen million dollars. In 1962 these colleges received 
one hundred million dollars, exclusive of research contracts. 

(2) Federal aid in military training. In addition to the 
ROTC programs set up in 1920 and following in general the 
pa ttern of military training given in land-grant institutions, 
we have seen the establishment of the Naval Academy at 
Annapolis, the Army Medical School, the Army War College, 
the Coast Guard Academy, the Naval ROTC ( 1925 ), the 
National Youth Administra tion with military overtones, the 
Civilian Pilot Training Act, the Armed Forces Institute, the 
Army Specia lized Train ing Programs a t colleges and universi-
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of surp lus bu[ldings from Army camps and hospital installa
tions and of surpl us equipment from the military. This was 
definitely bad ly needed aid . Further, the amendment of the 
surplus property p rovisions to permit colleges, hospitals, and 
other non-profit institutions to receive, at modest or no cost, 
a ll sorts of materials declared surplus by operating agencies' 
of the government, not just the military branches, has been 
a tremendous help to those institutions with personnel com
petent to appreciate the utilization of parts as well as total 
equipment. Although the science departments have profited 
most from this, there have been made available to colleges 
everything from tarpaulins to beds, from shovels to drugs. 
As might be anticipated, the handling of such vast amounts 
of materials has involved many mistakes, and from time to 
time when some Congressman wishes to get a little local 
publicity he delves into the matter of the waste of government 
surpluses when he is not talking about over stock-piling of 
critical materials. However, the waste, percentage-wise, in
volved in dealing with the colleges is practically microscopic. 
At Southwestern we have used to good advantage nuts, bolts, 
drift pins, raincoats for campus workers, sheet aluminum, 
brass and steel, optical parts of all kinds, antiaircraft gun 
mounts, trucks, chemical glassware, and chemicals, and we 
have equipped probably the finest instrument and machine
shop in any college in the country from surplus milling ma
chines, lathes, drill presses, etc. All of this is certainly federal 
aid whether it be good or bad, and we are greatly strength
ened as a result of it. I should add that in the State of 
T ennessee the whole matter of surplus property, in my opin
ion, has been handled efficiently, objectively, and intelligently 
by the Sta te Agency for Surplus Property located in Nash
ville. All types of higher educational institutions, hospitals, 
and public school systems have profited therefrom. 

( 4) Grants and contracts for research and development. 
This is where the real money goes both in projects related 
primarily to defense and in experiments of a basic research 
nature. Involved are such additional agencies as the Public 
Health Service, Atomic Energy Commission, National Science 
Foundation, and about a dozen others. As Dr. Vannevar 
Bush pointed out, World War II was "the first war in human 
history to be affected decisively by weapons unknown at the 
outbreak of hostilities ." It was not immediately clear that 
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o money . 1 IC 1, ecause of th mter -
znvo ved tl e stagO'e · 

certain type f ' 1e government ]Jrov· l o nng sums 
more univer:.t~ research facilities but co I~ es the ~1oney for 
Rad ia tion L Ibies to staff and operate th n rFacts .With one or 

. a oratory at M em. or m sta 1 ogy !S gove l assachusetts I . nee, t 1e 
rnment-financed l nstJtute of Tech 1 anc O'Over no -

o nment-owned and has 
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about 4000 employees. The U niversity of California and the 
U niversity of Chicago, with superb research facilities already 
available, were pressed into service, even at the risk of criti-

cism, since time was of the essence. 
It does not take much irnagination to realize the difficul-

ties that these operations brought about for both the govern-
ment and the universities. The m atter of faculty salar ies, 
always a sensitive point , immediately arose. T he people in 
the humanities did not like to see the scientists better paid 
and occupying the stage, even though they knew the war 
had to be won as a result of scientific effort. When enroll
rnents in colleges dropped off due to th e service of students 
in the military the O SRD had to take over the payment of 
salaries of many scientists but was not much worried about 
profe'"o" of Latin. Then the mattec of indimt and ovechead 
costs carne up and how much to depreciate that part of the 
physical plant used for war research , etc. , etc. Indirect costs 
are hard to measure and there still has not been evolved any 
satisfactory formula for settling the matter. It depends on 
who does the figuring. At the present time grants from the 
National Institutes of Health allow 15o/o of certain items of 
the grant to be included as an extra for overhead. The 
National Science Foundation has recently raised its overhead 
penocntage hom 20o/o to 25o/o, but in the" two ca= the 
overhead is calculated in a different way. Contracts with 
branches of the Air Force allow various amounts for over
head, depending on the situation. At present Southwestern's 
Air Force contract, operated through the Cambridge Labora
tories, carries a 25o/o overhead factor but always with the 
pmvi,ion foe renegotiation- It i• am~ing how tight the fed
eral government is with educational institutions down to the 
last penny, whereas with some electronics or aviation organi
zation, it will enter into a very loose cost-plus project involv

ing tcemendou• '"'"' and be willing to accept heavy 1""" if 

the project is unsuccessful. 
Although I am not aware of the availability of any entirely 

accurate figures on how much " government" money was spent 
on research projects carried on by universities during World 
Vvar II, in fiscal 1944 OSRD alone made contracts with uni

versities totalling 90 million dollars and OSRD was just one 
of several agencies making such contracts. This, of course, is 
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" research and d I e 
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work outside h such Federal funds a bud t e Government." Of re for support of 
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ment f h ~ s already occurr d 
the ec~n~ e_ science and mathem:tic:odyou that the involve-

mJcs departments of c 11 epartments and even 
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federal research projects brings up many problems. Does one 
allow the researchers to make extra money or does one reduce 
his teaching load to enable him to take on government re
search or basic research supported by the government? Since 
scientists, mathematicians, and economists are in short supply, 
how can one maintain faculty salaries on an equitable basis 

and •till pay ,cionti•" n• much "' the government it,cll ' i• 
willing to pay them at such installations as R edstone Arsenal, 
which will start out almost any young Ph.D. physicist at 
$10,000 ; oe how do the college> compete .aWy-wire in the 
sciences with private business carrying on government con
tracts on a cost-plus basis, which permits almost any salary 

to a scientist? These are just several of the problems. 

In 1961-62 the government spent approximately one billion 
dollars on research and development in universities and uni

versity-operated laboratories . About 71 o/o of this was in the 
phy•ical •cien«' and mathematiC', 26')h in life .cjence•, 2o/o 
in psychological studies, and 1 o/o in social sciences. The Na
tional Science Foundation is lOO o/o concerned with basic re
search, that is the kinds of things that professors would like 
to be doing any way if they had the time and the money for 
equipment. About fifty government agencies are making 
grants or contracts, but of the approximately 2000 educa
tional institutions above the high school level in the United 
States less than 500 get any research funds, two-thirds of all 
funds go to 25 institutions, four-fifths to 50 institutions, and 
95 o/o to 100 institutions. Most of the colleges and universities 
getting grants are the strong New England private institu
tions, large state universities in the Mid-West , and both the 
public and pdvate colleg<' on the W "t Co>'t. Th<'e ace the 
institutions that normally give the most doctorates, have 
powedul depa<tmen" in the "ienc<', have a plentiful mpply 
of post-doctoral fellowships and distinguished faculties who 
may serve as consultants. As might be expected the strong 
get stronger and the weak get weaker. For the most part 
there is very little distinction between a grant and a contract, 
except that in the case of grants any equipment purchased to 
carry out the proposed research remains the property of the 
institution with which the researcher is connected, whereas 
in the case of contracts the title to equipment bought remains 
with the contracting agency. However, there is reason to 
believe that if such a contract is terminated the institution 
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also form his own opmwn about whether institutions, as 
places of instruction rather than buzzing research organiza
tions, have been helped in their essential and basic traditional 
functions. The recent announcement of President Kennedy's 
proposals for education leaves most people with mixed emo
tions for they are closely tied in with the matter of tax revi
sion. Certainly, the tax limitations on deductions from income 
given to educational institutions, churches, hospitals, and the 
like seem to be diametrically opposed to encouraging some 
of the aid features which he has suggested. However, without 
going into the details of the President's program, it would 
appear that the most likely directions in which the federal 
government may demonstrate its interest in and concern for 
higher education will be among the following: 

1. Direct grants, matched or unmatched, and loans for the 
construction of buildings other than self-liquidating facilities. 
This would involve laboratories, libraries, classroom buildings, 
gymnasiums, etc. It is generally admitted that once a contract 
or grant is worked out for plant facilities and the construc
tion concluded, there is very little chance of government inter
ference in their operation as long as the college meets its part 
of the agreement, which may be raising the matching funds 
or paying the annual installments on loans. Medical school 
construction has come to be accepted as a routine matter, and 
the writer is not aware of any control complications other 
than the rigidity of the initial paper work. The problem that 
will arise is whether there will be any change from the tradi
tional pattern of equal treatment for both tax-supported and 
privately-supported and church-related institutions. 

2. What the colleges need even more than buildings is 
money for operating funds and most of these operating funds 
involve increased salaries for teachers. This really means spe
cific lump-sum subsidies to the colleges and there immediately 
arises the question of the basis on which such sums could be 
allocated and whether or not there would be dragged into 
the picture the reel herring of subsidies by the federal govern
ment to colleges related in any way to religious denomina
tions. This matter was what killed action on !!rants and loans 
for capital outlays in the last Congress, alth;~gh in the past 
:-"hatever has been done in higher education for one type of 
mstitution has always been done for the other. The emjJhasis 
has always been on the higher education, and not on who or 
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what ultimately controlled the policies of the college. Of 
course, as mentioned earlier, Great Britain has its Grants 
•Y't"n and giv.,; direct ,ub•idi"' to Oxfocd, Cambddgc, and 
other universities. The Scottish and some Canadian univer
sities are supported in the same way and apparently feel no 
sense of frustration or restraint in their operation. However, 
it would appear that direct monetary grants to colleges 
are the most likely way in which some sort of federal control 
might manifest itself. This would ultimately demonstrate 
whether such federal control would be more useful to the 
educational activities of the institution than whatever type of 

3. A third way, and the one which goes exactly against the 
control it now has. 

recent tax proposals of the President, is the matter of tax 
incentives for giving to education. This would appear to be 
the method of encouragement least likely to permit of any 
federal control whatever in any type of institution. Greater 
incon1e tax credit on gifts, credits against income or taxes 
of sums paid for college tuition and the like would have 
beneficial effects for the colleges but would not have major 
effects. Let me stress the fact that what the colleges need, 
tax-supported as well as privately-supported, are more build
ings properly maintained and more money for salaries, and we 
are talking of money of the order of at least three billion 
dollars a year for the next decade and more annually 

thereafter. 
4. A fourth so-called aid to colleges consists of scholarships 

for individual students. This is a devastating sort of support. 
It puts additional drain on the institutions and does not meet 
the two fundamental needs. The only scholarship programs 
that have even a minimum of effectiveness, insofar as 

strengthening the institution goes, are those in which an addi
tional sum is given directly to the institution and of a magni
tude approximating the amount of the scholarship grant 
given to the student. Only in this way can the institution stay 
even. Let me emphasize that people who feel like helping 
some poor deserving boy to go to college weaken their aid 
provision for this student by putting an increased burden on 
the institution to which he goes, thus lowering the quality 
of the education provided for the student. Ultimately, the 
institution is prevented from providing for the student what 

h e came there to get. 
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In all of tl b Je a ove relat" 
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;'" ~nd po"ibly •orne acccp:b~e mat':' of academic facili~ 
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eac mg p f . per-~onnel entering the t h" quantity and quality of 
~ncre~sed operating funds for c ll ro e~swn. The outlook for 
m thts connection two evid o e~es ts very cloudy. However 
:ollcg" can be fully and =t tbmg' can be done. Fie>t th' 
tees and activities they dcompletely reimbursed for all ' e h un ertak f h serv-
suc as research, special . e or t e federal government 
defense-related act" . . proJects of any kind ROTC ' 
faib to a >v>t"'· To the extent tha h' and 

f h 

p y such costs just as t"t ld t t e government 
or t e d . wou to . pro uctwn of either any pnme contractor 

much does it force the . ~ar or peace-time materials mstttuti · , so 
me~ger funds as a partial subsid on mto expending its own 
proJeCt. Inevitably th" d y of a federally clet . ' ts ecreases th l . ermmed e sa anes of th f 

Secondly, the federa e acuity. 
the tax I government can k . . program to encoura<Ye ()" . rna e adJustments in 
v!duals, businesses, and fou~d ,~nerostty on the part of indi

~:~t to all f~rms of higher edu:~~ns towards increased sup-
It, the obJectives of tax-s wn. 'Vhen one comes dow 

supported edu . upported education d . n 
Americ catwn are essentiallv th an pnvately-
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q
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of the t<oching pmf"'ion ond of high" edncotion "' a 

national asse·t . 
The Ame<ioan people ,-e<peet and do lip .ecvice to high<' 

education but they have nevec ,eally dug into the matte< and 
the public undmtanding of what ~ involved i' lacking to a 
la<gc dege«- Futthec, thee< ~ not g«at ""on to believe that 
the mcmbe<< of Conge"'' head' of fedecal agenciC' and ,tate 
kgi,latoc<, oe key executiv<' a« in ag'eement ~ to a philow
phY of American high« education and i" ,ale in ;;ociety 
Noc can I .ay that the leade" in Ame<ican higbee education, 
,uch >' college pedden" and key faculty membe<', have 
exerted theit b"t effoc" to keep the public infonned. It i' 
ttue we a<e a young country and po"ibly hav< not ,ettlcd 
down to a .,,ady <tate >' yet. On the othec hand a cti'i' i' 
upon u' and we cannot wait to g<DW up. What we may need 
is a crash program such as that used to produce the atom 
bmnb- Foe what now <eem' to be an in<igoifieant ,um of 
money the<e wa> a dedicated ,.d alino« ,upe<human effoct 
by a few ou"tanding ,cientifie lead«' and many equally 
dedicated wockec<, which p,oduced in a vetY ,hart pe<iod the 
mean< of ending a wac Thete i< no ceMon to believe that 
with equal dedication and fund' a ,olution =uld not be 
achieved in the field of higher education as well as in pre-

college education. 
It is true that periodic atternpts have been made to formu

late public policy in education. Even when the ,dation' of 
the fedecal govecnment to highet education wece cdatively 
,;,.ple, the<e wete hom time to time commh~on' and =m
mittee' appointed to look into the matte< of fedecal activity 
in education- Fat imtane£, the National Advi,ocy Commit
tee on F"ducation in it< <epoet to P=ident Hoovet in 1931 
,aid, "The Fede<al Govemment hM no inclu, ive and con'i't
ont public policy ._, to what it ,\iould ot ,hould not do in 
the field of education. Whatever particular policies it seems 
to be pursuing are often inconsistent with each other, some
time< in conflict. They ,uggc<t a hapha,.cd development, 

wherein policies of far-reaching effect have been set up as 
mere incidents of some special attempt to induce an imme
diate and pacticulat efficiency - Without a compcehen,iv<, 
foewatd looking and coheccnt public policy in <egacd to edu· 
cation, the present educational situation in the federal gov-
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mental work- t d en a twns of th' , om-s u y proo- d IS were a 
"ud=t' (not the . . otam e<igned to aid n cxped-
grants and 't d mstitutwns they wer ~ few college 

' I a vocat d h e attendmcr ) b 
= ended "' e t at fedecal · 

0 

Y wock 
. . m ways wh' h . mcome t l mcome ta . IC Will permit d d . ax aws be 

x I eturns b d e uctwns . 
contribute t y stu ents thei or credit on 
. o meeting th ' r parents or tl 
m obtaining fo 

1 
e ~penditm-e< n ° "" who rma education be . ecessanly incurred 

In mid-1957 th J yond high school " 
D ' e osephs C . 

epartment of H ommittee's lation could b ealth, Education and ,;~~ort went into the 
would h e. prepared to imple . e are, so that legis-

ave hap d ment It p b · 
heavens and c'· pene had not Sputnil·· I ro ably nothinrr 
C amed to b " appe d . o 

ongre;, f f e p<Dduced ace m the 
tion or ederal progra an avalanche of b'll . 

-especially sc· ms to strenothen A . I s m Ience educatio o mencan educ n- not because of a a-national 
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fwlicy fm education a> a whole but latgdy a' a defen"' offott 
Tho,, eame about the National Defen" Education Aet, ,;good 
by Pcc,ident Ei" nhm<Ct on Septcmb" 2, 1958, the National 
Dekn.e Student Loan Pwg<am, and ,ub.equent k gi,lation 
with which most people are generally familiar, all leading up 
to the cccent pcopo,ah of Pce,ident Kennedy, many of which 
undoubtedly will, and pwbably ,hould, go down tbe dcain 
"' u,ual. Legi,lation h"' to be politically fe3'ible "' well "' 

philosophically acceptable. 
A great many people who seem very keen on keeping a 

d eac line of dema<tation between tax-,uppoctcd in,titutiom 
and pcivatcly-'upported one< ,peak with gccat cnthu~am• 
of the good old private enterprise days of the colonial colleges, 
all but one of which w"' ,tactcd by a chutch. "Speaking in 
1873 again'\ the creation of a tax-,uppocted national uni
versity , President Eliot of Harvard advanced the argument 
that 'out ancc'to<' well undcc.tood, the pcinciple that to make 
people !tee and " lf-cdiant, it i' necc<'"'Y to let them take 
care of themselves, even if they do not take quite as good care 
of the<Mclv<' "',omc 'upcciot pow" might.' Had thi' pcinciple 
actually been well understood by Mr. Eliot's ancestors, there 
would have been no H arvard and no presidential office for 
him thcce to u" again>\ the pcincipal of govetruncnt-financcd 
bight< education. On ovct one hundced occa~on• befo<e 1789, 
the General Court of Massachusetts appropriated funds for 
H arvard College which clearly was not capable of taking care 
of itself. Indeed Harvard, Yale, and Columbia could not have 
survived the Colonial period without support from the State. 
Very impoctant to H acvacd w3' the $100,000 which the 
Commonwealth gave in annual installments of $10,000 be
tween 1814 and 1823 . In the case of Bowdoin and Williams, 
each of which ccoeived $30,000 >' a "'ult of the "une k gi•
lative act, state aid underwrote whatever solvency the two 

institutions attained during that periocl."
4 

p,.,, idcnt Eliot had not cead much about the hi, toty of 
higbee education in the U nited State,. Whe.-e the Stat" could 
not pwvide fund' dicec.t\y, they often gcantcd penni,~on foe 
lotteries to benefit the 1nstitutions, both sectarian and non
'ectadan, and, o[ cou"e, all were what we would now de-

scribe as private colleges. 
I n conclusion let me reiterate the obvious; namely, that 

unk " a m.,,ive dfoct i• made to infonn the Nueciean P"ople 
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with great clarity of th edt · e nature d tca twn, we will conti an problems of A . 
and ineffective eff . nue to flounder aimle I . mencan 
to give up the ;~"~·I would he =ong the 1: y m con!u"d 
private or p· bl" dividuahty of a sing! . _t to be Willing 

L! IC fo h · e mstlt t" . 
has alread b ' r erem rests the u wn, either Y een ac 

1
. great aeni f 

the pub!' eomp d ;cd in A . o u' o what 
IC at Iaro-e mu . b . mencan educ . 

educational elf o " e cmpre"ed with th atwn, but 
public doc< no~" at"d they 'imply ace not ';ttahty of the 
mum d rea<re that out · · " Amecican 
. evclopment of ind' . wetcty requite' the " . . 
IS a vast eco . Ividual potential"t" " maxi-nomic loss t h I Ies and th t h 
the youn o t e counte h a t ere 
a bled to : ttpeodple competent to do c~ll w en possibly half of 

en colleg F ege work 
does not d e. urther the A . are not en-

un erstand th f ' mencan pub!" . 
g<eat deal of c act that hi•hcc . " "mply 
fen" cffo"' ;:oney, not ncacly •o m~ch educatcon co•G a 
thouaht of . ut vastly more than th as our current de-

"' · m conn · e averag 
public eome to t'"'"n with education N . e pmon h~ 
to convince th rea Jze the cost but some . ot only must the 

em of th way must l f 
money Th e n""'ity of . " ound 
'" than theec bi\\i Nabve e.timat" WOu"\d o • ee the 

1 

. e most conse . gettmg torreth 

educational ex d " ons a year additional require not I pen cture• t money foe h. h 
ay up until 1970 F h oward operations and . Ig er 

diffecencc bet . uet ec, not many A . tapetal out-
education p ween good college educat' mcncan• know the 
. . arents and t d wn and bad I 

hke to deal with . ' u enn. pick the eo\k co lege 
teenage popul . on the basis of casual h ges they would 

anty trend b earsay a 
spected Pro• or ecause U I ' current 

.essor X wh h nc e J oe g 
1 

yea" bdoee. The eo e attended Old S coat y co-
between a good avecage Amecican can t If awh"ck foety 
a bad auto b"lroad and a bad road a de the difference 

. mo I e a g d h ' goo auto b"l 
gtv"n vecy little th oo ou<e and a pone h mo ' e and 
oc a good ed . ought to what comtitut ou<e, but he ha< 
basic to th ucatwnal institution A b es_ a good education 

e whole ta 1 f . etter mform d 
tern at every I I s < o strengthen ina e public is eve C · ' "' our eel · 
to get their ch "ld . _unously, a lso the sam ucatlonal sys-
t" I ren m " h e people h . 
1ons are al v at they reo-a d w o stnve ways alert d "' r as the "b " . . 

operation L t an ready to be .· . est mstJtu-. e a co lie Cl JtJcal of · · 
teacher ex ge professor stt cl . mstltutional 
t press orally . ' t ent, or a p bl" ron or fell . . or m print som "d . u IC school 
is raised abow Citizen does not agree ae ell ea with which a pa-

out th · , n a g h · 
an individual to ~ virt_ues of the institution t~eat ue ~ncl cry 

emam on its staff. . . ut permits such 
' yet thJs same parent or 
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oiti"n would ddend with g<'at vehementt and oven vioknc< 
his own right to sound off on any subject. American people have 
got to get ave< being childi•h about education and ,cally wow 
up to the fact that lac t<an,rending the conque>t of di"'a"' 
or of space is the matter of settling in the very near future 
what they w"h to be the nato« of Amedcan higbee edu-

cation. 
I conclude, in accordance with acceptable ministerial prac

tice, for the second time, with the closing words of a summary 
of a di="ion by the Tw•teo• of the Camegie Foundation 
fo< the Advancewent of Teaching, " if the Amecican public 
does not understand what its colleges and universities are 

about and i• not willing to leam, nothing can .ave them-" 

1 
The Federal Interest in Higher Education-P· 17 

2 The R ole of the Federal Government in Financing Higher Educa-

tion- Alice M . Rivlin 

3 

The Federal Interest in High er Education- P· 140-141 

4 
The American College and University- P · 185 
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AGING 

A Review d S an . peculation 

STANLEY 1 B · UC KMAN 

R ead before "T HE E GYPTIANS" M 
Almost as old ' arch 21, 1963 

as man hi If 
potent elixir a few h l . mse has been the d . 
of youth to 'th f e pmgs of which would eslre for that 

J' . 0'< com wh • CC>tO<C the bJ 
e lXlr has taken om lt had depart d . oom 
the blood of many fo<m•. The beeath f e . Ce<tamly the 
transplanted young people, brews of o a young woman 

sex gl d many t ' 
of those h" h an s, royal jelly d ypes, serums 

w lC have b ' an yoahurt ' 
pape< to eeview een teied. It i• not th n are "'me 
e.ting tome . the <Cmlt• of mch appm h c pmpore of thit 
the breath ofmlght regard speculations abac tes,hhowever inter-

. young w ou t e infl 
Wlth the omen. On the c t uence of 

recent com h on rary this Shock'o It pre ensive reviews d" d' paper starts 
· attempts t e 1te by B" 

th"e fonnid o comide< the infm- . men' and 
only and able a..cmblie• fmm a b' mhatw~ presented in 

' particularly t h 1oc em
1
cal · 

Bjoebten in h' o c eck it a•aio.t a . 'I v>ewpoint 
Pre'<ot S " papee of about a o "m' ae attempt by 
. . tatus of Ou Ch . year ago entitled "A . 
lS hmited to cert . r emlcal Knowled e " 2 gmg: 
<athee than d' am bmad, ove<all bioche g . I Mm-eovee, it 

lScusswns of the beh . mica considerations 
or systems, how . avwur of . d" "d ever Important the latt 1~ lVl ual organs 

Shock has p er obvwusly may be 

h 

roposed t . · 
t eories of agina. en cnteria as foil o · ows for testina 

1. The pmbability of doath . o 
age,. wh:reas measureme:creases loga:ithmically with 
declme lmearly with time. ts on functwnal capacities 

2. Longe "t · Vl y lS related t . o genetic ch . . 
3. Males of aractenst!cs. 

most sp · females. ecles show shorter life spans than 

4. L"f I e span can b . f e m luenccd b ' h . 
5. In "k" ) c anges m dl"et. 

pm ·1loth . . ermal amm l r· 
mcreasing th . a s, Ife span is h e environmental t s ortened by 

6 E empera•ur 
· xposure t ' e. 

span. o nonlethal doses of 1" ramation shortens life 
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7. The rate of change with age differs among different 

organ systems. 
8. \Nith increasing age, there is a reduction in reserve 

oapaoiti" >'indicated by the ,,,c~ion of the individual 

(or organ syste1n) to stress. 
9. Age change< ace g;-eatoc in total animal ( o< otgan l 

p erformance than in intracellular biochemical processes. 

10. Age changes increase with the con1plexity of the per

formance n•easured. 
Bjothton' peopo"' that the following three additional aitotia 

should be used to test any theory on aging : 

11. Loss of elasticity on aging. 
12. Tho theory ,hould be con~'tcnt with S, ilanl'< da" 

showing that aging is essentially a random process . 

13. The theo<y ,hould explain the aooele<ation of aging 
which takes place in uncontrolled diabetes. 

Starting with these criteria for testing theories o£ aging, 
Bjotht<n cevicw' the ohemioal theodc' which he feeb have 

some factual basis. Briefly, these are: 
1. The "dinkd' theory which i' bared on the pwpo,i-

tion that undesirable metabolic reactions gradually re
sult in the accumulation of insoluble, nonfunctional 
or noxious byproducts of metabolism. "Lipofusin age 
pigmcn"," which inote>'e in many dilfacnt kind' of 
cells with increased age, are the most obvious manifes
tations of such accumulations. Whether these pigments 
accumulate in sufficient amounts to account for aging 
i,, of con'"• debatable. Bjock,tcn fccb "' though thi' 
is doubtful. However, it seems the "clinker" theory is 
broad enough to encompass any type of frozen meta
bolic pools produced by any reaction mechanism in
cluding cross-linking which Bjorksten stresses, as will 

be noted later. 
2. The genetic theo<Y ~ ba."d on the pteroire that ,omatio 

mutations result in the production of inferior cells. 
While mutations do occur, the genetic theory alone 
does not fit with a number of facts including the ob· 
,,vation that aging i' aocclceatcd by ovcrlecding the 
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organism Th' . rs con 1 . 
work of Dr. Peter c uswn is further reinforced 
Research Inst't . . Alexander of the Ch by the r ute m Lo d ester B 
a paper in March n on, England. H e eatty 
under th . 1 of 1962 at the U presented 

e tit e "Cell 
1 

. . nesco sym . 
Somatic Eff u ar Basrs and A t' 1 posmm 

ects of Ionizi a R . . e 
10 

ogy of L 
reported that . . n, adratwns , D ate . mrce grven · r. Alexand 
causmg subst . a non-cross-link' er 
life s .ance did not have a r~g, mutation-

pan, while a similar ad . . n appreCiably reduced 
mar ed reduction.a cross-lmking agents caused a k mm1stration of . 

3. The thermal d m bT enaturation th o r rzation of protei b eory is based on th . 
As Bjorkste . ns y slow therm 1 d e rm-. . n pomts out . a enaturation 
are readrly at tacked b , ' :rotems denatured by h . 
recm pmbablc that ) cn')'me<, and it thu' d cat 
could b a reversibl h oes not 

e responsibl f . e c anae of th' e or agmg. " rs type 

4. The chemical cross 1' k' r . . - m ·m rr th eversrble immob T . " eory is based . as the 1 I !Zatwn of prote' on the rr-
resu t of . ms and 

1 
. 

finally ecmlt . reactwn with om~-fink· nuc '" acid' 
that th . . s .m a frozen metab 1. mg agents. T his 

ere Is mad o rc pool of 1 . 

f 

. equate sp f sue 1 srze 
o actrve lif . ace or suff . tho I c '".taming mofec I . >e>=t numbm 

du~ 1 the cross-link in (T th u es. B JOrksten feels a 
an IS c . " eory mak s the th ompauble with Shook' t " ~enre ohcmioaffy 

d 

ree added by him H ' s en cnteria as well 
an the . · IS comm as reasons he . ents are co . . 
summarized as follo gives for cross-linking can bnvbm~mg ws: e nefly 

a. It is th e only reaction k 
change in the physr'caln down by which a two · an oh · hu-ge 
' ffg.ant moleoul" can b =>Cal pcopetti" of 
ma molecule. e caused by a single 

b. Agents which '11 WI cause . 
proven to be cross-lmking h present in bl d ave been 
ar~ accessible to react . hoo and serum and th 
acids that Wit the protein us are present in all livin and nucleic 

c. Increased g protoplasm. 
. accumulations f wrth aging have b o cross-linked mat . 1 

conclusive e 'd een observed with . ena 
o hl v> cnoe in the pacuoulacly 

ug y explored protein cllase of the most thor-
' co agen Vv'th . · I mcreased 
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age, the elasticity and swellability decrease and 
the molecular weight of collagen increases. All of 
these changes can be explained by cross-linking, 
and it has been shown that thoroughly cross-linked 
protein cannot be broken down by the common 
proteolytic enzymes. 

To further support this general line of reasoning, Bjorksten 
in a recent paper3 reviewed results of work on a unicellular 
organism by M . Rudzinska of the Rockefeller Institute. This 
work was with T okophrya, which is a quite highly organized 
protozoan. Rudzinska found that insoluble material with a 
protein reaction accumulated within the cell of this organism 
as it aged. In addition, rate of accumulation of the insoluble 
proteinaceous material increased with an increase in the food 
supply above .1ormal and the life span was reduced. I n con
trast to the results with overfeeding, a meager diet and inter
mittent starvation materially increased the life span of T o
kojJhrya. Thus, the results for a single celled organism parallel 
those observed by different workers for mice, rats, trout, and 
man. A meager diet prolongs life, while overfeeding causes a 
shortening of the life span. 

What do Bjorksten and others see as an approach to over
come the cross-linking which they view as at least one of the 
basic chemical mechanisms whereby we age? One possibility 
would be an enzyme which would break down the nonfunc
tional aggregates that accumulate in our cells. Some soil bac
teria must have the capacity to produce such an enzyme, or 
we would have accumulated on earth large amounts of in
soluble protein-containing aggregates. In our laboratories, we 
have obtained an isolate of a bacterium, Flavobacterium 
marinum, from a paint film which had the ability to liquefy 
freshly polymerized (cross-linked) films of linseed oil. Under 
proper growth conditions, it may be that this bacterium could 
be induced to produce an enzyme or enzymes which would 
break the cross linkages involved in aging. Moreover, as 
Bjorksten states, it would not be necessary for the enzyme to 
specifically break the cross-links. It would be effective for the 
enzyme to break down the cross-linked molecules in any way 
which would reduce them to small excretable fragments . Such 
an enzyme would be administered at a slow rate so that any 
a ttack of normal proteins would be of no consequence. These 
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would be replaced b 
proteins and nu 1 . y n~rmal synthesis while th . 
A h . c eJc acJds were b . e cross-lmked 
. s t JS process continued th emg gradually eliminat d 

tJon of a h. h ' ere would be a d e . 
cells and . Jg er proportion of function 1 gra ual r~stora-

m turn a gradual . . a molecules m o 
a whole. reJuvenatJOn of th . ur 

e orgamsm as 
Enzyme prep . 

aratJOns are avai1ab1 f . 
~urposes. The oldest use is as an . e. or vanous therapeutic 
. owever, other uses have b aJd .J~ the digestion of food 

tJon recently. Some f h een receJVmg much . 
o t ese uses are: more atten-

1. R eduction of . fl 
. m ammation 11 " 
m sprai f ' swe Jncr and d " . . ns, ractures br · "'' Jscoloration 
dJtJOns. ' UJses, and post operative con-

2. Intensification f . . 
tions b . o antJbJOtic effect 1 . 
. y mcreasing the on ocahzed infec-

hbrin walls enclosinrr wo~10drma1 rate of digestion of 
cell and t · "' n areas and b · 

Jssue permeability. Y mcreasing 

3. Clearing respiratory 
mucus secretions. 

Topical oral d 

disorders by 1 1 . 
1e pmg to liquefy 

1 ' ' an parenteral d . . 
p oyed to achieve th b . a mmJstrations have b 
of th . ese enehts d d " een em-

e mdividual case p h ' epen mg upon the nat 
Yo · er aps yo h ure ungster or e u ave seen · 
means ' ven an oldster t 1 . p ictures of a 

of speeding the loss of d. a 'lmg .an enzyme pill as a 
0 JSco oratJOn fro b 

ne would not m a lack eye 
t b f expect topical 1" . 
o he o appreciable benefit in th app Jcation of an ointment 

to t e cont 1 f e use of an 
ro o aging by th b . enzyme approach 

aggregates · e reakmo- d 
mto excretable f "' own of insolubl an enzy ragments R . e 

me preparation over a . epcated mjections of 
are not th n extended · d 

. . . e most p leasant thi rr peno of time also 
sensJtJzatJOn probl no to contemplate 1 
rectal . . ems were not encount . ' even t 1ough 
. ' admmJstration probabl eJed. Oral, or possibly 
Joutes. This f . Y would be the 1 . 
or rec ' o course, raJses the . on y practJcal 

. tall y administered enzy questJOn whether orallv 
actJve form and in . . . m es reach the bloodstrea . ' 
~nh10Unt administered SJ~ufJcant quantities in rela tion mt~n t~n 

emical Soc. . . paper presented a 1 . e 
th · Jety meetmo· in C' . . t t 1e Amencan 

1s year pr ·d "' mcmnat1 Oh · · 
A tean f OVJ ed experimental evid ' . JO, m January of 

1 o Workers from the D ence to the affirmative 
enver Chemical ll1anufacturin~ 
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Company of Stamford, Conn., and St. Vincent' s Hospital of 
New York City reported such results for chymotrypsin.

4 

In 
human studies, a single dose of 80 mg. of chymotrypsin ad
ministered orally in the form of enteric-coated tablets and a 
single dose of 25 mg. of chymotrypsin administered intramus
cularly produced a comparable rise in the chymotrypsin ac
tivity of the blood plasma. In both rabbits and humans, it was 
demonstrated that rectal administration also could be used 
and resulted in relatively high levels of chymotrypsin in the 
blood plasma. At least in the case of chymotrypsin, it thus 
seems clear that there are practical ways of increasing the 
concentration in the blood plasma. Chymotrypsin is a protein
splitting enzyme with an optimum pH of about 8. It breaks 
down proteins and proteoses into peptides. Further work with 
chymotrypsin and other enzymes alone and in combinations 
would seem to have the potential of providing preparations 
useful in the retardation of aging. This potential apparently 
is recognized by at least some of the enzyme manufacturers, 
based on conversations with their research directors. It thus 
seems reasonable to expect increased research work in this 

general direction. 
Another possible approach to the retardation of aging is 

the use of hormones. Those available now for use by humans 
help to some extent to maintain sexual powers and stimulate 
the system. They also may add a mild glow of youth to aging 
skin and brighten the eyes as well as contribute to a feeling 
of general well being. H owever beneficial these results may 
be, they fall far short of " stopping the time clock," as many 
would like to see done. F or this reason, the work of Dr. 
Carroll M. Williams at H arvard and others with the juvenile 
hormone in insects has stirred the imagination

13
· 1

4

. l5 , l6, par
ticularly since extracts producing a similar general response 
were obtained from human placenta, the thyrnus of calves 

and other m ammalian organs . 

The juvenile hormone of insects such as the Cecropia silk
worm is secreted by the pair of cephalic glands known as the 
corpora allata. The action of the juvenile h orrnone is one of 
modifying the cellular response to ecdysone, the growth hor
mone of insects which is secreted by th e prothoracic gland. 
When ecdysone is secreted and acts with no or very little 
opposition , it causes the cells to utilize fresh genetic inforrna-
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tion and d . procee from one cha t 
Le., the larval cells p er to another in the l'f 
different' t' pupate and the pupal II I e cycle; 
. . Ia wn. However when . . ce s undergo adult 
m mcreased am . ' JUVenile hormone · . f aunt m the for IS supplied 
rom the corpora allata of oth m_ of a concentrated extract 

allata are implanted in the "a e: I?,s~cts, or if active corpora 
an adult moth is inhibited I gmg msects, the formation of 
large amount of th . . . n the presence of a suff' . e JUvenile h ICiently 
to _ecdysone by molting into a seormone, the pupa will respond 
qmte clear that th . . cond pupa stage It th e JUVemle harm · us seems 
cytoplasm from receivina or a t' one somehow prevents the 
t~e coded genetic infor~ati c I~g on fresh instructions from 

t';"'' it appacently do" not~:,;~£ tho nudeu<. At the <arne 
o the mformation alread a er~ with the use and reuse 

~n othff wocd<, the P'"':"' ~/:~ d><po<al of the oytoplaon. 
. or~one causes a cell to read equate amounts of juvenile 
Its hfe history but it d and reread the same peri d . ' o~n~m~e~ o m 

Whether th . ong to the next chapter. 
ere IS a human ". . 

be used to "stop th . . JUVenile hormone" h' h I e time clock" . w IC can 
n a recent personal conversa t' rem_ams to be demonstrated 

that they now b l' Ion with Williams h d . . e Ieve that the · . ' e a VISed 
of _human placenta and va . active matenal in the extracts 

which showed juvenile hormornioe~lsk glan_d~ of other mammals 

C 

I e activit · f 
H 3-C=CH-CH2-C:H?-C=C y IS arnesol alcohol, 

I - I H-CH2CH2-C=CH-CH OH 

CH3 CH I 2 

Thev n 
3 

CHa 
. , ow are convinced that . t . 

mle hormone extracted f I IS not the same as the . 

D 

rom th . JUVe-
ecember 1962 y e cmpora alla ta of . ' amamoto d msects In 

results of a study of the activi:n ~acobson16 reported . the 
of farnesol alcohol on . y of ,he four possible is 
iso msects The f omers 

, r_ners, the cis 2, trans 6 d . y ound that two of th 
wll!le the othe t . an the trans 2, trans 6 . e 
activit r wo Isomers were ' were active 

.. y for the related tcr not. They also found 
activity was found f . pen~s, farnesal and nerolid I N 
mevalonic aoid l actone~,T~:~amol: eitmndlol, <quakn~ . an~ 
~;~nactivt~y of ~arnesol and ~~:~:~ m~Icated_ that the biologi-

f 

sconfiguratwn a t the t 6 te.I penes IS resident in th 
urther ·e t . rans or midd le l ' k e ' s s 

1
n p . . m ·arre Th h 

farnesol I h rogress With homo!oa o . ey ave 
Iiams a co ol. In recent personal· "'ues and analogues of 

and J · · < convers t . · acobson bot! · a IOns \Nitl
1 

" 1'1 ' 1 eX}JreSS d · . 1' 1 I -e the belief t 1 0 t 1e writer 
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that there is a good possibility of ultimately obtaining a hor
mone or hormonelike product which will retard aging in 
humans. 

To a friend and fellow member who is properly impatient 
in his desire to retard aging, the writer suggested the possibility 
of collecting placenta at the Memphis hospitals and consum
ing them as part of the diet. The juvenile hormone of insects 
and farnesol alcohol are both quite stable to heat, light and 
air. This would suggest that moderate cooking may be possible 
without destroying too much of the activity, although some 
type of pickling might be preferred. Still another possibility, 
which somehow seems more palatable, would be to obtain 
and eat the fresh thymus glands of young calves, which Wil
liams and coworkers found yielded very active fractions of a 
juvenile hormonelike material. Similar results were reported 
for fresh calves liver and beef tenderloin . By contrast to the 
mammalian organs, negative results were obtained for wheat
germ oil, soybean oil, extracts of brewers yeast, commercial 
lard and powdered skimmed milk, although purified extracts 
from heavy cream and products made from cream sho·wed 
some activity. 

Thoughts about the consumption of human placenta and 
thymus glands of calves are admittedly for venturesome souls. 
They may not be productive. However, they are part of the 
poetic license assumed when the word 'speculation' was in
cluded in the title of this paper. Consumption of the organs 
mentioned would involve less risk than the use of farnesol 
alcohol or derivatives of it until there is a reasonable 
knowledge of the pharmacology of these compounds. More
over, the chance of getting the most active compound or 
family of juvenile hormonelike compounds very likely would 
be better with the consumption of the whole organs than with 
any extract from them. Although tb.e feeling is shared by one 
of our members whose ir..tuitive reasoning the writer respects, 
it should be recognized that the indicated preference for 
thymus of young calves compared to their liver or beef tender
loin is based largely on a hunch. However, the hunch is 
strengthened by the very active extracts of juvenile hormone
like substances obtained from the fresh thymus of young 
calves by Williams and his coworkers. The general behaviour 
of the human thymus throughou t the life span also contri-
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percentage of Krebs cycle intermediates which are at 
large and may cross-link with proteins or nucleic acids. 

3. Maintain a high level of well balanced protein in the 
diet. Skimmed milk and dry ( uncreamed) cottage 
cheese are good sources of a well balanced protein. 
Maintaining a high protein level will provide free 
amino acids to react with excess Krebs cycle inter
mediates and form excretable compounds. A high pro
tein level in the diet also helps insure adequate body 
repa1r. 

4. Keep total fat intake at a mm1mum. If substantial 
amounts of polyunsaturated fats are included in diets, 
it may be desirable to consider supplementing the diet 
with vitamin E ( tocopheral). Increased amounts of un
saturated fats may result in an increased amount of 
cross-linking of the unsaturated fatty acids and some of 
their oxidation products with lipids, proteins and nu
cleic acids. Vitamin E may be an effective enough 
antioxidant in the human body to prevent or reduce 
the amount of such cross-linking. The National Vitamin 
Foundation, Inc., has sponsored a research project on 
this subject, and at least one pharmaceutical manu
facturer has some research under way on it. 

5. Exercise daily as vigorously as is consistent with general 
health. A brisk 2-mile walk or at least 30 min. of setting
up exercises should be standard practice. Excessive 
amounts of exercise limited to week-ends can do more 
harm than good. 

6. Avoid toxic substances in general and particularly smok
ing cigarettes in excess. Evidence against a pipe and 
cigar is much less conclusive, but the soundest course 
probably is to eliminate all smoking. Alcohol in reason
able amounts is not a toxic substance, and there is some 
evidence that it may be beneficial. 

The combination of these guides might suggest that the 
p ersonal approach which the Venetian, Cornaro, found so 
successful has more justification than has been generally 
attributed to it. After an early period of ill health, which 
included what is described as a bad stomach and an irrascible 
temperament, Cornaro reduced his food intake to 12 ounces 
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WINE AND VINE- AN APPRECIATION 
BY A. ARTHUR HALLE JR. 

Read before "THE EGYPTIANs," April 18, 1963 

In this, my first address to THE EGYPTIANS, what could be 
a more appropriate beginning than a quotation from Egypt 
and from Memphis, Egypt at that. An old wine cellar in
scription from Memphis reads "The mouth of a happy man 
is filled with wine." 

Despite such enthralling subjects as love and war, there is 
no subject in which the literature of all ages is richer than 
in the praise of wine. The song of wine has been sung since 
the dawn of civilization, and wine itself has been an integral 
part of civilization, for the most civilized men throughout his
tory have used it and been loudest in acclaiming it. Ernest 
Hemingway in "Death In the Afternoon" is quoted as fol
lows: "Wine is one of the most civilized things in the world 
and one of the most natural things in the world. It has been 
brought to the greatest perfection, and it offers a greater 
range of enjoyment and appreciation than, possibly, any 
purely sensory thing which may be purchased." 

"Glory, the grape, love, gold, in these are sunk 
The hopes of all men, and of every nation; 

"Without their sap, how branchless were the trunk 
Of life's strange tree, so fruitful on occasion!" 

The above lines by Lord Byron most assuredly reveal the as
pirations of his time. Here is a short poem by Oliver Herford 
and it is entitled "A Plea." 

"God made man frail as a bubble; 
God made love, love made trouble. 
God made the vine, was it a sin 
That man made wine to drown trouble in." 

Ralph Waldo Emerson wrote in a letter " I think wealth 
has lost much of its value if it has not wine. I abstain from 
wine only on account of the expense. When I heard that Mr. 
Sturgis had given up wine I had the same regret that I had 
lately in hearing that Mr. Bowditch had broken his hip ." 

The Biblical references to wine are very numerous, and apt 
and interesting quotations from the writings of the ancient 
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"l d ·n a book . ld be compl e 1 
nd Romans about wme couh unabridged dictionary. 

Greeks a l t as lance as t e merous as 
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the wme. . f h aven fell bhn mg 
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As if it would wash the stars away, as suds go down the 
sink, 

The seven heavens came roaring down from the throats 
of Hell to drink, 

And Noah cocked his eye and said, It looks like rain 
I think. 

The water has drowned the Matterhorn as deep as a 
Mendip mine, 

But I don' t care where the water goes if it doesn't get 
into the wine!" 

Despite the above quotations, there is nothing to show that 
Biblical personages had any idea that a fine wine kept in 
seclusion for many years could be transformed into a nectar 
fit for J ehovah. 

Much divergence of opmwn is prevalent concerning the 
definition of the term wine and what is or is not legitimately 
entitled to be described as such. Beverages consisting of the 
fermented products of parsnips and elderberries for instance 
are loosely described as home made wines and some brewers 
even fancifully describe their best brews as "Barley Wine." 
Fermented products, made abroad, of substances of palm 
juice, dates, bananas, figs, and even mushrooms, are also 
designated "Wines." If your grandmaw makes any of the 
above mentioned products, it is permissible for her to do so, 
but please for heaven's sake tell her to stop referring to it as 
wine and also pray tell Mogen David the same. 

Real wine is the fermented product of the fruit of the vine, 
hence the name, and any beverage not prepared from fer
mented grapes is not wine, and is misnamed, if so called. To 
sum up: Wine is the fermented product of the fresh juice of 
the fruit of the vine (whatever the method of production ) 
and not that of any other fruit, herb, grain or vegetable. This 
is the commonly accepted meaning of the term "Real Wine." 
There is still much ignorance concerning wine, in spite of a 
spate of literature on the subject which has been disseminated 
from time immemorial. 

The truth is that wine is a very subtle commodity, and is 
produced in such vast quantities and diverse qualities that 
it is a matter of a life time study to comprehend and appre
ciate fully the many facets the subject presents. It is natural, 
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therefore, that a certain amount of divergence of opm10n 

<hould exi<t, "P"ially a. individual ta<l" ace bound to 

differ. 
In order to judge correctly the value of any arguments on 

the <ubject it i< n<Oe,.acY to know the bwad peincipl" of 
vinification and these, therefore, are briefly recounted, below. 

Wine can be divided into thcee main categocie<. L Foeti-
lied win"· Thi< gcoup indud" win<' u<ually d_,ccibed "' 
d'-''"' win" ,uch a. Port and Ma~ala- They ace mainly 
sweet to a degree because the spirit is added at an early stage 
thus checking the fennentation, and leaving a large propor-
tion of unconverted grape sugar; a dry fortified wine such as 
fino <he"Y i< al<o pwducod. Th"e wine< will be high in al
coholic <ttength owing to the added <pieit, which i< u<ually 
gcape <picit (beandy). 2. Made win"- Thi< gwup cmnpei"" 
wine< to which a liqueue h>' been added and indud<' <pack· 
ling winO', <nth a< Champagne, which u<ually have a do<agc 
of liqueur or sugar dissolved in old wine, to insure that a 
sufficiency of gas is produced during the secondary fermen
tation, which tak"' place in the bottle. 3. Natutal win" (to 
which no addition ha< been added) . Thi• gwup embtaco< the 
<till, beveeage win,., which ace light in alcohol, becau« fee
mentation ceo<"' aftet a ceetain degcee of <pirit ha< been 
produced. Thc;e wine< will be eith<' dey, medium-dey, ot 
,weet, accotding to the <ngae content of the geape< ecnploycd 
In the '"" of a geape with a low ,ugat content, the whole 
of this will be converted until the degree of alcoholic satura
tion which ch<Ob the (<'mentation i< ceached, thu< peoduc-

ing a completely dry wine. 
Thi< papee deal< lacgely with nawal wine< and <pccifically 

with quality natural wines from France. 

The color of wines is either red, rose or white. The first 

i< made leon> black geapC', but white wine can be made from 
eithee white gcape< oe black gcape<- In the latt<' ca<C the 
eemlt i< achieved by excluding the <kin<, which contain the 
pigment, hom the fennenting geape juice ("Mu<f') . White 
win" ace not tculy white, but eange !com vale ambee to datk 
golden. T<ne ro<C win" ate vroduced by eemoval feom the 
must of the black skins shortly after fermentation has com-

menced. 
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Just as an l"f . . y I e cannot be 
so hfe m wine also is somewh~;:ated or even totally expl . 

Wine . " . my<teey. atned, 

IS conceived" b " 
rnent when the f . . y Mother Vine " B the . rUit IS born fro . etween th 

grape Is picked th rn the flower and th e rna-
days. Some . ' e normal length of' e moment 
"E vmtages are pregnane . 

arly born" b nevertheless l"k . y IS 100 . Y a few d . 
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e some h · 
vme needs a lot f ~ys. Durmg that pe . d c Ildren . o nursi T no the ' t~poetant lot the bab ng. he way <he h tre~t ~othec-
gwen to e~h <in I y to be born. Pmonal ed n vecy 
a full education ~f e stock ; pruning; he! pin t ~~re must be 
life to health h" mother-vine-all th. . g o Ight disease. nng Y c 1ldren. Is IS necessary to b . ' 

It is often debated result ' whether f 1 s are achieved b ' or mrnan child 
them do as th . y very strict educat· ren, better 

. ey w1sh f 1 . Ion or b 1 . 
questiOn. the ree y, wtldly. For th . y ettmg 

' easy way · I e vme th . 
cannot give life IS t 1e worst. Wild . ere IS no 

the fight foe life tot;:';" wine. The poom ,';:;"~:; :: eich <oil 
chances of ach" ' . ower the production e tougher 
is the best scholelvlnfg strong children. A ha pder acre, the more o o all th I r strurral f 1. 
acters " " ' e on y one h · h oo e or 1fe 

h

. h ' personalities." Th" . w IC creates real " h 
1g qualit · IS Is the rn · c ar-y-wme. What . l"f . am characte . t" IS I e Without 1 ns IC of 
Some peopl c 1aracter? 

d . e wonder wh h uce m different co . y t e same vine stocks 
countries wh h u~tnes, the same qu ]" . do not pro-ere t e v . arty wme I 
a smooth clirna mes en JOY rich and w . .s. n some 

hu·ge•t po«iblc ;;o:;'d t'wheee they ace rnce:'\o:rr;gat;d <oil, 
fair or health b uc wn, the wines yea f o give the 

y, ut they 1 k f r a ter yea 
ecage po.,ibl b ac <ngrnncc a d ' can be 
ing "my<teei~~' ,~tn~etc'• ~othing exciU:• ::~:; ;hgood bev-

' sensitiveness-no f 
0 

. ern, noth-
The same . uture either 

vme stocks · · 
suffering an m poor, gravel! . <trong chat uneven climate produce y ,o,\, <cvorely pruned 

have a truea~,~~?'~re different from on;yi:es which, having ~ 
I e and each develo . . ar to another. The 

When ham<t' . P' m '~own way. y 

This birth . I mg tJme arrives a new . . Is a ways vmtage · b 
m <tate and cond' . a my<tcriou< moment Th " t~ c born. 
rather dull rtwn rs a wonder. a . .! e entire change 

one too b ' Simp e fru"t .. 
chemically b" I .' ecornes sornethinrr el t" I I JUICe, and a 

, 10 
0

rr
1
call . o 1 Ire y ne h . 

<ee, "' i< a chile" y, and JU<l a. diffece w p y<>cally, 
before and after its bir nt as far as we can th. Actually the birth 
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of wine ,emained entirely mY'tetiou• fot thou•and' of yeon, 
until the f,eneh .cienti•t Loui• Pa•teut dfficove<ed the pti-

rnary causes of fermentation . 
The bicth of wine ie;elf take. a few daY', ,ometitn« a few 

wceh, to teach i'-' achievement. Expet'-', like doeto<' and 
nuB<' watch thi. ,low bitth day and night. The tempmtute 
mu.t be checked vevo<al tim" a day, becaure too much beat 

i• dang"""' and one mu•t in•tantly cool it down- It >. dan
gerou• becau•e evetyone knoW' that fertnen'-' ot yeMt can be 
put to ,)eep by too much heat. Th~ pcoce" i• known the 
wodd ovet >' "p>'teuti>ation" from the name of the .cien
t;,t px;teut who di.covered how to kill •uch fetmentv, x; well 

x; the condition• which enable them to live and develop. 

Thi. making of the wine iv certainly the mD't impottant 

rnornent in the future life of the wine. 
The wine will be gently and lovingly laid down into oak 

ba<<tk Some wine make<' invi•t on u•ing new ba<«l• every 
yea<, while othetV .ay that ,ound old banelv a<' the thing 
to uve- Mo•t white winev vtay in theit c>'kv ju•t a few wonth•, 
but the <ed Bocdeaux and Bucgundy winev have to vtay two 
oc thtet yeae< in theit oak ca•k• "' do the cich Sautem" 

Ducing th;, time in the c>'b they have to be watched quite 
carefully. They even may be t«ated lot illne" ot to pcevent 
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to that of Baltimore on the Chesapeake. It has been the center 
of a great wine trade since the 4th century. If wine were pro
duced no where else in France, the huge area centering upon 
Bordeaux would be sufficient to keep France among the great 
wine growing nations of the world. 

The fame of Bordeaux is based chiefly on its red wines, or 
claret, a name which the English gave to the red Bordeaux 
wines, which are made from a half dozen related grape va
rieties, chiefly the Cabernet, and have about the same re
semblance to each other as a set of musical variations has to 
a given theme. The Bordeaux wines differ from one another, 
and from year to year, and yet all have a distinctly family 
character. The most famous clarets are those from the Medoc, 
the strip of land that stretches along the left, or west bank 
of the Gironde from the outskirts of Bordeaux about half way 
to the sea. It is semi-oceanic in climate, with hot and humid 
summers and a pattern of rainfall, raw winters, and, thanks 
to the influence of the sea, a relative freedom from killing 
Spring and Autumn frost. It is distinguished by sandy soil, 
low elevation above sea level, hence sluggish drainage, and 
much swampy land, with a predominant cover of coarse 
grass and scrub pine. In spite of this unpromising aspect, it 
is here on the better drained pieces of land that the famous 
Crus Classes, or classed growths are produced. It is one of 
these classed growths that you will taste here tonight. There 
are hundreds of crus bourgeois a lso produced here, which 
wines are nearly as good as the classed growths, and yet there 
are hundreds of other "artisan" and "peasant" crus-wine 
showing related characteristics which are produced here. The 
best of these wines are chateau bottled, which is to say: 
bottled at the spot where they are grown and made into 
wme. 

The Crus Classes mentio!1ed above are the wines which 
were classed in the famous 1855 list, and are very nearly the 
same today as they were then. This is to say-that these 
wines, which were classed in 1855, were classed in growths 
from one to five and were classed according to the prices 
which they brought on the export market, which was sup
posed to reflect the quality. Of course, there would be some 
changes were the wines to be reclassified today, but it is re
markable in that the wines so classed then are almost the 
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half, beginning just south of Dijon and extending not far 

south of the lovely wine town of Beaune. 

Unlike the Bordeaux region , there are no large chateaux 
owned by an individual in this area, but only small individual 
vineyards cultivated by loving care and hard work of the 
same family fror:J. one generation to another. ',Yhat used to be 
a plot owned by one person is now divided, and each individ-

ual' s holdings are marked by low stone walls. 

The hills of Burgundy are divided into two parts. The 
northernmost region, which is known as the Cote de Nuits, 
produces almost exclus[vely red wines; such wines as Charr.er
tin , Musigny, Clos de Vougeot, R icb.ebourg, and the most fa
mous of them all, Romanee-Conti, which yields an average 
of seven thousand bottles a year off of four and one-half 
acres. The names alone stir a wine lover's imagination. The 
soil of these famous vineyards would be a revelation to any 
farmer from this Delta region. It is almost blood red in tex
ture and full of stones. It would appear uncapable of pro-

ducing anything. 
About six miles further south lies the second region, called 

the Cote de Beaune, which produces red wine but also some 
excellent white wines. The most famous among the red wines 
of this region are Corton, Beaune, Pommard, and Volnay. 

The greatest names among the white wines include Mon
trachet, and the only slightly less good Chevalier Montrachet 
and Batard-Montrachet. There is also Meursault and the 
excellent white wine known as Corton Charlemagne. The 
white wines come from the Pinot Chardonnay grape. 

And about 65 miles north of the Burgundy region there is 
a little village called Chablis. H ere a very dry white wine is 
produced that is reputed for its delicate and fruity flavor. 

About the same cEstance to the south of the Cote d' Or 
exists another wine producing region, the Beaujolais. This 
region produces a very popular and fruity red wine, usually 
drunk fairly young, and it comes from the Gamay grape. This 
grape does very well in the granitic and acid soil of the Beau
jolais, but is a very very poor second to the Pinot Noir grape 
on the calcareous slopes of the Cote de Nuits and the Cote de 
Beaune. The red wines of the Cote de Nuits are acknowledged 
to be the finest wines produced in the whole of Burgundy 
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into the heart of France. There is a common quality in the 
red wines of the Rhone valley all the way from those of the 
Cote Rotie just below Lyon down to the wines of the 
Chateauneuf-du-Pape, grown near the city of Avignon. These 
are heavy bodied and formidable wines, high in alcohol, 
rough when young, firm and round when mature. Most of 
these Rhone wines are best classed as "superior" rather than 

fine, although Hermitages, both red and white, can hold 
their own with the best when carfully selected and properly 
aged. Rhone valley wines have obvious likenesses to some of 
the best California red wines. The Syrah grape is the prin-

cipal one used. 

The third of this trio of lesser regions, the valley of the 

Loire, is a sprawling area stretching all the way from Nantes 
(where the Loire flows into the Atlantic) upstream into the 
Massif Central. Although a good deal of red vvine is grown 
for local use , this is essentially a region of light and inexpen
sive white wines, which are bottled young and are appreciated 
by the French for their freshness, fruitiness, and tartness. 

The principle wine types, working upstream from the re
gion around Nantes, are those known as l'v1uscadet, Anjou, 
Saumur, Vouvray, Sancerre, Chaviginol, and Pouilly-Sur
Loire. Every Frenchman knows these: we Americans must go 
to France to find them and learn how gracefully they fit 

into the French notion of the good life. 

The regions we have mentioned all are regions of mixed 

agriculture in which wine growing plays an important and 
often dominant, part, but in which there are other important 

agricultural resources. However , in Mediterranean France 
there is an entirely different situation. Here in a half dozen 
departments, the grape vine is absolutely dominant. This is 
the region of the vin ordinaire, the wine that goes with the 
daily bread of the working man and from which region wine 

is shipped in tank trucks or cars. 

In France, six million people or 12 o/o of the population are 

more or less directly connected with the wine world. More 

wine is drunk in France than in any other country in the 

world; Statistics show that 35 gallons a year are consumed 
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ing game, any more than literary criticism consists of reading 
one paragraph of a work and then making a guess at the 
author. It is true that one can sometimes recognize both the 
vintage of a wine and the vineyard, and this dazzles the 
uninitiated-but that is just a lucky shot, and one is more 
apt to draw a blank. 

Knowledge of wine comes with practice and tasting, espe
cially in comparative tastings. A beginner would do well to 
read up on all he can of the subject-always remembering 
that probably nowhere is so much prejudice, nonsense, and 
incompetence to be found as there is among wine fanciers. 
There are people who complain that $4.00 to as much as 
$18.00 is an outrageous price to pay for a bottle of wine, 
and that no wine can possibly be worth it. Let them drink 
beer, cider, or even Coca-Cola if they like. It has taken sev
eral centuries of what is called "know-how," the care for a 
soil which can very easily be unbalanced by a mistake in 
manuring or cultivation, tending of thousands of plants sub
ject to very serious diseases and that are difficult to please: 
the application of five or six sulphur dustings and up to twelve 
copper sprayings every year to every vine; winter and summer 
pruning by very highly skilled workers; the capitalization of 
much expensive machinery; the annual purchase by each 
good sized chateau of something like $10,000.00 to $30,000.00 
worth of new oak barrels, not to mention bottles and corks 
which are also not cheap; the making of the wine, and then 
keeping it for 4 to 5 years at least, which again has to be cap
italized. Moreover it has entailed the rejection of part of the 
crop, part of the wine, as imperfect; and sometimes, in bad 
years, of the whole crop. Less expensive wines can be made 
quite cheaply, and they are very nice too; many people drink 
them every day. But the making of great wines is an extremely 
expensive business and whoever wants to enjoy the keenest 
pleasure the palate can confer, has to pay for it. 

It must be remembered that the very finest of wines can
not begin to meet the demand for them. Therfore the old 
law of supply and demand has once again come into play. 
The domaine of Romanee Conti in Burgundy, said to be the 
finest in that particular section of France, has only 4}-'2 acres 
in extent and approximately 20,000 vines. The wine from it 
is very, very delicious and is extremely expensive. One sees 
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varied, and as colorful, as those transmitted by your eyes or 

any other sense organ. 

The first impression that strikes is determined mostly by 
the alcohol content and constitutes the body. Wine can give 
an impression of fullness or solidity, sometimes to such an 

extent that it seems as though one could chew it. 

Next comes taste. The taste of wine is based on three of 
the four basic taste sensations; sweet, acid and bitter (only 
the salty taste is excluded ) . Blending of these three elements 
provides, as with colors, a pallete of subtle, rich, and infi
nitely varied shades. A white Bordeaux, for example, has a 
sweet taste first , but immediately afterward it shows us a 
slightly acid taste with a touch of bitterness. These three 
tastes form a pleasant mixture. Each enhances the other, 
either by counterbalancing or emphasizing it. Moreover each 
taste is distinguishable on its own . The sensations return in 
successive waves, each of which strikes a different chord. The 
greater the quality of the wine, the more chords will echo 
against your palate and enchant you. The initiation of the 
palate to these mysterious sensory impressions helps differen

tiate the man of culture from the mere human being. 

Then comes an impression of texture. It can either be 
coarse or fine. If the wine has but one taste which presses 
upon you instantly then it is a common wine. If, on the con
trary, it is full of different suggestions of taste which it re
veals slowly, like the different threads in a complicated fabric, 

it is a wine of elegance and distinction. 

Finally comes the aroma. The aroma is a more or less 
pronounced fragrance reminiscent of fruit such as grapes, 
black currants, or raspberries, flowers such as violets, and 
odors such as that of the truffle and many others. Developed 
to a certain degree, an aroma becomes a bouquet. The term, 
which immediately calls up images in every language when 
referring to wine, has been judiciously chosen. When tasting 
the wine, close your eyes and concentrate; if at that moment 
flowers appear before the eye of your imagination-lots of 
flowers of every shape, color and fragrance , near you and 
around you and at all distances from you, and if this image 
repeats itself in successive waves, then the wine you are drink-
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sells less well and sometimes even below their real value. Thus, 
a Bordeaux wine such as a Chateau Margaux can be quoted 
in New York at $10.00 a bottle for 1959 wine, but the 1956 
or 1958 sell for only $4.00 or $5.00. However, many of the 
1956 and 1958 Bordeaux were wines of very good quality. 
Wine is a living thing and like all living things it develops 
according to certain general rules. But each individual, each 
group or generation of inidviduals-and each growth , each 
group or generation of growths-h as its own personality 
which is often distinct from the production as a whole. There
fore in what might be termed an average or even a bad year, 
wine of a certain vineyard could be superlative or outstand
ing, surpassing its performance in what might be termed a 

fine vintage year for wines of the whole region. 

Being a wine amateur is less strenuous than golf or gar
dening, and certainly better tasting than either the backs of 
old postage stamps or new trading stamps. You may have 
many different kinds of pleasure ranging from collecting old 
labels, building a wine cellar, tour vineyards all over the 
world , cultivate your own grapes; make your own wine, test 

your palate by tasting or simply bend your elbow. 

M any people are able to give you as a token of their esteem 
a gift of a rare bottle of wine, and of course you can do the 
same for others if you become a collector. A wine collection 
certainly enables one to hold truly great dinners, which are 
made more so by their vinuous accompaniment. No dinner 
can deserve the term great unless it is accompanied by fine 
wine. One can almost always find some group which wishes 
to participate in the enjoyment of win e. For example, here in 
Memphis your speaker together with a few other Egyptians is 
a member of th e Memphis Wine and Food Society which 
held this February a wine tasting in vvhich wines from eight 

different European countries were served. 

T aking a wine tour, too, h as unlimited possibilities . A hos
pitable welcome will await a wine amateur in most of the 
world's wineries from California to Australia to Africa to 
Western Europe. In many cellars visitors are invited to taste 
the wines ; and one can speak from personal experience that 
wines always seem most delicious when sampled where they 
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THERMO-NUCLEAR WAR 

T. H. DARNELL 

Read Before "THE EGYPTIANs/' May 16, 1963 

PREFACE 

The threat of thermo-nuclear war is one of the two great 
problems facing the world today. 

The entire problem cannot be presented in a limited time. 
Much of the most pertinent information is unavailable, being 
classified as Top Secret. There are no simple, pat answers. 
Created by scientific advances beyond the comprehension of 
laymen, the difficulties are complicated by the psychologies 
of individuals in high places as well as conflicts among 
national ideologies. 

No claim of originality is made for the material presented 
herein, ideas having been freely borrowed from many sources. 
No unique path to a proper solution is offered. 

Yet apologies for the presentation are unnecessary. The 
problem is crucial-people must be awakened to think past 
the superficial aspects, and to fight for the right answers. 

TECHNICAL BACKGROUND 

Nuclear war came into being just prior to the end of 
World War II. Of the first nuclear explosion, it is worth 
repeating that the scientists present showed no elation at the 
successful birth of their brainchild. Rather were they appalled 
at the sheer magnitude of the force they had unleashed 
upon an unprepared world. Speaking of the top scientists as 
they returned to Vlashington, General Groves said, "They 
were still upset by what they had seen, and could talk of 
little else." 

This first atomic explosion was without precedent. 
Thruout his existence, man has been fruitful in the invention 
of devices whereby to increase his ability to destroy. But 
until the harnessing of the atom no single invention had 
ever multiplied previously existing power by a factor as large 
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instantly-whereas the other two, with liquid fuel, require 
elaborate preparation and count down. 

The Air Force also produced a solid fuel, quick firing mis
sile, the Minuteman. This has a range of 6500 miles, carries 
the same warhead as Polaris, and is stored in a hardened 
underground silo which also serves as its launching pad. 

Not much has been published about Soviet ICBMs, but 
until 1961 it appears the only ones built were the very large 
rockets similar to those which orbited the Sputniks. Some of 
the Russian submarines are believed to carry missiles, but of 
short range and requiring the submarine to surface. 

The revolutionary character of missiles is obvious. They 
have reduced the time of nuclear delivery between the Soviet 
Union and the United Sta tes from 12 hours to 30 minutes. 
More important, they provide an invulnerable method of 
attack, against which there is no defense, now or in the for
seeable future. 

Only passing mention can be made of a fourth revolution 
which came about during this same momentous period. Not 
easily identified by pointing to any specific mechanism or de
vice, the fantastic improvements in information gathering, 
data processing, communications and the like brought about 
by electronics, constitute in themselves another completely 
new set of circumstances, which again basically changes the 
art of war. 

PUBLIC MISCONCEPTIONS 

With science providing a new revolution of technique 
every five years, it was only natural there be much muddy 
thinking. The great reluctance of the general public to think 
about such a ghastly situation has been widely expressed in 
two escapist misconceptions. First, no sane person would start 
a nuclear war since the weapons are so powerful their use 
would mean total destruction-second, no one can do any
thing, so why bother to think about it? 

The assumption that use of nuclear weapons would mean 
total destruction is an over simplification easily disproved by 
elementary arithmetic. If the entire U.S. nuclear stockpile 
were effectively dropped on the USSR it would destroy an 
area somewhat less than one fourth of the Russians' 8 mil-
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lion plus square miles. The reverse is also true as to less than 
one fourth of the U.S. being destroyed-for the Russian 
stockpile is as much smaller than ours, as our territory than 
theirs. 

Furthermore, an attack of the severity just assumed is 
impossible, neither nation having anywhere near the neces
sary delivery vehicles . More in line would be one of the 
size used as a basis for last year's Civil Defense exercise, "Op
eration Spade Fork." This assumed the U.S. was hit by 355 
warheads having an equivalent yield of 1800 megatons. Cas
ualties were estimated at 20 million dead from direct ex
plosion effects, plus 13 million additional from radioactive 
fallout provided no shelters were available. This is a far 
cry from total destruction of 180 million people. 

Thus mutual suicide is not the inevitable concommitant of 
thermo-nuclear war. From which it follows there could be 
many situations in which a sane, rational leader would initiate 
such a war. It would only be necessary that expected losses 
be bearable, and of less consequence than the advantages 
gained from a surprise attack. On endurable losses, Russia 
can remember she gave up 25 million people and 40 percent 
of her productive capacity in World War II, and still emerged 
a national power second only to the United States. 

As for advantages gained thru a first attack, the one point 
on which all experts seem to agree is that these are so great 
as to be unpredictable in any complete manner. Equally im
portant to the destruction inflicted on the enemy's striking 
force would be the damage done to his command and control 
systems. These are elaborate communications networks set 
up to provide information as to where and what extent injury 
has been sustained, and to direct the retaliatory action of 
whatever fire-power survived the initial blow. Such facilities 
are also necessary to provide for succession of command, so 
that if one set of administrative or military leaders were 
wiped out, it would be immediately and widely known to 
whom and where authority had been transferred. To the 
extent his surprise attack limited the circulation of these types 
of information, an aggressor nation would be able to stop 
or hold down retaliation by threats to survivors ignorant of 
their surviving strength or unable to use it effectively. 

The 'nothing can be done, why bother' attitude of the 
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continued to be treated as step children, and lush appropria

tions were only for the Air Force and its SAC. 

Heartened by the knowledge the United States would have 
an operational H-bomb at any moment, Secretary of State 
Dulles announced the policy of massive retaliation in January 
1954. Speaking before the Council of Foreign Affairs, he said 

in part-
". . . before military planning could be changed, the 
President and his advisors, as represented by the National 
Security Council, had to make some basic policy decisions. 
This has been done. The basic decision was to depend 
primarily upon a great power to retaliate, instantly, by 

means and places of our own choosing." 

He went on to explain that massive retaliation would mean 
placing more reliance on striking power, and less dependence 
on local defense. Once again, emphasis was on nuclear power, 
with conventional forces relegated to an unimportant position. 

Reactions to the announcement were not as expected. 
Questions were raised as to the specific meaning of the retal
iation formula. Did it mean, for example, that the United 
States would launch a massive nuclear attack on China or 

Russia in the event of another Korea? 

In an attempt to clarify, the unhappy Secretary spoke 

further two months later: 
"Massive retaliation does not mean turning every local 
war into a world war. It does not mean that if there is a 
Communist attack somewhere in Asia, atom or hydrogen 
bombs will necessarily be dropped on . . . China or 
Russia . . . One thing I want to make clear beyond pos
sibility of doubt is that I don't believe you should tell the 
enemy in advance just where, how and when you plan 
to retaliate. The whole essence of the program is that the 
action should be one of our choosing and he is not to 
know in advance what it is-and that uncertainty on 

his part is a key to the success of the policy." 

The clarification was no more successful than the original 
statement. The massive retaliation policy was clearly based 
on the idea of deterring Russia from aggressive action by 
threat of nuclear attack. Yet to be effective any system of 
deterrence based upon a threat of punishment must rest 
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Europe in short order. Finally, they clothed their country in 
great secrecy, not only to conceal their activities, but to deny 
the U.S. SAC vital information as to target locations. 

As time went on, the Russians found their military machine 
could serve other purposes than a threat held over the head 
of Western Europe. Thru the tragic failure of the United 
States to maintain conventional forces of any significance, 
golden opportunities existed to stir up trouble and extend 
Communist interests. Such opportunities were exploited, cau
tiously at first, but with ever growing boldness as the reluc
tance of the United States to wield its big stick became more 

apparent. 
There appears to have been no change in this basic atti

tude of the Soviet Union until the H-bomb became an ac
tuality in 1954. Then and then only, did the Russians go 
into production of long range bombers and begin to build a 
strategic force. They also began to devote serious attention 
to ICBMs, which alone could make the H-bomb really 

effective. 
By 195 7, Khrushchev was boasting of a large strategic 

force of H-bombs, long range bombers and ICBMs. Evidence 
since collected indicates, however, that the Russians built 
only a minimum strategic force , continuing to rely on other 
factors. Apparently satisfied with their progress, and fearing 
an accelerated race to develop more H-bombs would increase 
the probability of accidental war, the Soviets agreed to the 

nuclear test ban in 1958. 

BALANCE OF TERROR THEORIES 

At the time of the test ban agreement, both protagonists 
accepted the fact that each possessed a sizable strategic nu
clear force, capable of inflicting considerable damage on the 
other. The capabilities of the two forces might be quite dif
ferent, but the fact both nations had a respectable force, 
brought about a sort of rough and uneasy balance of terror. 

Two contradictory theories, leading to completely different 
strategies grew out of this concept of rough balance. The 
first assumed the balance was stable against rational acts by 
either opponent so long as each had sufficient force to inflict 
an unacceptable damage on the other. This leads to the so 
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alance was not stabl . . ng power the e agamst rational acts f 
ernment. Either the sec . o a sane gov
deterrence could not b recy .nec_essary to Implement minimum 

e mamtamed or a t' f 
a sufficient s · · . ' na IOn avored with 

. upenonty might rationall bl 
fectlveness of surprise attack F h y g~~ e on the ef-

k 
. · or t e VICtim of h 

attac ' If severely handica ed . . . sue an 
blow, might be blackmail dP.P m d.eh.venng a retaliatory 

an unused reserve force e co~~~~e~~~~Isswn when faced with 
surviving power. Y greater than its own 

n w et er the nation adh . . Depending upo h h 
theory wishes to maint . enng to this h am or upset the balanc f 
t er~ are different strategies calling for diff e o. ??wer 
but m both cases th . erent activities-

' e mam problem of a t' f II . 
the theory of unstable bal . . .na Ion o owmg ance IS to mamtam at II t' 
marked superiority in striking force. a Imes a 

It is obvious the U 't d S 
idea of unstable balan~I e d tates. has closely adhered to the 

e, an consistently striven t b I 
superior in strategic force Not b . o e a ways 
Russians have held to th~ 'd so£ o ~~?us until recently, the 

1 ea o mm1mum det · 
equal consistency and h errence with ' ave never attempted t h 
selves in the position h h o put t em-. w ere t ey could rationall 1 h 
surpnse nuclear attack . h . y aunc a agamst t e Umted States. 

1958 TO 1961-THE U-2 S 

In the hub-bub that arose after th d I . 
massive retaliation proO'ram the p t e ec aratwn of its 
its commitment to at; k 't en a~on may have realized 

ac argets of Its own choosing was 
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meaningless as long as the only targets it knew anything 
about were the Russian cities. In any case intelligence efforts 
were increased and the Air Force authorized funds for the 
development of a high altitude reconnaissance airplane. 
During 1956 a few of these planes, the U-2s, were turned 
over to a joint Air Force AEC enterprise, and immediately 

put to use. 

The flight of these planes over Soviet territory were highly 
successful, as Deputy Secretary Thomas S. Gates reported 

to the Senate many years later-
" ... from these flights we got information on aircraft, 
missiles, missile testing and training, special weapons 
storage, submarine production, atomic production, and 

aircraft deployment and things like that." 

The Russians could not have failed to be alarmed on learning 
of the U -2 flights over their country. Their minimum de
terrence strategy made it absolutely essential that the exact 
number and location of their few nuclear air bases and 
missile sites be kept secret-yet it was obviously possible 
for the U-2 to obtain exactly this type of information. 

When in May 1960, the Russians shot down and recov
ered one of the U-2s with all its photographic and other 
information gathering equipment, their worst suspicions were 
confirmed-but they should have been even more upset by 
President Eisenhower's saying in an attempt to justify the 
flights, that they were essential to the United States' national 
security. For only metropolitan centers qualify as targets 
for retaliatory strikes-there is nothing left to damage in 
empty air bases and missile sites after the birds have flown 
-hence it could only be essential for the United States to 
know about the bases and sites if the United States intended 
to shoot the Russian birds on the ground-i.e. to stage a sur-

prise attack. 

Reaction in the Soviet Union to the U-2 incident was 
prompt and vigorous. Khrushchev announced that from then 
on a full nuclear going over would be administered to any 
country providing a base for a U-2 flight. Cut backs in the 
army previously announced were rescinded. Development of 
nuclear weapons and missiles was accelerated with the in-
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tention of breaking the ban on testing as soon 
warranted. as progress 

The credibility of the S · , . . had been badl sh k oviet s mmm~um deterrence strategy 
to re-establish ~hei; en,. ~nd ~he Russians felt a crucial need 

. positlOn m the eyes of the world A 

~I~;r ;ho~ of strength they built the Berlin Wall in AuO'~S: 
W 

. n ovember, Khrushchev stated flatly that 'f "'th 
estern Powers conti'nued to t . I e emporJZe d' 

(meetings on th b. h on Jsarmament e su ject ad been · . . 
since the test b . gomg on mterm1ttently 

an agreement m 1958) th S . 
would undertak · e ov1et Union 

e massive re-armament. 

At the beginning of 1961 both t' . 
their military budgets. The British-Ana I~ns sharply mcreased 
treaty to ba 

1 
mencan draft of a formal 

n nuc ear weapons t t ' . R · . es mg was rejected by th 
.. uss~ans . This was to be expected, for they were alrea e 
jittery over the penetration mad · dy thei'r ]' 't d . e m the secrecy essential to 

Iilli e strategic f d rovided . orce, an the treaty as proposed 
further d'a~ eladborate mspection system which would have 

ISSipate such secrecy A · Soviet fear f . . . s one wnter observed, the 
o mspectwn may have been th 

because there was so !itt! t . e more acute e o mspect. 

In the fall of 1961 th R · . ' e usslans resumed testing of n 1 
weapons, makmg good on their boast . uc ear 
megaton warhead AI . of provmg a 100 
their ICBM . mo~t Simultaneously they put seven of 

'] Th s on target m the Pacific at a range of 7 000 
mi es. ese well publicized achi ' 
re-establish the d 'b'l' evements were calculated to 

ere I 1 I ty of th · · · 
force and to d eir mimmum deterrence 
Sovi:t Union's ;~;~trate to the. United States that if the 

s were few m numb th d'd 
giant warheads and er, ey I carry were accurate a t great distances. 

The jealousy with which the Penta . 
periority and 

5
· f · gon regarded the su-

. IZe o Its nuclear power was shown b . 
reply to this demonstration of R . y Its 
21st the Deputy Secretar of Du~sJan strength. On October 
counter blast: y e ense let go the following 

"The total number of our nu l d I' 
tactical as well t . . . c ear e Ivery vehicles, 

d f 
as s rategiC, IS m the tens of thousands 

an o course we h ' each veh' l " ' ave more than one warhead for 
ICe. 

Thus 1961, the year of h t e great rearmament, ended with 
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each nation boasting of the great destructive power it pos
sessed. Ironically, neither nation was at all satisfied with that 
of which it so proudly spoke, for each started off the year 
1962 with military budgets again increased to an all time 
high, and with the avowed intent of further increasing its 
ability to inflict mass slaughter and destruction. 

In the stepped up armament program beginning in 1961, 
the United States at long last recognized the need for con
ventional forces in a nuclear age. The number of combat 
ready divisions of the army was drastically increased, sub
stantial appropriations were made for conventional weapons 
and equipment, greatly improved sea and air lift were pro
vided, and the reluctant Europeans were pressured to add to 
their forces in the NATO command. 

UNITED STATES MANIA FOR NUCLEAR WEAPONS 

Unhappily, this long overdue recognition of the need for 
conventional forces did not signify the United States had 
overcome its mania for nuclear weapons. In May 1962, the 
Deputy Secretary of Defense announced: 

"We now have in our planning ... a pretty definite 
force structure ... By the end of 1965 we will have 
more than double the number of alert weapons we have 
today ... We will have twice the striking power by 1965 
that we have now." 

One can only wonder why. Conservative estimates at the 
end of 1962 place the United States striking power at some
where between four and ten times that of the Russians. An 
individual just returned from an SAC classified briefing for 
cleared civilians states that information there presented puts 
the United States superiority at ten to one. 

Two factors determine striking power-the size of the 
nuclear stockpile, and the number and character of delivery 
vehicles. 

In the absence of official figures reasonable and widely 
accepted estimates place the existing United States nuclear 
stockpile as equivalent to 30,000 megatons, i.e. 30,000 million 
tons of TNT. By contrast, it appears the existing Russian 
stockpile is not one fifteenth as great. 

The 30,000 million tons of explosive power in the United 
States stockpile is equal to an explosive force of 10 tons of 
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TNT for every man . 
th Th ' woman and child on the face of the 

ear d. . at there could be any necessity for the continued 
pro uctwn of. this hyper-explosive materia] is beyond b r f 
~yet .the Umted States is doing so at a rate estimate~ Ie 
tnple Its supply in five years. to 

As regards delivery vehicles the United States . . 
b ' supenonty 

af~ears /o e so.mewhat Jess, but is still tremendous-being 
. ~ east our or five to one in any analysis. And the d bl" 
m the n b f U . ou mg 
tak 1 ur: er o mted States delivery vehicles that is to 
. e pace y 19~5 according to Deputy Secretary Gilpatrick 

giv~s a wro~g picture for it includes long range bombers 
whrch are b~mg phased out as obsolete. Missiles are the im
p~rtant vehicles, and according to Gilpatrick in 1965 
Will have some 1500 f h we 
T .t M" o t em operational, including Atlas 

I an, muteman and p 1 · . ' 
th f ]d . o ans, representmg more than a 

ree o mcrease. 

SECOND STRIKE CAPABILITY
LIMITED NUCLEAR WAR 

str:n attbempting t~ find the reason behind this continued 
g y the Umted States for more and b" 1 

weapons, one looks first at the statements of th rgg~r nhuc ear 
ose m c arge. 

K On ~8 ~arch 1961, shortly after taking office President 
enne y smd of basic United States Policy: ' 

"Our arms will never be used to strike the first blo . 
any attack . w m 

.k . . . . we are not creatmg forces for a first 
stn e agamst any other n ( · 
· . a wn · · · we Will not strike first 
m any conflict." 

This very broad statement that the United States w Jd 
never uncle · ou 

. . r a~y Circumstances strike the first blow im lied 
the ternfic Umted States strenoth was not for ' p . 
acti~n, but was to be used on!; in the event o;n:n:f"~f~:s;v: 
Soviet n~clear attack on the United States. I~ effect h 
u~holy Size of the United States strategic force was fo; :h: 
so e purpose of guaranteeing a second strike capability. 

On 21 October 1961 D t S . 
t th . .d . epu y ecretary Gilpatrick spelled 

ou Is I ea m greater detail: 

'?'he destructive power which the United States could 
brmg to bear eve ft S · ' n a er a OVIet surprise attack upon 
our forces would b 

' e as great as-perhaps greater than 
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-the total undamaged force which the enemy can 
threaten to launch against the United States in a first 
strike. In short, we have a Second Strike Capability 
which is at least as extensive as what the Soviets can 

deliver first." 

Prior to 1961, the United States command and control sys
tem had only one button for the President to push, and once 
that action had been taken everything available was to be 
thrown at prearranged targets. In commenting on changes 
in the system whereby control was to be exercised over which 
forces were fired at which targets, Secretary McNamara 

said on 17 February 1962: 
"With this command and control system, our surviving 
forces can be used in several ways. We may have to 
retaliate with a single, massive attack. Or, we may be 
able to use our retaliatory forces to limit damage done 
to us by knocking out the enemy's bases before his second 
salvos. We may seek to terminate a war on favorable 
terms by using our forces as a bargaining weapon. In 
any case, our large reserve of protected fire power would 
give an enemy an incentive to avoid our cities." 

Once more the Second Strike Capability theme, but now 
embellished with the idea that selective control of our re
taliatory force might induce the enemy not to shoot at our 
cities. The concept that a nuclear exchange might be limited 
to purely military targets was reiterated by the Secretary on 
16 June, 1962 in speaking of the purposes of his program: 

" ... to make it possible for us to retain, even in the face 
of a massive surprise attack, sufficient reserve striking 
force to destroy an enemy society if driven to it. In other 
words, give a possible opponent the strongest possible 

incentive to refrain from striking our cities." 

Such reasoning on the part of the Pentagon that a nuclear 
exchange could be limited to strictly military targets, would 
seem to imply the following sequence of hypothetical actions 

by the two nations: 
1. The Soviet Union becomes convinced the United States 

will come back up off the floor following a surprise 
nuclear knockdown with sufficient poise to calmly and 
logically select the Russian targets at which it will direct 

its retaliatory blows. 
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2. In launching its · surpnse nuclear attack the S . t 
Union · th f ' ovte 

lS ere ore careful to hit only Un"t d S · b . . 1 e tates 
atr ases and mtsstle sites-no cities or prod t. 
centers. uc wn 

3. :-ts expel_ct~d, the United States uses equal restraint in 
1 s reta tatwns and · I . t 11 . . wtpes out on y Russtan military in-
s a atwns-agam no cities or production centers 

4. Either_ the lo~g range shooting then stops and ~ settle-
ment ts negotiated, or steps 2 and 3 d . one s"d h are repeate until 

1 e as no more ammunition left and capitulates. 

The overall pattern of this anal . . . 
first appears-for equally sill ysts ts not as ludtcrous as 
nists have been adhered to ~n a~~angemenTtshbetween antago
a I . . . e past. e fallacy of the 
na lysts ts m its primary assumption that the Soviet U . 

wou d launch · mon 

F 
. a surpnse nuclear attack on the United Stat 

or 1t to do so with ·t . es. h" h . h sam y, lt needs First Strike Capabilit)'-
w tc 1t as never had d 
have in the near future. ' oes not now have, nor is likely to 

FIRST STRIKE CAPABILITY-COUNTERFORCE 

First Strike Capability is an off . bTt enstve posture meaning th 
a ~ 1. y to make a surprise attack effective It ' . e 
stnkmg power coupled with knowledrre of I reqlll~es enough 
force is located so that . o W1ere t e enemy's 

' a surpnse attack will 1 · h 
enemy incapable of · fl" . . eave t e m tctmg retahatory damarre above an 
acceptable level. o 

Second Strike Capability is supposedly a def . 
to deter the enemy from att k" b enstve posture, 

f . . ac mg Y the threat of havi a 

more orce survtvmg his attack than he h d b . no 
But since it requires as m h a to egm with. uc or more pow "t · · 
as great an offensive threat as does First Stri~~ cl carb~ll~s JUSt apa 11ty. 

An offensive post b d . bTt . C ure ~yon Fmt or Second Strike Capa-
1 1 y ts ounterforce, whtch threatens a sur rise . 

out fear _of serious retaliation. As defined b p a~tack wtth
terforce 

1
s: Y one wnter, Coun-

th~ mai~tenance of superiority in nuclear wea on 
and, their dehvery systems sufficient to destroy thep s 
emy s nuclear striking power with h f en
over to hold the enemy's citie~ hosta.,.eesnoug orce left o against a threat 
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~---------------------------
of retaliation by any of his delivery systems that may 

have escaped destruction." 
This definition is a very clear description of the pos1t1on 
occupied by the United States today. About a year ago, the 

Defense Secretary stated: 
"We calculate that the strategic retaliatory forces p.ro
grammed thru 1967 could achieve complete dest:uctwn 
of the enemy target systems even after absorbmg an 

initial nuclear attack." 
and in his speech the following June concerning the "selec
tive target" policy, he announced the United Stat~s had 
reaimed its strategic weapons so as to bear on Russ1an air 

bases and missile sites. 

United States policy may be as officially stated-never to 
launch a surprise nuclear attack. But critical observers 
throughout the world are forced to ask, "Why, ~hen, does 
the United States continue to augment a strategic nuclear 
force which is already vastly larger than necessary for de-

fensive retaliation?" 

RUSSIAN MISSILES IN CUBA 

Many analyses of the Russian attempt to set up inte:
mediate and short range missiles with nuclear warh~a?s m 
Cuba have been circulated by the Press. All are sup~osltw~al, 
since the Soviets seldom publish explanations of their mot~ves 
and acts. One analysis, not widely circulated, seems logi~al 
· · f the actual events and whether it represents Sov1et 
ln vieW 0 ' . T . 
thinking, is interesting as an indication of the _ross1b1 1t1~s 
presented by the nuclear war game. The speculatwns of th1s 

analysis are roughly as follows: 

The highly vulnerable Communist outpost in Cuba ap
peared unprotectable. Although President K.ennedy had :e
neged on supplying air cover for the abort1ve B~y of P1gs 
invasion growinrr public sentiment thruout the Umted States 
was put~ing poli~ical pressure on the administration to clean 

the Cuban mess and semi-official encouragement was 
up ' . 'd 
being given to Cuban refugees engaging in guernlla rai s as 

practice for another invasion. 

It would be futile for Russia to rely on conventional forces 
to back up its guarantee to protect Castro--for any second 
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invasion would be backed, openly or not, by United States 
forces, and a drawn out Korean type affair would mean im
possible logistics. And Khrushchev's vague threat of throwing 
nuclear bombs to ward off interference in Cuba was com
pletely incredible in view of the vastly superior United States 
nuclear power. 

So with everything to gain, and practically nothing to lose, 
the Kremlin gambled on putting missiles in Cuba with the 
full expectation of removing them before even one had 
actually been used. 

The risk of the United States pushing nuclear buttons in 
reflex reaction to suddenly finding out what was going on 
was reduced as much as possible by loudly announcing "de
fensive" weapons were to be shipped to Cuba. Khrushchev 
outlined the program in July and August with blustering 
threats of retaliation for any interference, thus effectively 
directing United States attention to the ships carrying the 
missiles. The missiles themselves were not camouflaged and 
only barely covered, so their sizes and capabilities could be 
readily ascertained. And the launching pads were constructed 
out in the open, easily seen and photographed by United 
States air reconnaissance. 

The further the Russians progressed with the missile in
stallation before the United States woke up and screamed, 
the better would be their position. There was always the 
danger the United States might throw as well as yell, but 
the Russians were prepared to back down immediately at 
any stage of the proceedings-and if the Americans acted 
rationally they would accept a temporizing offer and ne
gotiate. 

Negotiation was the Russian prize-in exchange for re
moving their missiles they might gain as much as a United 
States guarantee of non-interference in Cuba, or a reciprocal 
removal of United States missiles from Turkey. 

This entirely hypothetical analysis jibes fairly well with 
the superficial actions that occurred, and unhappily far too 
well with the outcome of the resulting negotiations. Per
sistent rumors of the U. S. missiles in Turkey being dis
mantled have not been officially denied ; at one stage the 
United States did guarantee to keep hands off Cuba; and 
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the State Department's attitude towards the patnotlc activi
ties of Cuban refugees has become anything but friendly or 
sympathetic. Regardless of what it cost to ship the missiles 
out to Cuba and back, it was a bargain price for the Russians 
to pay for making an indefensible outpost impregnable. 

HORROR OF PRESIDENTIAL RESPONSIBILITY 

Before adverse criticism is levied at the President for his 
failure to take full advantage of the Soviet backdown in the 
Cuban crisis, a thought should be given to the horrible re
sponsibility attached to his office. Presumably, John Kennedy 
knew what he was taking over, yet it must have come as a 
ghastly shock to be briefed on the complete picture and come 
face to face with the dread knowledge his was the one finger 
in the West which could, or on occasion, must, push the 
button unleashing the holocaust. 

In every crisis, the President must weigh the value to be 
gained by direct action with the X-million American lives 
that stand to be lost as a result of such action. Thus it may 
be assumed that before he challenged the Soviet missiles with 
an ultimatum, the President decided the damage from allow
ing them to remain in Cuba was of more consequence than 
the American casualties which might result if the Rusisans 
refused to back off and forced him to take aggressive action. 

When the Russians quickly agreed to remove their missiles, 
the President may have been tempted to press his advan
tage by demanding a complete evacuation of all Communists 
from Cuba, as was suggested by several military critics. If 
the President were so tempted, he had to first consider the 
possibility of the Soviets being so provoked that they would 
counter somewhere else in the world by a drastic move still 
short of nuclear war. For example, Khrushchev might an
nounce he was taking over Berlin with conventional forces 
within 24 hours. 

The United States is bound by treaty to resist any take
over of Berlin, but could not do so successfully without using 
nuclear weapons. It is agreed that any use of nuclear weapons 
against conventional forces in a major theatre would in
evitably and rapidly escalate into an all out nuclear war. 
Granted it would not be rational for the Russians, knowing 
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they would be obliterated, to precipitate a situation leading 
to all out war~but if they did happen to do so irrationally, 
would the President follow thru knowing on his part that 
50 or 20 or 10 or even 1 American city would immediately 
go down the drain? 

The problem of deciding just how many American Cities 
or peo~le _are worth jeopardizing to preserve Western Europe 
or Berlm IS quite realistic, and has been faced and discussed 
widely in E~rope if not in the United States. Europeans 
gen:r~lly beheve the United States would be unwilling to 
sacr_Ifice so much as one-fourth of its population to prevent 
So~w~ c~nquest of all Western Europe, let alone just Berlin. 
This IS hkely one of the main reasons de Gaulle is so intent 
on getting nuclear weapons for France. Not that his A or H 
b?mbs would be s~g~i~ic~nt in amount-but they would give 
him the power of Illltiatlve, so that if a showdown came and 
t~e United States shied away from mass reciprocal destruc
:wn, he could get the game underway by throwing his ball 
mto the park. 

PRESENT CONDITIONS 

Coming now to the present, it is widely recognized things 
are not only bad, but are rapidly getting worse. 

. !he United States and the Soviet Union are locked in a 
VIcwus arms race, which doubles or triples the number of 
alert nuclear weapons every two or three years. As the num
b~r of these instruments of destruction spirals higher and 
higher, the probability that one or more of them will be set 
off by accident, human error, or machine failure approaches 
mathematical certainty. 

Nothing has occurred to improve the situation since the 
nuclear test ban agreement in 1958. No constructive steps 
have been taken to maintain the rough stability marked by 
:hat agreement-rather have all events tended to undermine 
It. Mutual fear and distrust have grown to the extent that 
settl~ment of major differences by negotiation appears im
possib!e. ~qually important and dangerous, the development 
of this high_ly c_harged emotional atmosphere could easily 
~rodu~e an Irratwnal reaction to provocation, accidental or 
mtenhonal. 

_To. many observers, the major portion of the blame for 
this ludeous state of affairs belongs to the United States and 
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,. 
h S ·et Union As regards nuclear war the Rus-

not to t e OVl . h f 
sians seem always to have ~cted. with d;e ~:;;:~~~~e:a~leacr~~ 

.th some semblance of smcenty, an Wl 
Wl A · have never 
straint. In contrast, it appears the m~nc.ans 
been completely realistic, have often been msJ.ncere, and have 
thruout been dominated by an insane obsesslOn. 

It was only to be expected that the Soviets would strive to 
ac uire a nuclear striking force. It took .them 13 long years 

to q do so. Having achieved their g.o~l m 1958, th~e ~:~~ 
. f d . th a modest force and Wlllmg to devote 

satls 1e Wl 1 · . numerical su-
o£ their efforts to other endeavors, eavmg . h 

. . h United States. On some such hnes t ey 
penonty to t e with the hope it 
a reed to the nuclear test ban, perhaps . 
V:ould slow down United States nuclear expanslOn. 

d · the following 
Penetration of Iron Curtain secrecy unng . 

was highly important. It cheered the Amencans 
two years missile gap-the 
with the unexpected news there was no . U . . ll 

h d of the Soviet mon m a 
United States was way a ea R . for 

. f B t it alarmed the ussJans-
aspects of strategic orce. u . d the effec-
with their small strategic force partmlly expose ' d d 
. f thel·r minimum deterrence was severely re uce . 

tJVeness o 

h h 
aled to the United Nations for nuclear 

Khrus c ev appe d by 
. Th United States insincerely countere 

disarmament- e . . st ban or dis-
. . as a necessary condltlOn to any te 

requmng 1 th.ng they knew the Russians could not 
armament t 1e one 1 . Kh h h v warned 

t-an elaborate inspectlOn system. rus c. e 
:~~~pif the West continued to dilly-dally o~er disarmament, 
the Soviet Union would be forced into massiVe re-arm~ment. 
The United States beat him to the punch by steppmg up 

its own armament. 

The United States is a war monger when it openly pro-
b .1. · f its nuclear armament. 

1 . s the agcrressive capa 1 Jtles o . h 
c a1m o h S · t Umon and t e 
Since the boast is well founded , t e ovle . 
rest of the world have every right to be scared sick. 

In handing over the control of its increasing n~mber. of 

t more and more individuals mcludmg 
nuclear weapons o h 

. . rk NATO and now Canada, t e 
those in foreign natlOns 1 e 
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United States is acting in reckless abandon and complete 
disregard of the catastrophic hazards involved. 

Finally, for the United States to negotiate for disarma
ment with one hand, while with the other it pours tens of 
billions of dollars into new armaments which would be junked 
if its negotiations succeeded, can appear only as the epitome 
of stupidity, insincerity or both. 

CONCLUSIONS 

In conclusion, again there are no simple pat answers. The 
problem of thermo-nuclear war has grown too complex to 
be solved in a year, or a decade, or even a generation-as
suming of course, there is no cataclysm. 

Hopefully, there are some elementary actions we can take, 
both as individuals and as a nation, which might east inter
national tensions, lessen the extreme hazards, and eventually 
open up a path leading to permament stability. 

As individuals, we should abandon our shoulder shrugging, 
why bother, attitude. We must bother-the problem holds our 
lives at stake-and if we continue to abjectly turn over such 
matters to the government for handling, we are emulating 
what we object to most strongly in the Communists, and are 
but puppets of a totalitarian state. 

As a nation, we must abandon our mania for weapons
the insane fixation that the answer to the problems posed 
by nuclear weapons is always more and more such weapons. 
The present comparative sizes of the two nuclear arsenals are 
such that were the positions of the United States and the 
Soviet Union reversed, we would have every reason for panic. 
Can we wonder that they are somewhat frightened-or that 
they feel it necessary to partially duplicate our frenzied efforts 
to pile up more and more? 

Before World War II, an English philosopher sagely 
observed concerning another arms race-

"If, as they maintain, the best way to preserve peace is 
to prepare for war, it is not altogether clear why all 
nations should regard the armaments of other nations as 
a threat to peace. However, they do so regard them and 
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are accordingly stimulated to increase their own arma
ments to overtop the armaments by which they conceive 
themselves to be threatened." 

To stop our nuclear arms race, we should announce an im
mediate cut back in all nuclear and missile production, cur
tailing all such activities as rapidly as economically feasible. 
Expansion of conventional forces should continue, and even 
be increased-but nuclear enhancement cease. Since we al
ready have better than a four to one nuclear superiority, our 
national security would not be endangered. 

As our conventional forces are increased, we should grad
ually recall all tactical nuclear weapons now outside our bor
ders, taking them away from NATO and our own troops 
operating on foreign soil. We should dismantle our missile 
sites in Turkey, Italy and other similar countries on the 
perifery of Russia. We should let it be known we will not 
furnish nuclear warheads to any other nation. 

In short, we should reduce by a considerable amount the 
nuclear pressure we now exert on the Soviet Union, and give 
them every possible incentive to cut back on their own 
nuclear production. 

To continue negotiations for test bans and nuclear dis
armament under the present conditions of suspicion and 
distrust can only promote more bad feeling on both sides. 
We should therefore drop out of such negotiations imme
diately. This will cost nothing for the issue of test bans is 
no longer of any importance, and the present chances of any 
disarmament agreement are practically nil. 

It is questionable whether total nuclear disarmamP.nt will 
ever be desirable in the foreseeable future. Partial nuclear 
disarmament is extremely desirable, so negotiations to that 
end should be undertaken as soon as we have demonstrated 
our sincerity by our actions, and the Russians have lost 
enough of their fear to be willing to seriously consider the 
reduction of their nuclear armament. Were we in their shoes 
with the present disparity we wouldn't even think of reducing 
-why should they? 

Lastly we should divert sizeable portions of our vast opera
tions research from war to peace. In cold blood, if you like, 
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we r,nust face u~ to the fact we cannot destroy the Com
m.ums.t people Without being irreparably damaged ourselves. 
Like It or not, we must find ways and means to Jive with 
them, and as peacefully as possible. Thus the same careful 
and thorough exploration we have been extending for two 
decades to every suggestion for improving our conduct in 
war, should ~ow. be given to any idea which might promote 
or help to mamtam the conditions of peace. 

The problem of thermo-nuclear war has never been in the 
weapons themsel~es: ~ut always in the people who might use 
the weapons-so 1t 1s m people and the relations among them 
that answers must be found. ' 
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